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our religion; and that checks and safe‘guards, in the form of authoritative decis-

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
»

BR. BURLINGAME, Agent.

‘was well received, and ordered to be printed. Inthe course of the ‘moving of the
vote of thanks'npon it,

haps+he might say men

from the State, were utterly powerless
-against error and not to be relied upon as a

means of advancing

© All letters on vusinces, remittances of MONEY, ao,
should be addressedto the Agent, and all communica
tions designed for publication should be addressed to

TERMS. For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in

look

and Dr.

>

wood,

‘Dersy; England, Oct. 19th, 1868.

The autumnal session of the Baptist Union was held last week at Bristol. There
-could not be found a more appropriate
place for such a denominational meeting in

England.
tists.

time to

chapel

in

the array of divines

There

Hoby.

and

were

Dr.

Dr.

Steane,

Landels, and Dr.

Dr. Lechman,
and Dr. Davies, and Dr.
Brock ; and there were, ‘‘conspicuous by
their absence,” Dr. Patterson, Dr. Under-

English Correspondence.
en.

was

Price, and Dr. Stock, and Dr. Angus, and

I

—

mark

“ blackberries.
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2

there

assembled there. Never was there in the
Baptist denomination so large a crop of
Doctors. Fhey are becoming plentiful as

EB

The

The address

round that old-fashioned

King St., and

| The Morning Star.

truth.

Bristol is classic ground to Bap-.

For ‘more than two hundred years

_ there have been Baptists in the city. The
Broadmead Records tell the story of many

Dr.

Evans,

worth, Dr.

Burng,

Dr.
Dr.

Thomas,

Dr. Ac-

Underhill,

and

so

on. We have grown to be as ripe in our
greatness, bearing our blushing honors as
thick upon us, as some American denominations. Afteg the chairman had been
thanked for his

address,

the

message

of

the Committee was read, and the Rev. W.
Brock, D. D., of London,

requested to take

persecutions and of frequént imprison:ents

the post of Chairman

and heavy fines for conscience’ sake. From
Bristol, Marshmgn went to India, and the

year.
He afterwards agreed to do so, but
said it was a somewhat heavy ‘‘cross” to

Knibbs to Jamaica.

In Bristol, Robert Hall

for

bear.
i
The Papér read by Dr.

the

following

Landels,

on

the

and Ira Foster and Dr. Ryland labored, and
the city is still fragrant with their memory. “causesof ministerial failure,” was a valThe old times of persecution were great uable and useful discussion of an important
seed times; the harvest has come-at last. but not. attractive theme. Dr. Landels
. From being few and despised

and insulted,

Baptists in Bristol have grown to be numerous and honored and powerful. There
}

-.are about a dozen churches in the city, and

they number in communion about three
thousand souls.
The city“is a kind of metropolis of the
West. Itis easy of access from. all sides,
- and its proximity to Wales fully accounts

for the influx of the Welsh pastors and delegates that

gave

a distinct

character

to

some of the meetings.
The programme
of the session was a ‘‘strong programme ;”
but it is still scanty in ‘‘business™ proper.
The Union is a somewhat recent thing, and
the October session only about six years
old, and no public institutions,

no

society,

no publications except the Hand-Book are
yet under the control of this body. Sermofs,

papers,

soirees,

and discussions in session

public

meetings,

upon

important

themes, therefore, and not ‘‘business” prop-

er, made up the whole programme of the
proceedings. The first evening, that is
Monday evening, the Rev. H. S. Brown of
Liverpool preached to young men. The
service was held in a ‘bran new” chapel at
Clifton, a suburb of Bristol. ‘The chapel
.is a gothic structure, ambitious in style,
almost too crowded with ornament, and is
situated among the villasyand private residences of city men, and. called ‘Tyndale

Chapel.” It was well filled, and the sermon was a summons to courage and manliness in serving the Lord, and witnessing
for Him among. men.
It was a bluff, earnest, stirring discourse, conceived in a
brave and heroic mood, and expressed in
hard, honest, and unvarnished words,

Mr.

Brown never® minces the truth, and his
out-spokenness and sailor-like 'bluntiiess
in the pulpit make him, in his own way and
among those after his kind, a most useful and popular man.
The second day, Tuesday, was gived up
to the Foreign Mission.
The Committe of
- the Baptist Missionary Society met in the
morning, and a public meeting in a large
ndw Hall was held in the evening. Probably over two thousand people were present; the chairman was a Mr, E. S. Robinson,
a gentleman of local celebrity and influence, and the speakers were prominent

men of the denomination.

I think the se-

lection was made with a view of representing the different sections of interest. in the
Baptist body. The Rev. J. Bloomfield, of
Bradford, represented the Strict

ion Baptists, and spoke

of the

Commun-

missionary

enterprise as the grandest the world knew,
and our missionaries as the bravest of
“men; the Rev. James A. Spurgeon reprea

sented the Spurgeonic Baptists, and dwelt
upon the greatness of our era, and the im-

said :—The agsumption of failure

his own.

The topic

had been

he supposed the Committee

was

given

not

him,

it might be put, failure to move men
toward God and Heaven. “Failure arose

chopping-box and then to the paper-mill to

from wine, it is. brandy;

reappear as white paper.

from

fermented

gin; from

cider,

cider

with
with

and

the

however, would be in vain, but as

church-

es

withthe

and

pastors

were

baptized

“Holy Ghost and with fire.”
Such

is a

brief outline of Dr. Landel’s

able and useful paper.- The Rev.

C. M.

Birrell of Liverpool opened the discussion
in a very masterly and judicious speech.
He thought that was a successful ministry

which answered the end God designed

it

to answer. The doing of God's will in
obscurity or fame was our highest end.
God had work for men of humblest talent.
Therdshould be nothing of envy, or of uncharitableness in our views

of each

other;

no one should despise his neighbor because
bor’s. No one should murmur against the
Master because sent to do work unproductive of fame. . The great cause of failure,
seemed to hini to be ‘‘unreality™ in the p
pit. If a minister gave the impression of

“reality” he was

The

atrocious

consequences

hypochondriasis, visceral obstruetions,drop-

which we were

of God

all

agreed,

the free

in Christ, the free grace and

love

mercy

of the gospel that were the truths that most

fails in its

action,

he

may

his

should

ed from

hard

rest

upon the dishonest manufacturer or dealer,
Of no remedies is this more strikingly
true than of those containing alcohol, which,
while they comprise a large number of the
most important

extracts,

tinetures,

closed with a verse of a Welsh hymn.
The session proper began on Wednesday
. morning with a preliminary devotional ex-

“h

“Forgot the dunghill where he grew,
And thought himself the Lord’knows who.”

anwms-

thetic agents, &c., are,,in the forms of ar-

Failures

came

from

causes

other "than

certain oils and extracts, known technieally y as ¢* Cologne Spirits,” and abundance of

water.

As thus compounded, they are sat-

colleges could cure; but at ‘the same tithe isfactory to many purchasers; gnd as very
it was worthy of consideration-whether the few persons can distinguish them from real
ercise. “The Rev. F. W. Goteh, LL. D., work of eolleges was directed as much as “liquors, they are readily sold, only requiring
President of the Bristol College and Chair- it,should be to the training of those powers the assurance, conveyed by a large. price,
man of the Union, delivered the inaugural | most needed in the pulpit. To gnake men of their perfect purity, No government
tax
address. He gave as his topic; ‘‘@hrist, gcholdara and students did not necessarily being paid “upon these compounds, the
the center,” and as his burden of discourse make them preachers and pastors. Among profits are immense, and with: a little «de-.
the power of this principle for the repres- the most prominent causes of failure might
ception in keeping the books and looking
sion of error and the establishment of truth. be enumerated, infirmities of temper, over- after the brands, the business is echsiderHe sought to show that eritical investiga. weening eonceit, indulgence; the hope of ed comparatively safe, especially as comtions of the Scriptures, the discoveries of usefulness was very slight when there was
pared ta that of illicit distilling,
;
physical science, metaphysical epdeulationts np self-control, and when .the members of"
Genuine liquors are of various Kinds,
and the progress of the age in civilization the church began to talk even in an under- taking up by distillation certain sensible
and virtue, were not in any way likely to tone of the minister's fondnesg
for the. pipe qualities of the fermented liquids from

the

Fall,

and

explaining the

made in November.

a duck’s head, thermometers,’

our

numerous

liquor

laws,

they

bukes

ty.

prophecies

Take the pulpit. The

‘every sinner, has no eye but. for

But when

was the

American

du-

pulpit

ever known

as the forlorn hope of a new
‘When was
the time that one in ten of the American

by about two hundred majority. The- electoral
vote will acco!
y stacd 214 for Grant and 80

|

of the work theré performed :

Of all the official work done at Washington, none is regarded with more interest
by the transient visitor than the Dead-Letter
Office. Here sit some fifteen or twenty
gentlemen—for- it is a fact disgraceful to
humanity that females cannot be employed,
so many obscene letters poison the mails
—continually engaged in~opening the four
or five millions of letters that annually find
their way there.. More than 15,000 letters
are daily emptied on their desks, asking to
be opened. When the 'letter is found to

money-letteis,

there

Lincolnin 1864.

dead-letters containing bills
and other valuable matter,

majorjty in the House

will be reduced to less
only ten mem-

bers in the body.
The success of the equal suffrage amendment in Towa and Minnesota is highly «gratifying. The evidences of fraud in the

election in New York is daily accumulating, and
the initiatory steps for contesting it have been
taken.
We trust that the work will be prosecuted vigorously.” This course is demanded by regard for the purity of the ballot box and ‘the
safety of our republican institutions.

of the

i
Brooklvn N. Y.”

GEN. GRANT

Chips.

lic demonstrations in his behalf.

clouds and darkness round about him, ven-

THE SOUTH

turing forward solely on the word of his
Saviour’; therefore he walks by faith and not
by sight. Especially true is this of the min-

has been very salutary. All
to acquiesce in the decision.
such is the state of feeling,
nouncement of the result, a

ister of Christ.
——The

weeping sower

must

go

nent

before

Let the springs of the mountains continue flowing and our rivers cannot fail ; so
while our small country churches. live our
city interests may be sustained.
——One

living,

earnest

Christian

who

can offer the prayer of faith, be he. ever so
poor, is worth more to
cause of Christ
than a thousand ke
Bn and carnal
professors, be they ever so rich.
Evil thoughts indulged, are as fatal
to virtue as a dose of arsenic is to life ; there-

fore

never

cherish

thoughts

which

you

would be ashamed for the world to read. 4

——Did you see a person pouring filthy
*waters out of a vessel,

would

you

returned is not the fault of the, department,
but of the writers, who cithe® send an un-

subseribe herself

or your aff¢ctionate

Adie” and’as government knows no first
names, all such letters are consigned to the

Democrats,

parties are disposed
. In South Carolina,
that after the annumber of promi-

including

Wade

~Hampton,

calledin a body on Gov. Scott, and declared
their determinatio to accept
cheerfully and
abide by the decision of the people, to stand by
the State government in its acts, and use all
their influence to induce the people of the State
to do likewise.
The<ndications are that this
An unhappy
state of feeling is very gencral.
difliculty exists in Florida, growing out of a conflict of authority between Gov. Reed and Lieut.
Gov. Gleason.
Reed having been impeachedby
the Legislature for falsehood, incompetency, embezzlement and bripery,by the terms of the Constitution of that state,is suspended from ofiice,
the Lieut. Gov. taking his place.
But Reed refuses to vacate, and therefore both he and Gleason claim to act as Governor. . Reed claims that
he has been impeached illegally. The excitement is great, and the inatter has been brought
before the courts.
There
has of late existed
something of

the rejoicing reaper.

believe

A PANIC

him though he affirmed that that vessel «in financial circles, occagioned by a decline in the |
and its contents were pure? No more can’ price of gold and government securities. A
you trust the heart from which unclean leading secular contemporary, speaking of the
cause of this decline, intimates that “those specconversation proceeds.
——That things are fashionable is no
proof that they are right. We have ‘many
fashionable abominations that are turning
homes into. hells, sundering the sacred

ties of domestic life, poisoning the fountains
of trie happiness and warring’ against the
best interests of society.
J. HAYDEN.
-v

who invested greenbucks ' largely
ulators
bonds, looking for arise as a consequence

Grant's

election,

lost

in of.

sight of the fact that the

enhagcement of the credit of the Government is
not represented by a rise in the greenback price
of bonds, becatise the bonds and the greenbatks

both

in gold

“advance

value

Thosc

together.

who had bought Government bonds with gold a
week or two weeks ago would have made a fair
profit, but thote who bought -them with green-

backs vbverlooked the fact that “the--eléetion of

Tho

Grant tends not to increase the difference in vals

Great Teachers.

21,000

97,000 containing stamps and artcles of
small value; nearly all'of them were returned to the original Writers, and the reason why any of these letters fail of being

Politicians are

busy at work constructing cabinets for him, bat
1 he keeps his own counsels and will probably do
. ——~Could the Christian pilgrim always so until the proper.time for action arrives. The
see his way clearly before him, with, the Democrats are attempting to comfort themselves.
glorious city of light in the distance, then with the hope that he will follow in the footsteps
would he walk by sight and not by faith;] of Tyler and Johnson. The hope will prove a
vain one.
As was expected, the influence of the
but he often walks over rough places with election upon

A

ue between the two kinds of Government

—

There is just truth enough in the followcriticism that carries both a rebuke and a
warning to men who need both, and just

Susie,”

re-

than seventy, while the Republican majority in
the Senate will be increased from, fifty-four to

over five millions of doHars; over 49,000
containing photographs, jewelry, ete. ; and

loving

Harrison

field, he

tant gains in the House, and have suffered severe
losses in the Senate:
The present Republican

ing to warrant its publication as a piece of

“your

Gen.
the

ceived only one hundred and forty-five thousand
majority over Mr. Van Buren. The political
characteg of Congress will remain as at present,
tfiygh the Democrats have made some impor:

of exchange
appraised at

signed letter, or who will

In 1840 when

was regarded as having swept

is said to have received the news of his election
“ Post Office No.9 Albany st
He was at the house of
- J} with great equanimity.
Boston State of Mass
Hon. E. B. Washburn, in Galena, 11l., through
Ryan Thuiler, & if he do not
the afternoon of election day as the despatches
live here i expect that the
came.in from all parts of the Union, making it
Person who will live here will
forward this letter to him
certain that he was the choice of the people for
if they chance to know
the next President.
While the ‘torrent of news
where he live.”
and congratulations was incessant, and others
It was a true touch of human nature that were wild with excitement, he was composed.
he employed who last spring sent a letter He has since returned to Washington, but infrom Boston to Wisconsin, and on the cor- stead of traveling over the country, making
great parade and receiving the congratulations
ner of it wrote in.a bold, manly hand : ¢ This of the people. wherever he went, he made most
letter contains®®10. If you need it more of the journey incognitp, and even surprised the
than my poor mother, take it.” The mother politicians in Washington who were making
great preparations to receive him.
IIe has since
got it.
resumed his dutics at the head of-his‘department,
and has taken steps td pit a quietus on all pub-

But besides
were

and seventy-five thousand,—

the largest ever given to any President except to

them, containing $150,620,

wero restored to'their owners?
these

stone. yard,

agfar

&

In Hours at Home for November is an
interesting article on ‘¢ The Post-Office,”
which gives an interesting history of postal
arrangements in this country. We quote a
part of what is said of the Dead-Letter Of-

nearly 29,000 &

from two hundred

fifty-six, the Democrats having

“ For Newel Kirby: Degraw st
shanty to the. river jn the rear
grave

those

which we thea gave, but it appears that the
gregate popular majority for Grant is not

'the Jetter carrier.
next

The popular majorities in some of

the states prove slightly. different from

Sometimes the direction supposes a large
amount of local knowledge on the part of

i

fice and

for Seymour.

¢ When you C this letter,
You had better letter B,
For it is going over
Unto Tom
McG
In the town of Dover,
State of Tennessee.”

egotism and

audacity enough

popular with those who are
nunciation, but
who lack

to make

it

masters of dethe brain that

gees the truth and the conscience that stands
by it:

There are four great sources of national
education—only four great popular collowes

for

the

masses.

One

is the press,

the second is the pulpit, the third is politice, and the fourth is agitation. Look at
y/

-

~

horns, pipes, watch-cases,” hoops, albums, crusade against a popular sin?

moved men. Colleges could not prevent
dent gpirits of vais kinds, the main refailure.. ‘Tutors are trainers, ‘not producportance of the church keeping abreast if
ers. They cannot bring something out ‘lianch of both the physician and the sun have valuable contents, those contents are
not ahead of the world in ‘its progress; the
of nothing.
They
cannot supply the geon, in those urgent cases where the; pa- indorsed upon it, and the letter returned ‘to
Rev. J. Clifford of London represented the
manufactured article unlessuthe church- tient's life, having but a single chance,” calls the envelope. A record is made of all such
General Baptists, and
gave as the great
es send them- the raw material. When a for'a remedy of quality-and &rength known ‘lettegs, and they: are at once returned to]
motive power of missions an enlightened
their. writers, without return postage. So
young sprigs sent to college he might be to be reliable.
Christian conscience, an imperious sense
Since the government tax has greatly perféct are the, arrangemants that it is
polished ; but the more he was polished the
of duty to our Lord ; the Rev. N, s Haycroft,
worse he became; all that was manly in enhaneed the price of distilled liquors, our hardly possible that a valuable dead-letter,
of Leicester represented the ‘Particular
him ‘came _off in the process, and the markets have -been flooded with articles which has. .onct reached thé office, “should
Baptists, and advocated a more adequate
‘residuum was what was significantly called bedring so close a resemblance to the gen- ‘fail of revisiting the writer, if it is in the
support of the society, while he, dilated
a “parson” who-assumed grdat-airs, talked uine, as often to deeeive judges of long and power of -the department to discover ‘him.
“+. upon the signs of the ‘times; and the Rev.
extensive experience. These are manufac- During the past year, 35,000 etters, enclossanctimoniously and
~
- Dr. Price of Aberdare
represented the
ing sits
pr received at this office, and
tured from a sjndll percentage of Aleohol,

» Welsh Baptists, and dwelt at large on the
aid Bristol had given to the missions and

clerks taking about

1860, contains the statement that whiskey,

earned reputation, and his patient may lose
his life, when the entire blame

the

of good quality, is applicable to all the letters. Every American will readily recoguses-to which brandy applies, and is doubt- nize the genial face ofghe ower of the letless superior to brandy such as is generally ter, dropped in the Chicago post-office, and
sold in our markets. (See p. 802. Art. Spts. addressed to ¢¢ Mr. Coldfacts, the Senator
Frum.) This is true, yet it conveys but a of Congress.” Bunt not every Englishman
“very slight intimation of the extent to which wduld discover Sir Rowland Hill in the baddeception is carried at present, by whole- ly written address, Mr. Owl O,Neil, at the
sale liquor dealers. The evil has extended post-office.” Sometimes the poetical fancy
‘under the fostering influence of a love of of the writer develops itself in the direction
gain, until it has become an evil,not against as in these instances.
single individuals or communities, but
‘ Mr. Postmaster, keep this well,
against society at large, and the public
For every line is going to tell,
How much I love my
BILL MARTELL,
.
‘welfare urgently demands some action to
Syracuse, N. Y.”
free the people from this. worse than robbery. Whatever benefits may have result Or this:

of adulterating

lose

Isaw

false teeth, pistols, mittens, fern leaves,
false hair, laces, paper collars, epaulets,

not Jikely to fail.” This ‘are certainly deficient in respect to supply-

crime

Sonorablé; and

8y, paralysis, insanity, and in large quan- dolls, (one of themtwo feet high; it must
tities, apeplexy and death, yet, when judi- have required a monster envelope!) but- pulpits faced a popular iniquity, throwing
ciously administered they are, in emergen- terflies, mats, medicines, silver goblets of its party behind it in the service of justice?
eies, the mogt- prompt and diffisable stimu-- full size, earrings, butter-knives, spoons, On the contrary,as an actual result, there is
gold or a tacit partnership between the press and
lants, giving additional energy to the. mus- gold and silver watches, i
silver
about
them
however)
shells,
purses,
“the pulpit
aly
:
cular system, rendering the pulse full, and
soap,
sugar,
tea,
coffee,
bows
and
arrows,
causing temporary exaltation of the nervous system, often enabling the patient to books, pictures, abox of cigars, a- bottle
Events of the Week.
rally, when,’ without their assistance, he of Jamaica ginger, a squirrel’s tail, prisms,
would inevitably sink into the relentless combs, boxes, etc. I might continue. the
THE DETAILS OF THE ELECTION,
jaws of death. Under our present system list beyond the limits of my paper.
as well as the general result, were so well statof manufacturing and supplying liquors,
ied last week as to need but little or no correc"The chief cause of the multitude of dead: tion. We then indicated that the résult in three
however, not one personin a thousand can
obtain liquors for medicinal purposes, with letters is misdirection. The superscription states was doubtful. Of these two; Alabama and
any certainty of, their being pure and of of many that go safely are curious; at Arkansas, appear to have voted for Grantby
good quality. The U. S. pharmacopoeia of times grotesque. It requires'a good imagi- small majorities, but we see it stated that the
nationto read the direction of these * blind” remaining state, Oregon, has voted for Seymour

cient men being in the ministry. Some- medicinal substances has never been cartimes other things are supposed to account
ried to greater excess than by the present
for failure which have nothing whatever to
‘system of fabricating spiritiious liquors.
do with it.” Men who use manuscript in
The importance of purity inmedicines canpreaching and men who do not; men who
| not be overtated ; for, while they will not
preach Calvinistic doctrine and. men who
always cure, still, if the physician presecribdo not; men who have had a preparatory
es the article indicated it is, if pure, likely
training and men who have not, these
to give relief; but if, from impurity, it
have aliké succeeded and alike failed ; so
that these things do not in themselves determine success or failure. “One had better
read freely from a paper on the desk than
read imperfectly by memory from a manuscript in the pocket.
It was the things in

Here

whiskey ; and from fermented rice, arrack.
Although alcoholic liquors, in any form, | valentines,
as an article of daily use, causing dyspepsia,

follow,

and

ideal of an American pulpit is something
various articles recently taken out of their that puts popularity and unpopularity unenvelopes, T noticed the following : slippers,- der its feet, that grapples with all sin, re-

common

produce the most deplorable

tant vocation a man could

large,

pentine,

that is, they were not well-furnished
natural gifts, with force of character,

noblest and most‘ gifted of their sons should
be consecrated to the work. Everything,

A

ity.

per berries, Holland gin ; from malted bar- "$500 a day out of the letters so profusely
ley, rye or potatoes,
and rectified from tur- scattered over their desks, and among the

cause of an *‘insufficient quantity of being,”

the qualities which make men eminent and
great. The selection of men for the ministry was not careful enough. Only the
best men should be accepted. Entrance
into the ministry was too easy in most
cases. . More incompetent men were admitted than should be necessary .after judicious selection. The churches should consider that the ministry was the most impor-

press.

influential, and momentous function, but
the editors cannot afford to -face unpopu- -

rye meal with hops and rectified from juni-

because too much was expected.
A pastor cannot be imitated and ¢annot be mistaken. . ing pure wines and liquors. No provision
was expected to combine in himself the ‘The real Christian man and preacher speaks is made for assaying or testing these arqualifications of pastor and Evangelist, and with what the French call (‘the accent of ticles, and in most states the utmost limit
do the work of both. Those who complain conviction,” and his words carry conviction of the law only prohibits the manufacture
of inefliciency in this double work should to the minds of the hearers. The discus- and sale of liquors known to contain poisonrather support an Evangelist or become sion was well taken up, and very profita- ous substances. The British Parliament
‘passed an act in 1860, prohibiting the adulevangelists themselves.
Failures arose be- ble.
The evening brought thousands of peo- teration of any article of food, drink or
cause men -were misplaced.
One kind of
man
will suit one sphere, another, an- ple together at a soiree in Colston Hall. medicine, and made it compulsory for muniother.
Nobody could be considered to fail Dr. Brock took the chair and contrasted the cipal and other local authorities to apbecause no crowd followed him, and he did Bristol of 200 years ago with the Bristol of point salaried analysts, by whom all “subnot become popular. It was no man’s duty to-day, and the changed position of Bap- stances suspected to contain impurities are
to become popular, and still less to suffer tists. ‘The Rev. C. Vince of Birmingham to be analyzed for smallfixed fees. Unless
himself to deteriorate in taste and intellect spoke of the Irish Church question, and we can have some means of this kind for
and character in order to attract the crowd, gave an able criticism of Disraeli’s recent preventing imposition in our own country,
One might be as useful in preaching to the manifesto, specially pointing out ironically it is high time for our state or general govfew as to the many.
In this city Foster what a comfort it was to have monarchs ernment to take charge of the distilling of
could rarely get an audience; yet other like Henry the VIII, Charles IL, George liquors, as nations have long taken control
of the coining of money, to prevent counmen, more popular than he, are now silent, IV., as heads of the Church, and suggesting that every one knew the orthodox the- terfeiting and dishonesty.
and he, by his works,
preaches to thouEither of these means might be made a
sands from year to year. Harsh judgments ology and personal sanctity of our present
were sometimes passed upon ministers. He Prince of Wales, would be greatly com- source of income to the public and confer
knew a minister of whom a brother minis- forted that he and not the Pope was to be lasting benefit upon society ; but whatever
ter had said you might write up over the the future head of the Church of England. course is deemed most feasible,let our legischapel, ‘Souls frozen here;” but now that The Rev. 8. G. Green of Rawdon College lators devise some prompt’ and efficient
man was one of the most prominent men in spoke of grouping Cillage churches ; the means to free us from impure liquors, and
the denomination, and his severe and un- Rev. H. Dawson of Bury Institution spoke thus inscribe their names upon the adamancharitable
critic remained in obscurity. of lay preaching, and the Rev. J. P. Chown tine pillars of our country’s history, as
Some men failed perhaps -because they of Bradford, of Sunday schools, referring worthy of being held in eternal remempreached too faithfully: Perhaps Stephen at large to a model building and school at brance for having been public benefactors
ap
might be said to fail in this way, and fail- Chicago. Here ended Wednesday's pro- in the age in which they don
E. D. SARGENT:
ure of this kind was more glorious than ceedings. Thursday’s I reserve for another
: Starksboro’, Vt.
« THOMAS GOADBY. success. It is thought by -some that the letter.
sovereignty of God determines our success
oor failure. No.doubt ‘the sovereignty of
The Adulteration of Liquors.
The Dead-Letter Office,
God” is a very pious phrase, but it could
——
.
scarcely be held as a justification for inefli-

the

4

rye, | Since writing thus far, I have once more
whiskey
; from corn malted and kiln-driéd, visited the Dead-Letter Office, a visit that larity. One-half the Winter is taken up
the pledges which were made in
Bourbon whiskey ; from malted barley or ‘always givespleasure and gratifies curios- -dodging

failed usually be-

considered it his own gifts were greater than his neigh-

established that there were failures in the
ministry. But" failure in what? In winning souls, or edifying Christian disciples,
in doing pastoral or pulpit duty? Perhaps

which they are distilled. When distilled

knowledge how to use them, so indiscreet ‘molasses, ram ; from malted barley or

and unwise were some -able men. Want
of sympathy, of adaptation, of earnestness;
the absence of toil, agonizing, persevering, holy and. prayerful toil, were always
fatal to success. Only by sweat of heart
and brain, only by intense application and
effort, could efficiency be retained. Per-

ions ofthe Church or the security derived

At No. 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
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destroy our faith if we held Christ, not and glass. Sometimes it seemed as if God
creeds or any thing élse as the. center of ‘had conferred every talent except the
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ities, as ‘would

be neccessary

in order

secur-

to give

them a profit, but to enhance equally
the gold
value of both.
This it has done, but it results in
no profit to those who buy one kind of Government securityby paying another.”
We do not
apprehend that the panje will. he attended by
any serious results, although the pressure on the ™
money market is at present somewhat hard.
At
the Lord Mayor's dinnerin London last week ©

THE ALABAMA CLAIMS
were

discussed,

and

it

appears

froma

Cable

despageh that something definite has been dong,
and ‘that all risk of international warfare hak
beenobviated.

This intelligence

pected and mysterious.

is

both unex-

Mr, Reverdy

Johnson

is daily adding to his folly and unpopularity.
“

8

i

oe

RE

ER

rp
3

THE

Add
So far as Ihave

~~ @ommumications.

MORNING

R: NOVEMBER 18, 1868.
Selections.

ST.

been able to_learn, the-

prayers addressed to their family gods are

man and woman there is a judgment seat,
to avert evil rather than to obtain benefits. | —a throne of God, and before that, and

for obs

or

:

p

of consideration.

conclusively that, compared with the. whole

“Of

vy

Ww

He says:

v

ames

the missionary effort put forth in

number, few Sabbath School scholars beChina, at least-ninety per cent, is by the
SLi
Z
Catholics.” - .
Thus ;—* may the storm spare my thatch; ‘that alone, should men worship; here th&y come criminals, A single example may
The restoration of the confiscated propth be given. In the N. H./Reform School bo
“may the black rot passby my rice fields; should bow and here worship. * By
~~ Romanists in China.
great
The Santals.”
erty
has given t ie Church of Rome
‘alone
they
are
guided.
Helis
to
be
judged
there
are
468
pupils.
Of
these
275
had
not
+ ¢ let my wife not bear a ‘daughter; ‘may
@ priests have been
BY Rev. J. PHILLIPS...
rn
“the usurer be eaten by wild beasts.” The | by himselfas a. spirit; he isto come before attended the Sabbath School regularly,
Rome is losing one of her swords—the
Government in anothwb E—
:
ts
head of the family on his death-bed whis- ‘no other tribunal. If by thelaw of selfhe Now when we consider
that there are YIy | jnconia of temporal power—Dbaut she stands |
:
minister has
+ fConcluded from last week'sHssue;—
al
degree permitting the
The analogiés, found in the legends of persthe name of the family god te his eldest is-condemned, he must suffer according to few children in New Hampshire that do at this hour militant with the other. She
; if acquitted hy self, he is not attend the Sabbath School, this report hag a broader sweep for her doctrines, and priests to decide all questions of law beson, and thus the same object of domestic condemnation

these unlettered sons of the

forest;

to the

worship f$ handed down from generation to
generation. = Unlike the Roman Penates,—

Mosaic accounts of the creation are very
striking : — thus, the earth covered with-wa-

the

ter,—the raising up of land, — its preparation
parents,—garments

supplied

Creator,—the prominent

by

of 'the Roman

the

use of intoxicating

liquor,—the dispersion, ete., lead to the
inevitable inference of a common origin.
T "LANGUAGE.
Ae

out any distinct conception of ‘his own immortality er of a future life, cannot believe

4c roots, form their inflections by the aid of | in'and out of the dwellings

where they

seems to me as though man must be devoid.
of good sense to believe anything of the

kind.”

tongues,

whitch

ing of three letters.
flexible,

As its roots-are

it is equally

repudiated

great family of languages

by

based

on

«

that |
mon-

|

| ligently with strangers,

it has come down to the present generation
shriveled and disintegrated, rather the debris of an ancient language than that ancient language itself. Nevertheless it still
survives,as a breathing linguistic organism,
connecting the present with the unfathomed

and

performs

the

| rites of hospitality to her hasband’s guests.

| Her danceis slow and decorous.
women

join

hands,

form

All

themselves

the
into

an arc of a circle, and advance and retire
| towardsthe center” where the musicians are
placed, at the Sarre time moving slightly
past and furnishing hints of grammatical
forms infinitely more numerous and compli- | toward the right, so'as to cgmplete the cir! clein about an hour.”
*
cated than were guessed of by Panini.
Easy indeed and most tempting - to

‘In the Appendix will be found an outline
Santa’ grammer

based on the Rev.

Phillipe’s Introduction to the Santal language, with additions from other mission-

9

mul-

| tiply paragraplis setting forth the condition,

J.

manners,

customs,

domestic

habits,

polity,

government.and general character of these
hardy, robust, athletic, wild, merry hearted foresters,—verily in * the dark places of

aries, and from ‘my own researches, from
which scholars who work at leisure, and

surrounded by the appliances of philological the earth filled with the habitations of -cruresearch, may perhaps derive wider and elty,”—but apprehension of the scissors reStill, in your clemency,
sounder-concldsions than I can. The fol- strains my pen.
-lowing pages bring to a common focus the bear with me just a little while I plead for
results which the few and scattered inves- those ‘unable to speak for themselves.
tigators of the Santal race have arrived at; Here are millions of souls that but yesand even if some of my deduetions should terday were. without a vestige of a
be proved to be unsound, the facts will re- | written language, utterly ignoraht of the
main at the service of those who may make | God who created them and the Saviour who
a better use

of them.”

:

« | died to redeem them,-s-all their

lives

sub-

Mr. HL arrives at the following” conclu- | ject to the most gross and groveling - bondage,—liferally, *“ without God and hope” in
sions respecting the Santal language, viz. :
this world and the world to come.”
Drawn
“1st. That their vernacular isin structure
distinct from Sanskrit and the. inflecting or- by the pen of a secular historian even, how
der of speech, and belongs to Schleicher’s dark, how sad the picture! O the gloom
and superstitious fears that brood over and
second class, the compounding languages.
2d. Nevertheless, that it appears to con- fill the minds of such a people! Can we
tain certain roots expressive of very simple not behold their uplifted, suppliant hands,
~~
ideas, in common with Sanskrit, but not and hear their plantive cries?
derived from Sknskrit, in the same

way

as

each other, but

probably from a common |
source.
’
:
|
3d. That, at a very remote period, Sans-

krit came in contact" with Santal, or the an- |
cient representative of Santal, that Sanskrit

adopted from Santal probably a number of |
aboriginal sounds with which to supplement
its primitive meager alphabet, certainly
several words which appear unchanged in

the Prakrit of ancient times and in the Santal of the present day."

4th. That the study of Santal, along with
. the other aboriginal dialects of India, is
possibly destined to do for the conmipound-

. inglanguages what the giudy of Sanskrit
has done for the inflecting languages; that
a scientific method exists according to

which this study must be conducted ; that

in Bengal and its dependencies the whole

varieties of human speech meet, pyésenting
peculiar facilities for research,and

affording

a basis from which a properly eqhipped philologer might sail forth and discover a new

linguistic world.

5th. That, as the Sanskrit points to the
north-west of the Himalayas as the starting
point of the Indo-Argans, se Santal” points
‘to.the wountries of the north-east—the cunabula of compounding speech as the primitive home of the Indian aborigines.” =
RELIGION.
Of the religion of the Santals our author
presents a very dark pigture. Mr. H. writes:
“Of

a

supreme,

a beneficent

God

the

Santal has no conception. His religion is
a religion of terror and deprecation. Hunt.
ed and driven from country to country by
a superior race, he cannot understand how

a being ¢an be more powerfal.than himself
without wishing to harm him. Discourses

upon the attributes of the deity excite no
emotion among the more isolated sections
of the race, except a disposition to run
away and hide themselves in the jungle;
and the only. reply made to a missionary at

pol

the end of an eloquent description of the
omnipotence of God was, ‘ And what if
;
that Strong Oné should eat me?
But although the Santal has no God from
whose benignity he may expect favor, there
exist a multitude of demons and evil’ Bpirits whose spitehe endeavors by supplications to avert. 8o far from being without
- a religion, his rites are infinitely more numerous than those of the Hindoos ; the

su-

perstitious element in his nature is more
on the alert, and his belief in the near presence of an unseen world more productive
18 are ever at hand to punish

the

:

disenses,to

vad

observer

8

:

/

tr Lely,

the

Even

Sahbath

should

grow

can

fora

moment

mur-

That

were

both

doubt.

Of the redeemed host,

‘Betause their love on earth was cold,—
Their hearts afar from Him,~—
Their faith but faltering and weak,—
Their spirits’ vision dim.
No close warm contact with the Cross
Thrilled all their souls with love,
And-made them thirst to drink their lil
Of heavenly joys above.
.

They were content with little here;

Their joys were small and few ;

Of "Sawrist and his redeeming blood
They had no blessed view,
They sat among God's chosen ones,
“They feared their Maker's frown,
Jat Oh 'thoy#ore no bleeding cross,—
They wear no sparkling crown!

This,

The thrilling strains of those wha bore

Earth’s fierce baptism of fire

:

cool his

reasoned

tongue and

that

ev-

efy thinking Christian must feel. The
tendencies offthe two leading opponents
are,—the one to a debasing Etherealidm, the

{ fall;

:

x

ease his pain—

to his place

if Lazarus, was

of torment—that

sent to warn

them they

Abraham
no

than Mosés

Prophets.

the

That I may walk with those who strike

reasoned

that Lazarus would have

and

‘May equal my desires;

better

, The loud resounding lyres !

success

Oh! pappy are the souls that thus

"Again,

Ask God their hearts to fill

Moses

the

With his rieh grace, and humbly seek

were Moses

.

died on Mount

On earth to do his will;

Whose hopes are fixed on Heaven above,

Nebo;

appeared

and

‘Whose hearts are filled with peace,

|

Who patiently await the hour

‘When earthly ills shall cease :—

crucifixion of our Lord.

Who turn their feet from all the paths

and

Which sin once brought to view,

And set their faces Zionward,
With purpose firm and true;

con-

house divided against itself.” Truly

To serve Him here, and
The New Jere, mip

Oh!

will be,

reform was due, no doubt,

in

a’ great _de-

bhandmgainst« brother?

Yes, we answer,

thosd atoms prove the assertion is
i‘

that

the

other

places, at home

and

sacrifices,
but

infercessiol on-the successive days of meet-

moves!

ing

¥

Ra

x

children of Christian parents;

Unfil

on both

and i

Thursday, January. 7.—THE cnurcH : for
more knowledge of God's Word and increase of spiritual life ; for sound and faithful preaching adapted to rich and poor;

almost

The intelligent correspondent

of

at last
—~

growing love to Christ; a more earnest love

to Chistians of varied name and of. all nations; and for the sending forth of more
laborers into the harvest.

the

Friday,

comes one of their Priests, a Frenchman,
wearing" Chinese clothing, witha pig-tail

hanging down his back.
He has become a
Chinaman, following to the letter the apostolic example and precept—becoming
all,
things to all men, to accomplish the end
in
view. The Jesuits throughout the empire
have sdopied the dress, the habits and customs of
the Chinese—eating as they eat,
sleeping as they sleep, shaving the forehead
and not the crown, just as
the Chinese
shave theirs.
Your readers will remember that two
hundred years
ago the Jesuits were numerous throughout
e empire, but upon the

accession of a new dynasty they were driy-

between France and

China,

January

8.—MissioNs:

for the

conversion of the Heathen and Mohammedans; for the growth of Missionary zeal;
for the removal of hinderances to preaching the Gospel among all nations;’ for recent converts ; and for all who are suffering
persecution for the truth.
;
Saturday, January 9.—GENERAL: for the
conversion of Israel; for the circulation

of

the Holy Scriptures ; for Christian and phil-

anthropic Societies; and for

ingof the Holy

Spirit

on

the outpour-

Christians,
and

Christian Churches throughout the world.

Sunday, January 10.—SERMONS : Subject: The duty of
the Christian Church in
relation to the religious wants of the world.

Ripe Christians.
1 have one in =
church who may, I
‘think, be proper]
ed a ripe Christian.
He

esteems the privilige of attending
service of God's house as one of

upon-the
his great-

est delights. When endeavoring to preach’
the gospel, no eye among my hearers is so
constantly

fix

upon me,

as is his.

He

hool, and although the
loves
the Sabbath
partial loss of hearing prevents him from

Liking g part in its’ exercises he is always

there, because, as he says, it does him so
much good to" watch the interest with which
the children attend to their lessons. He

en from the kingdom, and their property
confiscated, but through all these” long
years Rome has had her eyes open. When
the French brought forward the treaty lately

‘signed

a bless--

private instruction ; for our youth abroad;
and for a blessing on Christian literature.

this hour comes,

continents

for

ing on home influence; for all: Seminaries
of Christian learning—Universities, Colleges and Schools; for Sunday Schools, and

loves to give to the ehurch, and to the vari-

ous objects of benevolence. He loves to
converse upon religious subjects, aid in .

one

article stipulated that all the property con- such conversation manifests the humility of
fiscated two hundred years ago should be one sitting as a learner at the feet of Jesus.
restored to the Jesuits.
He is one in whose Christain character I can
The other day while'walking through the place great confidence, but he is an old
streets of the old city of Shanghae, Rev. man. More than fourscore winters have
Mr. Yates pointed out long ranges of build- passed over his head, Ihave to feel that
ings which had been restored to the Jesuits those eyes which now,by their fixed attenunder the treaty. The income from these tion, often help me so in reaching, will
estatesis enormous. No estimate can be goon be closed in death. Ifhe were onl
made of the amount, which is known only one of my young members how much food heh

he might'do.

to the ‘™Fathers,”who keep their own coun.

sel.
;
The Jesuits are having great success
this empire. The forms and ceremonies

And
a

it fot his - privilege .

ii to possess the same measurg of grace,
which he now seems
osses3, twenty. or
thirty years ago? Isit
privilege of
the Buddhist religion are so much like those those who are younger if the. church to
in
of

of the Roman Catholic that one can hardly

fell the difference?
a Protestant church
nor pictures, and he
that the Protestants
but he

A Chinaman entering
sees no gods, images,
comes to the conclusion
are altogether
godless;

enters a Jesuit

church

nF

sees

a

better class of images than those he is accustomed to - worship, pictures more pleasing than those upon the walls of his own
priests at the altar
temples. He sees the
incense

in gorgeous robes, inhales sweeter

than that ascending from the joss sticks.
The music of the choir, the deep-toned organ, is more pleasing than the rub-a-dub of
drums. Is it gny wonder that the churches
are thronged at morning mass, or af the
hour for vespers¥
‘ Rome

takes

lohg

looks

ahead.

She

is

educating for the future. Foundlings ate
picked up by the hundred and the thousand ;
poor parents sell their children for a trifle,
‘parting with them that they may be educat-

ed by the priests. = A few years hence these

become ripe as heis in age?

When all of

our churches contain more ripe Christians,
as well as old ones, a_ brighter day will
Western
dawn upon the world. —Cor.
v
:
Presbyterian.

Cleaving —r
to Christ.
I have seen ahedvy piece of iron hang:
ing on another—not welded, not linked,

not glued to the spot—and

yet it cleaved

with such tenacity as to bear not only

"its

own weight, but mine too, if I chose to
seize it and hang upon it. A wire charged
with an-eléetric current is in contact with
its pags, and hence its adhesion. Cut that
wire through, or remove it by a hair's
breadth, and the piece

of iron drops dead

to the ground, like any other unsupported

weight,

: a Strom of life from the Lord brought

foundlings will be traversing .the hills andy kin contact
with a human spirit, keeps the
so firmly that
valleys, stopping at all the villages, setting spirit cleaving to the Lord
up schbols, carrying on the work of the no power on earth or hell can wrench the
?
two asunder. From Christ the mysterious
writes :—All these men speak without writ Church,
A
gentleman
at
Shanghae,
one
who
has
life-stream flows, through the bein of a
ing their sermons. At” least they bring
been long in the country, who can speak disciple itspreads, and to the Lord it returns
very few written words into the pulpit: the language, who has traveled through
again, In that circle the foeblest Christian :

The statis- | "tant secrest of their power.
A

triumphs;

results of his observation, and inquiries in
reference to Romanism in that country.
Compared with these how feeble are all the
movements of Protestant missions in that
country. But read his own words :
In a letter sent from Canton mention was
made of the Cathedral going up there,
which is to cost three million dollars. We
learnthat another quite as magnificent and
costly, is being erected at Pekin: also that
in nearly every important sity of the emThe Jes-|
{ pire churches are being erecte
uits are in China in great force. Here

Fill me with thy pure love,
fit me for the loftiest strain
. Of holy praise above.

Sabbath

it is h great means of grace.

of missionary
her

Boston Journal, writing from the vicinity of

I cannot help feeling that, in this direct
School
dealing with the people, lies one impor“that.
but
insures every scholar's salvation,
It i#not claimed

in

abroad, plead before God for the gifts of his
grace and the out-stretching of his, arm to
bless his church and gonvert a perishing
world. Fellow-Chuistiips! Letus with one
accord, if. spared to. see the commencement
of a new year, encircle
the world with our
faithful, fervent and united prayers. Let

* Shanghae in China, speaks strongly of the

otherto a gross Materialism. .
That wing of the opposing force known
May there to my poor feeble tongue
as Spiritualism, in its teachings reduces
Exhaustless powers be given,
God to a kind of ethereal principle, perWith which;
through never ending years,
Sabbath
Schools
and
Vice.
vading all things ;—a sort of universal Soul,
To sing the songs-of Heaven :—;
inhabiting alike the inanimate and the anT'o see my Saviour face to face,
Mr. Dyer says a large majority of the
Oh! may that joy be mine,
imate, animals as we]las men.
Its ideal
Forever*to adore and love
is concisely and forcilfly bxpressed by the | abandoned women of New York were once
Within the Inner Shrine!
Sabbath ‘School scholars, many of them
following lines:
daughters of Christian parents, and numi
“All are but parts of one stupendous whole,~
bersof them Sabbath School teachers and
The
Prayer
Meeting.
Whose body nature iggand God the soul.”
church members.
Granted; but let it be
——r
PO
This theory scorns the idea that Jesus remembered that in a Christian community
«In one town visited of late, the third
Christ possessed a divine nature above that great efforts are made to bring every child Sabbath service was a prayer meeting.
which they claim for all men.
It allows into the Sabbath school, and with a good The church numbers over 150, and in the
him only a kind of mediumistic susceptibil- degree of success. Hence, if there are village and vicinity we should think “there
ity to be acted upon by some external pow- vicious adults, we should expect that they are 25 or 30 church members. A good
Sabbath School schol- ngaber attended, but only one besides the
|,€T- It repudiates the Bible as a book of had most likely been
fiction, not worthy of a place among sacred ars in youth, if they were born in a Chris- minister took part. This was not because’
things, and too antiquatéd to nfeet the ne- tian country. Probably. a majority -of of want of confidence in the pastor, as he
cessities of the present progressive age. these bad women * attended the public is well received. In an adjoining town the
but: does that prove prayer meeting at the same hour’ was
It exalts the soul of man to the dignity of a schools in childhood,
that
they
were
not
benefited
thereby ?
princiall-pervading
ethereal,
part of that
where the church had lostits visibility. SevMr. Dyer's stalement is, a sensation enty-one attended ; 10 or 12 took part, and
ple which it has deified as God. Hence it
is argued that nothing can be sin in itself; sophism. If he wishes to prove Sabbath the season was -highly interesting. A
becanse the act of that holy vital principle, Schools injuriousor useless, let him give prayer meeting,—what a precios means
being a part of God, is but working itself statistics to show that, from a number of of grace; yet many do not appreciate it,
back to its original place by such acts,— Sabbath Schoel scholars, more criminals nor avail themselves of its offered benefits.
therefore it cannot be sin., It enthrones the are produced than from the same number They neglect to pray there, and to give
human will to the position of infallible dic- of youth who have never attended the Sab- théir testimony
for Jesus: How
they
tator, and being infalliblé, all its decisions bath School. The result would show that might be refreshed if faithful there! Sinmust be correct, and all acts flowing from a large majqrity of the former grow - up
ners might be made to feel, if they were
those decisions are alike good. Ilence, good citizens, and most of .the latter be earnest in prayer for them and would warn
lying, stealing, drunkenness, perjury, adul- come criminals. As to the fallen teachers:
them to flee from impending wrath, Christery and murder are all right, all holy. and church-members, they are few as comtian friends, sustain these meetings and do
perhaps
and
The following quotations from the leading ‘pared vith the whole number,
what you can to make them blessings to
organs of Spiritualists will sufficiently show they were dancing, card-playing, novel- Zion.
H. N.
reading Christians.
their doctrines,
;
As to the reformed girls of London hav“Everything that ever has been, or ever
Holland has been to hear Spurgeon, Newwill be, is an immutable decree of God. = It ing been Sabbath School pupils in child- mah Iall and Dr. Cummings, and he
ultimate
their
that
suggest
may
we
hood,
is in vain for man to talk about disobeying

What! says a self-righteous man, ‘is God gree, tothe truths deeply implanted in their
controlling the murderer when he lifts his hearts by faithful Sabbath School teachers.

ened, who

| every country under the heavens, the great
ahtagonist to the spread of the pure Gos-

Of that blest number there,
Who shall be near thy shining throne,
And highest praises share.
Oh! let me live alone for Thee,~

dangerous to cut our moorings from the
Bible, and launch out into the sea of speculation guided only by human reason, or
perhaps worse, with the Devil at the helm.
W.F. E.

bi

and the hands of those brethren strength-

or this false and opposing Church is swept
away by the breath of the Almighty, she

Now, Oh! my Gog, may I be one

it is

.

. “The Alliance feel assured that thereb
the hearts of Christidns will be refreshed,

ical, her recovery would be indeed the sal-

Resolving
through the clesusing blood
Of Christ, who died for them,

scious soul, which outlives the body.
These two forces opposed to Christ and
i
his church, are bitter antagonists of each
other, and are a pretty plain case of ‘a |

talks

parades

vation of the world.

pel.

I may at last attain.

as follows :

| ous funds and well-chosen sites for religious
{ houses afford. "If the Roman Church could
be reformed, and become really evangel-

earthly joys as vain,

Suant that my powers to slog thy pralse

of special prayer.
After alluding to its ob=
servance last year, the circular continues

silently, and with astonishing
worldly fore- |Lope Sunday,
January
3—SERMONS. . Subject:
.
.
.
-~
'| sight, on to the consummation of her plans, | The intercéssion of the “High Priest over
| She” is already in. China with numerous | the House of God,” the motive and model of
Heb. 10: 19-22,
united prayer.
agents, and with
the peculiar
fagilities
Monday, January 4.—CONFESSION OF SIN,
| which attend a thorough knowledge of the and THAXKKSGIVING for special and general
| country and of the language, an easy con- mercies during the past year, to nations,
3
|-formity to the habits and customs of the churches and families.
Tuesday, January 5.—NATIONS : for their
| natives, the adaptation of a sensuous faith
temporal and spiritual prosperity; edifying
with its imposing ceremonies to attract the ‘intercourse
and the maintenanceof Peace ;
attention of an idolatrous people, an elas- for increased openings
for the. Gospel; for
tic morality and ready facililty for reliev- the removal-of ‘social evils; for the better
ing consciente ofits burden or guilt, togeth- observance of the Lord's Day; and for
er with such material advantages as gener- kings and all in authority.
Wednesday, January 6.—FAMILIES: for

If to that rest prepared above

that'if his five brethren did not repent they

But the immense empire of our

never

| never

_ To-day than yesterday!”
All

-

to the tenth of January, 186), as a week

{ spiritually in this Church, Protestant "mis.
sions will not find the religion of €onfu| cius the chief obstacle
to progress and to thé us then ih md around the throne of our
| general triumph of evangelical truth over the Heavenly Father, forgetful of our differences
3 religious ignorance and superstition of the of language, nation and ecclesiastical sys| Chinese, hut the, intrenched and well-en- tem. Let us plead in the name of our Lord,
Redeemer | and Intercessor, for blessings
J which the circumstances of our times show
°
| dowed errors of popery.
The Roman Church makes little demon- to be most needful, firgent and important.”
The following topics, amongst others, are
| stration, has few public meetings takes its
| collections .silently as the. flakes ol snow suggestedas suitable for exhortation and

Was; “ Nearer, O my God, to thee,

Lazarus

~

the world to spend the week, from the third

If there should not be a marvelous change

And “Oh! my Father, let me coufit

5. - That Dives

that. man has a : thinking,. reasoning,

And

Ci

O—

circular, inviting all Christiaris throughout

pectations of the Roman Church in tliis populous semi-civilized realm.
~

of those whose one unceasing prayer,
Through all their earthly stay,

conscious.

—

“The Evangelical Alliance have issued a

faint idea of the present condition and ex-

They may not strike, or know the joys
Of those who ‘ come up higher ;'—

yet the above author,—expressing the doctrines of Adventism,—finds no intimation

close

5

They see the glory of the Father,
The Son and Holy Ghost:
Their hearts toward their Saviour Ting
. Some gratitude upraise,
But from their lyres come not the notes
Of loud, exultant praise.

sciously happy.

would come

i3 faint compared

They walk within the oufer ranks

Dives conscionsly miserable, Lazarus concould

pal ideas.

song:i—

With joys that seraphs Khow.

Week of Prayer.

when shorn of his temporal

antipodes may, after all, offer the strongest
inducements.
J
» We are familiar with the slow progress
and small comparative influence of evangelical missions in China, but have a very

. Beyond our mortzl sight,—

those who here on earth below

»

crown. It is thought by -some that he
would find:here the largest number of ardent followers, and the most promising
field for the development and growth of pa-

©

®Burhed with but fgeble glow,—

which thinks, wills, and

they

St. Peter's

PRY

lt

Their joy in Heaven

all who read the scriptures will see at once,
is in plain contradiction of the Bible. In
Luke 16: 22—31, we are taught:
1. That Dives and Lazatus were both | -*
dead.
Aa
2.

BY L. M,

And suffered this world’s vanities,
To hold them in its snares,— In whose cold hearts God's precious love,

reasons when he is dead, why is it not specthe scijptures ?"

S.C. K'~
:
.

+ Most groveled "mid their cares

we are shown that the Bible harmonizes
with the idea that man is an immortal spirit, we shall be ready to believe it: If man

ified somewhere in

The Pope has been invited to this country’

The Inner, Shrine.

That

believed so, the minister preaches it, and
consequently they suppose it is true. When

spirit,

A

And sing the heavenly

dying spirit, people have: belfeved it so
long that it is difficult to pérsuade them to |
let go of tradition and rely wholly upon |
the Bible for evidence to sustain their position. © The more candid confess that immortality of the spirit is taken for granted
rather than plainly expressed, but father

has such a

ly, persistently and constantly they are

reformation in this pow apostate Church.

Who cirele round the heavenly throne, *

makes no mention ofan immortal or never

talked of events about -to transpire at Je-

W—

that those attacks are very dangerous

(How

2

York.

There are degrees of happiness
Apportioned to the throng

ern Sadduceeism, writes in a recent publication: “We find no intimation that any
part of man is conscious when breath leaves
the
body. Notwithstanding
the
Bible

rusalem,—of

he is, and every atom ih nature proves it.

A

mischief than

The land where hely spirits dwell,
And bask in God’s own lighty—

Miles Grant, one of the champions of mod-

This was evidently a real transaction,

Christ and this church, no

__.

|

bal-

The cardinal point iff this theory is that

Elijah was translated ; both

That the present day is one of subtle ittack upon

the

tween Chinese Catholics and those who
stilt adhere to the Chinese religion. Secret- -

We. are

witnessing a singular anomaly, the decay

_ ’Tis said that in that land which lies,

man is responsible to no one but himself,
and thaf his soul is a part of God.
Adventism plants itself upon a denial of
the immortality ofv the human. soul, and
from this point makes its attack. It claims
that no soul out-lives the body, or has a
conscious existence. in the unseen world.

and Elias.”

on Either Hand.
—

3.
;
~ Newmarket, N. H.

It robs

of foundation, and

before.

if unwilling to remain under the shadow of

ance whith truth was designed to give, and
sends it toppling to destruction, while it
supposes itself making commendable progress through the spheres:baek to ~God.

ST

Santipore; August 25, 1868.

:

as ridiculous,

him (Christ) two men, which

results in his conduct. He knows
of pracfiaml
no God who will reward
the good; but a the. laws of God,—he can do no such thing.

host

more disciples, thah ever

“Train up a child in the way he should go
and when he is old he will not depart from

Luke 9: 30: “And behold there talked with

“ Shall we, whose souls are lighted
BY wisdom from on high,—
Shall we to men .benighted
The lamp of life deny ¥
Salvation! O Salvation!
The joyful sound proclaim,
Till earth’s remotest nation
Has learned Messiah’s name.”

Enemies

at

would repent; while

** Men of God to you we ery,
&o
ests on you our tearful eye,
Help us Christians, or we die,
Die in dark despair.”

the Semitic and Argan languages exhibit a
few identical roots not directly derived from

or sneered

the race,—as far as aceepted,—of

subjected -to the conkervigltve influences |
which written documents exert, and indeed | Ignorant of the shrinking squeamishness
.devoid of any written character whatever, | of the Hindoo female, she converses intel-

of the

of

School and tell them of Jesus and his love.

(Mary

life of reality, principle

TREATMENT OF THEIR FEMALES.
On this topic Mr. Hunter writes: *¢ The
Santal~ treats the emale members of his
family with respect, allows them to j8in in
festivals, and only marks his superiority by
finishing his meal before his wife begins.
The Santal woman is modest but frank.

in- |

-

ish,

.

osyllabic flexiple radicles, to which our | |
own belongs, and of which Sanskrit exhib- |
its the fadst perfect development. , Never |
.

proportion

i
as Sir, John Bowring,
er, and an extraordinary vitality in the m ex- Lb
who was here for a long while, and whom
tremities of her influence. If utterly di- 'T had the pleasuré of meeting last August’
vorced from State support, and thrown into at the British Association, expresses the
moral competitionand comparison with a epition that Romanism stands a fair chance
vital Christianity, with the spread of educa- of obtaining possession of this vast empire.
Certainly
ome is working with a zeal, °
tion, and of spiritual faith, there.are those
energy, singleness of purpose and far-sightwho hope for ‘a powerful “and pervading edness which may challenge admifation.

fore the public. Not a single doctrine of |
the Bible. which condemns
sin, requires obe- ~~
ion
+
~
:
dience or allegiance to God, or warns the |: ne
raceof danger, but is laughed at as child-

much as he does his Penates.”

start frony dissyllabic verbal bases, consist- |

Nu

Butit is-useless to quote, when such a
flood of blasphemous writings is thrown be-

pronominal particles. It is therefore “dis-: were born, grew, and died. These ghosttinct from the Chinese types, devoid as they ly crowds require to he pacifiett in many
are of inflectional structure, and still furth- ways, and the Santal dreads his Laves as
Semitic

alarming

iour-outside-of-himself—ach-and—every|-Sabbath—Schools
are Hick accomplishing’

ter writes:
¢* The language of the Santals, that the link between man and this éarth
* that intangible record on’ which a nation’s is wholly dissolved by death, and imag«past is graven more decply than on brass ines Himself constanfly. surrounded by a
tablets’or in rock inscriptions, is as rich a shadowy “world. Disembodied’ spirits flit
-field of inquiry as their traditions are mea- disconsolately among the fields they once
ger and barren. It belongs to the order tilled, stand upon the banks of the moun, of speech which, starting from m¥mosyllab-, itaffi streanis in which they fished, and glide

the

‘what an

family god, each household worships the ‘Most High God, soare you,—every one of up an infidel.
fet
Let us bring every child into the Sabbath
ghosts of its ancestors. The Santal, with- you. There is ne Devil, either, and it

Of the language of the Santals, M¥. Hun-

er apart from

shows

‘them become criminals. The man who
would,by partial statements, suggest that

represents the secret principle of - evil, which | one is a Saviour,—as he is a judge, —a God. : great good, is doing more
no bolts can shut out, and which dwélls ‘an ‘Christ was a natural man. Christ never per- the “‘wickedest man” in New
unseen bat eternally malignant presence
formed a miracle during his sojourn on -John Allen sends Chester to
besidé every lieurth. In addition to the earth. It Jesus Christ was the Son of the School, and is not willing he

- a single human pair,—the nakedness of our

first

beneficent protectors

acquitted indeed. The only true religion
is natural religion. You are your .own
Saviours. Noman should rely upon 8 Sav-

-

several of the provinces dressed as a China-

man in search of coal and

iron

and

other

minerals, has had excellent opportunities

is held safely ; but if the circle be broken,
the dependent spirit instantly drops off.—
Arnot.
°
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That Old Skull.
A few weeks ago, anBociety

3

En

*:

:

ips

PS

THE

Care

men met in the city of Chicago, (to discuss
a great variety of questions pertainiog especially to the natural. sciences.
Pure

Jira

Tt

ter heaven, and not through *¢ the church,”

chief-corner stone, is just as well, so far as
final acceptance and salvation are concerned; and it is for this reason that I regret

—

“ Westward

Sarely to care for the interests and desmathematics, astifonomy, chemistry, botany,
what deem the unwarrantable and unchargeology, and somcother sciences furnished tiniesof such a host is no small work. I itable Iexclusive
that many men who are forever rollness—peculidrto0 our church
:
auren. |
emes for some truly’ learned papers and | know
h
gafist; among
AD

It was a noticeable fact that in some
of the discussions—such as astronomy and
chemistry—the lecturers were very pesi"tive, as if aware their footing was sufe;
not so

—_

hing

codfish;

stick, who circumseribe their souls with the
circumference of a coin, many such, men

«call this vast Sunday School work

whilstin some others they were subdued

and modest in tone, as though

- =

who keep their thoughts crawling over boxes and bales, and creeping along a yard

sure

that all they said wastrue. The spirit and
deportment of the association were worthy
of men exploring God's secret things in

Incorporated under the laws of the State,
80, 1867, for the purpose of

and thereby increase immigration.

Capital Stock,

$1.000.000

Divided into 200,000 Shaves

at $5 each, payable

in

the faith of Rome revolutionized the
ernment of Britaip.- .A half ounce of

Providing Homes for its Members

en—why
not do away with that relic of the

18 pretended,

meet

interposes

which,

the barrier,

it

and

‘‘ ambassadors of Christ” on common

ground ?

dispassionate a statement of all he knew
about the relic as he could have made concerning a proposition in geometry.
The general fact thus stated and evidently believed by the Professor was that this

No

skull of a human being

and, mallet, simply working the stone into
a shape mapped out on the pattern before
him. He does not know where it is foo.
He only knows its shape. But-by af d
by
it is done. It is camried away to its place.

was found in a

much lower and earlier geological formation than is usually assigned to man. He

His work

last been

found in this

formation, they

early

geological

must-have been Be

Now, if human

found in the tertiary—when

remains

the

in the post-tertiary—then we shall be compelled to give up that common theory, -and
with it the first and second chapters of the
Boek of Genesis. It is a grave matter.

Some of the learned gentlemen at Chica-

go quite put the blush on the common theory.-of six thousand years as defining
the
--fimenf man’s origin; and talked of thir
.-.
lorty, and even seventy theusand years, in
place of six, °
=
TE
®
Meanwhile, that old skull sat ghastly and
silent on the table atthe lecturer's side.

Not a word did it speak ; and yet I fancied

I detected a smile on its unclothed cheekbones and jaws, to hear what the credulous
savans—not _ the lecturer—were
saying
about it, as having come down from such a
distant age to tell them ‘Moses did not
know what he wrote about !”

under

where

It

with them, like a ship

be over.

suddenly

But when the water closed

thousands

of bodies

carried

the surface.

in

see that we have

spot

Children

whom

did

will

its testimony

tle, in Independent,

ro

and Faith.

——

it

.

re

ner at the Mission House, "He asked,

*‘Chil-+

dren, what are you going: to have soon?”
““ Watermelons,” responded a chorus of
voices. ‘‘ How do you know ?” asked the
teacher, expecting them to say, Our

Tui-

teach-

ate reluctance to go to Christ. I am

immedi-

.~ @d to go. I feel as if it would do no

aghars:
00

‘to go— as if it weve making Christ a mipdster of sin to go shraight from the swine-

trough to the best rope—ani a thousand
other excuses; but I am persuaded they are
all lies direct from hell. John argues the

« opposite way : “If any man sin, we have
an Advocate withthe Father,” Jer, 3:1,

and a thousand other scriptures are against |

it.

Iam sure there is neither Deace

safety from deeper sin but in

‘ly to the Lord

Jesus Christ.

go

ng

nor
direct.

ip

of

stamps

cover

for postage. . All

:; AND

the

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTE,

when he

LARS per ton.

(§)

:

:

A TASTE for reading god books is among

said the intruder, rising to go out,

I

fear

marry

you

for

®

*“ Well, that\3¥ faith; you beou feel sure
because I say it,
not tell
question

an untruth
was asked

time, was

distress

and

at

ome time after, meeting his red brother,

he thus addressed him: “How is it that
I should be so long under conviction, when

you found comfort so soon?”

‘{ Oh! broth-

onger.”
He then offer me a new coat. I
look on my old blanket; I say ‘ This good
for nothing’ I -fling it right away, and
accept the new oat. * Just so, brother, youn
try to keepyour own righteousness for some
time; you loth to
give it up; but
I poor

Indian, had none: therefore 1 glad at once
to receive the
Jésus Christ.”

righteousness
Ww

of our. Lord

True Catholicity.

do

can
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MACHINE,

During the iast six years, the undersigned has had
in use for family sewing the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing
Machine, Forthe simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the ease with which it is operated, the
noiseless manner in which it does its work, and the
elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines,

L. R. BURLINGAME,

4

ADIES—Send One Dollar,apd get by return mail,

postage paid, a box of
Loving's Initial Note
The quali
is the best,the patterns
thie fashionable ones in use, and the
fect. Address LORING, Publisher,
Street, Boston.
A
IN

\

$139 in 6)¢

days lately.

Awe

“{ DEAVNESS,
.

d for a circular,

W:J. HOLLAND,

i

vim

Ly

«

Springfield, Mass.

CATARRH,

SCROFULA.

LADY who had suffered
Yor years from Deafness,
Saar and. 8Sprofuln, was cured by a simple
remedy.

Her sympathy

and gratitude prompts her to

send the receipt free of charge to any one similarly
ficted. Address Mrs, M. C. P., care Maj. Martin
unt, Hoboken N, J.
1m33
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Agents

THOU.
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pain, but

corrects

All

others

THE BAKER AND
Ihave been

PIANOS!

aker

and
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Manufacturers

to furnish

at

“

any*School

Books

By

avoiding

the payment of from 30.to $150 per

ufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE.
Ifany Instrument fails to

& 389, Brattle Street, Boston, Mass,

CATARRH.-

REMEDY.

WARRANTED TO CURE THAT LOATHSOME DISEASE,
CATARRH is a disease little understood > physicians; in fact many Say there is ng cure for i ’ but
hundreds will testify to hav ing been
entirely sured
£15
by using
DR. DUBOIS CATARRH COMPOUND.

and he warrants
five years.

Send to

every

inet Organs.

IN

Portsmouth, N. H,

AT

HARPER'S

FERRY,

“The Commission for the

WEST

Promotion of Education

Wert Va. On the farm isa large TWO STORY BRICK
HOUSE in good repair ; also a GOOD'BARN,
The
fences are all new, fruit-trees and vines have been recently set, and several acres are now sown with winter wheat. Horges, wagons and farming tools will be
sold at reasonable prices, or exchanged for cows to
be rented with the farm, which will doubtless be most
profisable, as butter and cheesefind a ready market at
igh prices.
Ar
:
, Preference will be given to a Christian
terested in our mission and educational wok
cations should be made

immediately to

33

CENTRE

STRAFFORD,

N. H.

w

and

to denote

or

@ircular.

8. M. PETTENGILL & CO., Newspaper Advertis:
ingAgents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, are authorized to contract for advertising
ju the Star.
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Austin Academy,

SOLD. ~The
20,000 EC

Send

family, inthere,—

Rev. N. C. BRACKETT,
Harper’s Ferry, West Va.

ton. Tested
Tested Free.

;

*

A minister, unable to preach constantly,
cold there
make himself useful. It is a rare chance, and appli-

d Nr Winter Term will commence: Monday,

| .

VA.

in the South” desires to rent its farm of 140 acres, lopated ene mile from the depot at Harpers Ferry,

Catarrh causes dropping in the pliront, Hawking
po, De
and Spitting, Sounds In the Head, Weak
eadache, Tightness across the Fore! ead, Neu:
n ess
ralgia, Hoarséness, Canker, Brohchitis, Heart Dia:
case, Asthma, and fini end in the great térror of
Sold by all Druggists,
m
d—-CONSUMPTIO N.
Price 81 per package, ©
Wholesale Agents: Geo, C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8,
Bay 5 Coy Boston.

DUBOTS, Proprietor, 72 Friend St, Bos.

Als

York.

fort Rent.

AT

GREAT

of New

si

~~ Farm

SUCCESS

WITH

allows.)

especially Chickering &
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THIS

MET

for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab---

(Terms as low asthe Firm

80, for all kinds of Piano’s;

Dover, Oct. 27, 1808,

HAS

Instrument that he sells, for

MR. HARMON

or two pack-

REMEDY

.

is compelled to deal in none but the best Instrumente,

tients will not have to use more than one

ages before they réceive a benefit. Severe cases have
been cured
3
BY USING ONE PACKAGE.

EUROPE, AND HAS CURED THOUSANDS OF
THE WORST CASES,

¢

tion after a few week’s use, MR. HARMON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he

For circulars address
3m29
Rev. L. L. HARMON,

pub

4

give satisfac.

-Son#’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’

lis
in Boston, New York, or Philadelphia,
jogether with any article needed in the School Room,
including
Globes, Maps, Charts, Pointers, Black:
boards, Ink Wells, &c., &o, Alsp 4 full assortment
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and with liberal discounts,
AF The patronage of Dealers, School Officers and
Teachers is solicited.
WOODMAN & HAMMETT,

CATARRH

least

week to keep np a Music Store.
IT. By sending Instruments directly from the man-

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT
prepared

pnrchasers

ons, per cent is saved by purchasing of Mr.
HARMON.
'
b
No man rents Instruments sq reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in,
exchange for New. He does this:

Providence, R. I., for several years past, and do not
hesitate to set down their Instruments as
ual in
mechanical excellence, in action, in purity an
richness of tone, in durability, and in the combination of
numerous valuable appliances and good qualities, to
those made at any othy er establishment.in the country,
GEORGE T, DAY,

RE

MELODIANS!

States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the
risk in any way.
%

6m1d

Dover, N. H. Jan. 27, 1868. .,
ae
{)

Pl

are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L."
FARMON’S
I
new
method of sending ry A Mélodians, Organs and Pi.’
anos,’ from any firin desired, to any part of the United

RANDALL ORGAN.
Randall,

ORGANS!

Attention is called to the fact that many

personally acquainted with the ORGANS

of Messrs.

unprece-

4

are base

3

Subscribers

.
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
37 Park Row, New York,
m29
i
- 148 Lake St., Chicago.

whole

3

wrapper.
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dented.
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A copy given to any person who
e a good agent.
Address stating territory

the BEST and SUREST REM.
WORLD, in all cases of DYSDIARRH(EA IN CHILDREN,
from teething
or any other causa.

on the outside
imitations,

Paper.
and the sizes are
Stamping je per319
Washington
4w32

ANTED-1000 A ents to sell the best list
]
of
W
Books and Engraving s published in this country for agents. One
ent reports a commission of

more elastic
the “Elastic
be, cut, and

WONDERFUL’ BOOK,

:

Me. Sold by Druggiste. DEMAS BARNES & Co.,
N.
Y., Agents. G.C. GOODWIN & Co., Boston,Wholesale Agents,
‘
6teow33

practical

i HAND

“MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING .SYRUP,*
Having the fge-simile of * CurTIS & PERKINS,”

eowly?2

THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING

stronger, more
beautiful, or
seam than ours.
It makes
Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can

.

cal.

‘We believe it
EDY IN THE
ENTERY and
whether arising

Winthrop,

per

Fully warranted for five years. We will
pay $1060 for any machine that will sew a

tured.

Full directions for using will accompany each

L. PACKARD,

$200

This Maghine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior
manner.
Price only $18.

Griping in the Bowels and Wind Oolio.

YORK,

to

month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE

Endorsed by 100,000 Persons. Sells
at sight to all classes. Terms to

pb)

acidity, and gives tone and energy
to the
system. It will also instantly relieve

.

MRS.

Price $1.25a

\

ANTED—AGENTS—§75

and always esr it in
MON
L.L. HA
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him fast with an air of triumph, cried: —
‘‘Ah,! Bentley, we have caught you at last.
You never drink, eh?” No “one would

subjugation

any ofthese diseases in a few days
is not
the Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell uswhat is!
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always bitterly denied, when a little overcome, ever tasting liquor. One day some
bad witnesses concealed themselves in his
room, and when the liquor-was running
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)! tell me, if relief a
a cure of
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wealth, sin’ ye have none. And I didn’t.
mary you for your beauty, that the hdil
congregation can see. © And if you have no
grace, I have made but a sair bargain {”
A Goop anecdote is told of a man named
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“Susan I”
Susan opened her eyes and ears ina
twinkling ; and so did all other dreamers
in the houge, whether asleep or awake.
“Susan,

do
do

1-COARSE and FINE
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ng.

Ihave; Itook it fora Christian's.”
WHEN Edward Beecher was writing the
“Conflict of Ages” his father tried to dissuade him from publishing it. ¢If God has
got into difficulty on account of sin,” said
the old gentleman, ‘I don’t
want any of
my children to help him outof it.”
A MiNisTER of the “Kirk” of Scotland
oncediscovered his wife asleep in the midst
of his homily on the Sabbath. So, pausing
in the steaqy, and perhaps monotonous flow
of his oratory, he broke forth with this personal address, sharp and clear, but very
deliberate :—

Pealiigdy y ni; ix Sheep,
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(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,
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Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
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asked how he bore it so well, replied: ‘It
lightens the stroke to draw near to Him
who handles the rod.”
:
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it was morning:
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when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
around your heart, and driving you
verge of madness:
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When you have the
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suppose but that Bentley would have acknowledged the fact. Not he; with the
most grave and impressive face he calmly,
and in a dignified manner said: —‘Gentle‘men, my name is not Bentley !”
Tne appetite for strong drink, when indulged and pampered, gains such a mastery

retty good; I believe it will do a little

an

within himself, ‘He fell to-day, so may I
to-morrow.’” Now, the reason why humble souls keep up in themselves a holy fear
of falling is, because that is the very best
wa y to" preserve. them in their upward
path.— Brooks.

er told us so.- Judge what his. predicament
was when the wholé party shouted with
one voice, ‘* saw them in the cellar!”
Children are very apt to think a great
deal more of an illustration than of the
truth it was intended to illustrate. A teacher once endeavored to illustrate faith thus:
¢ Children, if I should tell you that one day
I saw a monkey climbipg a liberty pole,

er, repliéd the Indian, ‘““me tell you. There
come along a rich prince; he’ proposes to
give you
& ‘new coat. You look at your
coat, and say, ‘I"don’t know; my coat is

Sin and the Saviour.
I féel, when I have sinned,

upon

furious with hunger, attacked his head and
attempted to get at his brain. The king
pulled them awdy and tore them with his
nails. Buthe soon saw, with indescribable
‘horror, that they had become a part of
himself, and that in wounding them he
The Coat and the Blanket.
was lacerating his own flesh.” Such is the
St
deplorable condition of every victim of apAn Indiap
and a-white man, being at petite and lust.
worship
together, were brought under
SoME who are careless say that missions
Leonvictidn by the same sermon. ~ The Ie- are a “humbug,” to use,& homely Jlarase;
dian was shortly after led te rejoice in par- and those who are a Mttle too good to use
doning mercy. The white man, for along that word say they are-of ‘‘no use,” “‘a

old, skull, seventy

Who knows ?— Pres.

hard

A teacher once wished to illustrate the
nature of faith to a party of children who
were waiting for their thanksgiving din-

part

thousand years old, to bear

against Moses!

on

reap-

yet beat you all !'
:
Who knows but Prof. Whitney's California skull found its esting place in the same
way, and as quickly?
that awful earthJuake, last spring, at one of the Sandwich
slands, as ourmissionary, Pogue, declares,
a huge volume of red mud was thrown out
of the crater, atthe rate -of 4 mile a minute,
three miles, and buried a whole village in’
an instant fifty feet deep. “Perhaps it was
tertiary mud; and by and by some miner
it some

working

unto ene of the least of these my brethren,

imously.
some very wise men meeting in Chicago,
It is lieve me
will say, ‘Here itis jn the Yertiaty |
at least seventy thotisand years old ! Moses I would
wrote that because he did notknow any -day, the
better.’ And yet, gentlemen savans, that children,
skull belonged to alive man on the 1st of climbing
November, 1755, who sunk down in an in- little boy.
stant into the tertiary from as good
posttertiary as what you now- stand on! Do

may find under

mallet

ye have done it unto me.”"—Rev. (!. H. Fowler.

in 1755; and

not be deceived, gentlemen, for Moses

been

himself shall say, ** Inasmuch as ye

or wholly, into stone, like fossils entombed
when the strata were deposited.”
There sat the silent old skull on the lecturer’s table, and seemed to nre to be: trying to say: “By and by, a few hundred
years hence, some diver or miner will find
an old skul! down in the tertiary under

where Lisbon quay sunk

it will

lasting monuments of our faithfulness,
wrought into the very likeness of him that
sitteth upon the throne, while the King

in chasms of unknown depths, lie the relies of what was the life and wealth of this
portion of the earth in the middle of the
18th century. These rocks are the clayey
and other Somparalively soft strata of the
tertiary formation. When, in some future
epoch, they are raised again to the surface
by a conviilsion of the same nature of that
which engulfed them, the vestiges they
converted,

and

we have expended our «years, and into
whom we have wrought our strength, it will
be glory enough, to behold then the ever-

the water stood six hundred feet deep, and
beneath this, locked in the fissured rocks,

contain may reappear,

Soon, brothers,

by the throne, these little ones upon

place,

the

hewing

and see there, in the very way of life,

suik

down,

Over

won-

the temple of our God, fashioning the living
block. When we look about us yonder,

no fragments ofthe wreck, none-of the
vessels and boats near by that were drawn
into the whirlpool, and not one of the
peared upon

Jerusalem,

Soon we can lay aside the

work,to

at sea.

over 3%.

his

and the chisel ; soon we can brush the dust of
time from our eyes,and rise, on the coronation day of the King's son, to behold our

it did not be-

founderipg

the New

tern and the work.

the
not

long. There it belonged, and nowhere
else; and, therefore, ete.
200
Speaking of earthquakes.
In 1775 occurred that which
destroyed
Lisbon.
When it began to. rock the earth, and the
solidest building$ began to fall, thousands
of the affrighted
people rushed to ‘the
marble quay which faa just been construct-

ed at great expense.

down

chiseling at the rude blocks that come to
our hands. We do not know what shall
come of this work. We only know the pat-

have got there by any little eccentricities of
the earthquakes cracking the strata of the

earth, to let it down

lays

to any address upon receipt
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seat, is the stone into which he wrought his
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every willing act of our life, we
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than
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and
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Pe PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
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ac-

count can be justified by-finding them only

Yes; thatold skull, found down im
tertiary in that volcanic region, could

He

dering Hebrew eyeg looms up the temple of
Jehovah.
He looks in rapt amazement at
the columns, and caps and aisles, and , vast
apartments. It is the great day. of dedication.
The
high
priest and the King
are there. He beholds the sacred vestments and the royal robes. “On bended
knees inathe praying throng he watches the
‘priest as the prayers are said and the in-

are

usual

finished.

mit of Mt. Moriah, and lo, before his

ong

priorto the date usually assigned as the
origin of the race. The usual
account,
in harmony with the records of Moses, asrts that man was created about six thousand years ago; and the weight of scientific testimony thus far has been in favor of
this account.
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a good old man,” says Bernard, ¢ who
when he heard of any one that had committed some notorious offense, was wont to say

tools, brushes the chips out of his hair and
beard, and starts for his home. He comes
up the stone stair-ways into the very sum-

did not make the inference, but others did,
that, inasmuch as human boned have at
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person allowed to hold more than Jive Shares
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done with it and said about it, how it came |
Look at that stone-cutter yonder, in the
into his hands—and, indeed, as candid and vaults and
passages under old Jerusalem.
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“There was
a holy man that rarely heard
of other men’s erimson
but he usually
othing is small. The falling of an autumn bedewed the place with sins
his
tears,
considerleaf shakes the sun, and the sigh of the ing that the seeds of
lone orphan’s heart rustles the plumage of in his own nature. Ir those very sins were
thy nature thou hast
tallest angel on the banks of the river that which woul
character. No one could surmise that the the
lead d
thee, with the Pharof
life.
Letno
one think that this work isees, fo oppose Christ, and, with the
lecturer had any theory or pet notion to be
solcared for, so carefully and candidly did he among the children is insignificant. . The diers, to crucify Christ. Oh! what a mon‘urchin
that
worries
jou
to-day,
may
“situps
ster
wouldst thou prove, should God but
state all he had learned about the locality,
leave thee tp act suitably to that sinful and
the strata, the mining-shatt, who owned it, on the national throne to-morrow.
woful nature of thine! ‘Ihave known
who found the skull and when, what was
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stand,

‘and let eacn worship in his own way,a com- -

can be small. - The tides of human

Notrue thing

THE GREATEST

its

But so long as we worship,
lon as we hope for salvation through him,
and him alone, as we hope to meetin heav-

tions... The training of an English babe

- the scientific world. Aside from the skull
itself, the lecture was charming in the
definiteness with whichit described
places
«and phenomena of a truly extraordinary

takes

4

Th Tunigrant Homestead Assuiator,

a little “mon Saviour.

and destiny are changed by the slightest
causes. The omission of an *‘ h" from a
word doomed thousands to slaughter at the
passes of the Jordan, The insertion of an ¢i”
into a word divided the church for genera-

lustrate the geological ' character 3 the
. place in which was found the fragmént of
a skull which has become’ famous all over

;
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thing, beenuse it dedls with the little ones:
But there are no litle things in this pregnant, strugglig life of ours.

nature,
2
One lecture was noteworthy,
It was
+ read by Prof. Whitney, in the &ig nt Baptist Church on Wabash Avenue.
The lecturer had his blackboard and. crayon to i+
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the existiiig evangelical denominLet the

the Sige of Empire
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ations. I am no advocate of breaking
down the lines which separate us as Chris:

‘tian bodies.
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or any othermere human agency. In my
estimation, any ‘other church,
built upon

the same foundation, Jesus Christ being the

for the Young.
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like the weight of a clock-—the heavier it
is, it makes it go the faster.—Mec Cheyne.
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that the papacy’ is bound to keep intact if |
it can. “These tracts appeal to the, people,
and the urgency and frequgney and skill
of the appeals show how great is the: inter-

. « .. + Biter

Fest-felt-over
p-the-answering:
i g-verdiet: EE

Al

ve addressed tothe Editor, and alf letters on business
|

fl

come to that at last, however

—'|

aly

Subscribers.

SPECIAL
4

jig

¥

sooner or later,

«

fore January

ist, 1860,

the

stop

to work the overthrow

of

the blind credulityby means of which the
Romish masses are held in‘dllegiance to-day.
In appealing tothe reason of the people,

1

be-

regular’ price

and asking them to decide upon the credi‘bility and authority of the Romish doc-

for the next volpme,—{10 dollars and fifty
. cents, —we

it may

with prejudice and “missconceptions now,
| —this appeal to common sense is likely,

Privy.

To every new subscriber sending us,

{—e.

This appeal to common sense—for it will

to

remittances of money, &c., should be addressed

New

trines, there is a virtual confession that log-

will send

the remainder of the
¥REx. The “sooner the

ic-hasa rightful sphere in the domain‘of
religion as well as faith, dnd that when

present volume
' mames are sent the larger return will the
subscribers secure for their nioney. Send

common sense cannot be satisfied,it is noth-

ing less than audacious tyranny to attempt

-in the names!

to‘eoerce

the soulinto the acceptance

of a

‘| dogma.
When men have been freely apRomanism and Common Sense, pealed to as jurymen, they are not likely
Guns
rt
te
to consent long to be driven at as though
It is becoming common for the various they were oniy vassals. Concede the -auclasses of men engaged in debate, of what- thority of their convictions to-day, and
“ever®ort, totake ait appeal to the people. they will hardly tolerate an’ attack upon
The fact has much and deep meaning. The ‘the side of their fears to-morrow.
‘Let the Paulist Kathers, therefore, fill up
policy has both promise and peril in it. While
nes

mel

Ap

ee

mr:

it indicates the decay.of authority in what

their magazine with philosophy, and crowd

has been

their numerous tracts with
#rgument. Let
them gather the freedmen into their schools,
and call the minds which slavery has

improperly counted as of diggue

right,’it also tends to induce an unfounded
- and dangerous self-reliance. The diatator
- who has no kingliness save that conferred

for

locked up in ignorance into liberty and

contempt,

startled and stimulated

tions rise by clinging to its skirts as it soars

ble vices and grope in the darkness which
falls on those who turn their backs upon
truth and spurn tlie tounsels of the Lord.
It is declared to be the natural ally” of free
institutions, the defender of the spdiled,and
the guardian of the imperiled poor. America is said to afford it a natural soil and a
favorable climate. It stands unblushingly
up beside an emancipated race and’ swears
“itself their truest helper, with one hand on
the Declaration of Indefféndence and the
other pointing without a visible tremor to

week,

to. earnest effort by

very

many

rects

its refined and

in

any

there

country; and
cultivated

are

not

it di

ther. They are using the cheapand popular tract,— which they have heretofore affected to quarrel with or sneer at,—as a means
of reaching the masses. These tacts are
multiplied and. distributed everywhere.

They are scattered in the railway trains and
at the stations, they are flung into the street

"cars, they are laid on the door-steps, they

the side-

walk, they fihd eir wayto all sections of
the country through the mails, they are
dropped as though by accident in the halls
and rooms of our dwellings by the instruct-

who are employed a's domestics ;—
“ed girls
they multiply on all hands

like leaves

in

selection
of

teach-

else?

/7

The end, not

the

means

form, he preached a sermon

he

the

permission,

Quars

of the

rector

whose paroial jurisdiction

Growrmi.

been

]

o
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to a miscellaor

the

rectors

in

great

the wigwam is

be seen by the following statement

to call

account.

to an

offender

the

They impressed

us

Men

word.

as

fearing to

uttered

it

tremblingly,

prayers

that.we

of the

The vast majority

heard,

ended

not

the

alliance, or

He reckons it

from

its

possible

establish

| things

in Williams College

state

national

‘pecuniary

help

its young

men

to:decline

Colfax at home—As
that is to be—The

-

of

is decidedly

Seminary,

present, met at Sheflield, Tuesday, Sept. 8th,
at one o'clock, P. M., when he was ordained, as follows: Voluntary by the choir;

Invocation by Bro.

its endow:
been made

to the

character

college, the finishing of the
increas® in the number of

‘on

the

think

of the

buildings,

the

In

strength

of these

college next fall, if we

Correspondence.
—

Co
pr

campaign closing.

Sout Beno, Ind., Oct., 1868.
[The following letter is very late in ifs arrival;
but there are some things» referred to: which
the hosts of friends who claim a special interest
in the Vice President lect, will look -over with

a satisfaction that they should not be compelled
.

pledges,

will

keep

and

1

enter the

good faith
$25,000

of the $50,000-we have to raise.

This will

add $50,000 to thé

and

endowment,

leave

$50,000 to be applied,if needed, for building
purposes. The General Conference will accept our thanks for its reg6lutions—but resolutions will not meet ‘the conditions of
Mr. Bates's subscription. We must have
money, or we shall have a weak ifnot a
bankrupt college. I hope to have griice

and strength to stand under this load a year

or two longer if help is not to come—but I

i These lines are written from thehome of
‘owe it to myself-to say that there are hours
the man who in a few.days more.is to be the
I feel that I cannot longer endure the
‘when
;
Vice-President elect of the United States
pressure.
As the result of the appeals made
1iot only from the town in which he lives, but
1
have
received
the sum of twenty dollars!
table and enjoying his pleas-

sitting by his

cies which ghould

sacred.

be always

In

the case of ScHUYLER CoLFAX itis undoubtprivate life the more

he feels attached

to

him by stronger ties than those of rere ad-

miration. In an unusual degree Mr. Colfax
is peculiarly popular. His house is like
‘himself; easily accessible. He has a great
[
dit.

t

and Bro. Ball pledged a hundred

dollars at

the General Conference.
Our friends understand that they can have their own time

of payment, by payingthe interest on their

subscriptions. They have only to send.a
proper note running to the Treasurer of

Bates College with anpual interests and the
work is done. I ask my friends to help in
this work, frankly, I ask them—and to help
now...

‘* And the men of Gibeon' sent unto

slack

not thy hand

Joshift

Gilgal,

to the. camp to

from

COME UP TO ¥8 QUICKLY,
rey

saying,

thy servants;

AND SAVE US

AND

the

Since the Y. M. and its action respecting .
our schools in Vt., the citizens

Mr. Bates will give | have
we raise

and

where

Hollow,

half the time at Wheelock

the Faculty, &e.,

twenty-five or thirty

the college $75,000 when

to lose.]

sion impressive, was very gratifying

_

will be long remembered by some of us
God's blessing has followed
from abroad.
this new pastor, and a goodly number
have already been baptized and joined the
church. Since his ordination an arrangement
has been made by which he preaches one

much interest has been awakened and
which must be redeemed. We have a Freshpeople inspired with fresh courage.
man class respectable in numbers this year
LYNDON CENTER.

sending

speaker—Mrs,

its
con-

ment.

with the young men.

a public

from

something is done to increase
have

Reading the

Fellowship by Bro. Smalley; Address to
:
the Church by Bro. Peckham.
The occasion was strikingly suggestive of
the liold which our cause has on the hearts
of the people in that vicinity. The interest
takenon the part of friends at Sheffield,and
especially by the choir, to render the ocea-

und the Seminary

Certain pledges

Guilford;

.

Peckham ; Charge by Bro. Tasker ; Hand of

and

‘

to the students as

)

>

to Sutton, and his

SHEFFIELD.
There has been very much done. to
strengthen our cause here within the last

dition of the college. The truth is, the college
mus$ run indebt to pay its expenses, unless

{

Western

the

With. the subtraction of £50,000

Seminaries.

to Unitarian

visit

Scriptures by Bro. Noyes; Prayer by Bro.
S. W. Styles; Sermon by Bro. J. Mariner,
of Haverhill, Mass. ; Ordaining prayer by Bro.

treasury, any one can see what is the

all the

They must ** keep their powder dry.”
this he is right.

next.

the duty of his'church to.hold
it can,

“2

We

penitents and backsliders were ‘all heard,
as cries of the wounded and songs of the
redeemed, were deeply intéresting.

justice and

will open on its: own grounds and in its
own buildings onthe 7th day’ of January

effects.

fast to orthodo&y, and while getting

human heart and have upon them the seal of
divine origin:
The

6th,

evenings when the voices of the converts,

go say we to the friends of the college.—
Fifty thousand dollars in round numbers
have been taken from the college funds to

fined, each feared to speak of either, lest he

a foothold, it is es-

AFFAIR.

of

So said the men of Gibeon to Joshua,

¢¢ for

sential thatits doctrines meet a want of the edly true that the more one knows of his

SINGULAR

Aug,

excellent sermon added much to the occagion. The meetings on Sabbath morning,
when special prayer was offered for the unconverted, and on Saturday and Sabbath

“ Come up to us Quickly.”

|-

Christ's sake;” in the benedictions pronounced he was well nigh forgotten. Not
having his person and his work clearly de-

now have been stronger. | That a religious

——A

re-consecrated,

lonton on his third

and

with it; to the majority it seemed as an wun-

familiar name.

in the

n

of the most pleasant

questions

with

one or two exceptions. Drs. Bellows, Osgood and Collier seemed to be familiar

will

¢

is one

Denominational News and Notes,

name

“of wealth and iftelligence, that would not in “exposing to the public ¢yé the priva-

..

was

The Sermon was preached by Rev.

six months.
The church has secured the
A few days more and there will come a “services of Bro. Wiley, and he has already
litile relief from this labor of talking to commenced his labors with good success.
acres of men six to eight times a week. Thecause had been suffered to decline in the
Never before were there such immerse absence’of regular pastoral labor for some
gatherings to listen to the discussion of polit- .months before Bro. W's" settlement. The
ical issues. We look for a great victory on council appointed to attend the ordination,
the third of November.—E. B. F.
assisted) by such’ visitng brethren as were

ant hospitality.
Public men are in & certain sense public
{Ve do not believe thereis asingle
cal denomination in existence, starting at the | property ; but sometimes newspaper corressame time and aided by the same “influence pondents take very unwarranted liberties

denomination may gain

house

were especially gratified to welcome Dr Ful-

the time.

It was the exceptional

the nameiof Jesus.

;

Christian :

re-

sions: made will not soon be forgotten.

honesty and liberty, that he could respond
at best to only one out of the four of
them ; and the Conference met just upon
the verge of State elections in Ohio and
Indiana, where he had engaged to spend

Conference recently held in New York. He
expresses his impression of the spirit which
animated that body thus:

Unitarianism,it seems,

far from

been

sittings for some

church, Bro. Tasker. The entire exercises
were of great interest, and the impres-

profitable features of this triennial gathering. But it seemed to be duty to exercise
the virtue of self-denial, and so he took up
his cross and stayed away.
So many and
urgent were the calls for discussing the

Church party will

|}

iy

re-upion

lished in the interest of the African Methodist church, was present at the Unitarian

has existed in New York eity in an organized form abouf fifty - years. Its growth,
however, has

furnish

vocation, Bro. Perkins; Reading Scriptures,

It can scarcely fall short of 10,-

~ This campaign has been an arduous one.
Your correspondent regretted his absence
from the Gen. Conference.
For the social

——A Criticism.
The editor of the Philadelphia Christian Recorder, a paper pub-

correct,

rapid, as

will

fifty persons besides the choir. This improv-

exchanged Tar history.

might not only. be condemned, but might
which we by no means admit, it would fol:
offend a brother.
low that Close Communion Baptists should | This is a singular state of thinggo exist
admit all immersed believers to their table, among a body of men cglling
théselves
—a thing whieh they usually refuse to do. Christians, but the above criticism, though
Where is the consistencyyin claiming that severe, we Believe is just. It appears that
they stand on the same ground with the the Unitarians last year made & compact
denominations mentioned, so long" as they
with the African Methodist Church, agreerefuse to admit to their table. F. Baptists, ing to furnish them money and books, and
ho believe in and: practice immersion as to furnish teaching for their preachers.
reallyeas themselves?
This editor now very naturally shrinks from
——Srow

seated and

000 next Tuesday ; for Kentucky and South- ‘Bro. Wiley ; Prayer,Bro. 8. W. Styles; Serern Illinois will want their guerillas at mon, Dr. Fullonton ; Ordaining Prayer,Bro.
Peckham ; Charge, Bro. H. Styles; Hand of
home.
Butere you receive this you will
Fellowship,
Bro. Wiley; Address to the
know all about it; and prophecy will be

The Tyngs and their associates are waginga
noble warfare in behalf of religious liberty,
and we bid them God-speed in their work.

Close Com-

is

.election.

located. This is said to be a clear case
under the canon, and we shall be interested

to see.whether the High

implication

except the gallery, which

ed

shguld be

neous assemblage of persons—without

munion Baptists and these denominations
consists in the definition given to baptism
and the mode of practicing it. On the supthat

was modernized

known Ohio Senator,and now Vice-President 41868.

bath he left his own parish in the upper part

byterians, Methodists—all except Freewill
Baptists and a few others, virtually practice close communion, and that the only

position

no

a Miss NELLIE WADE—a niece of the well

of New York City, and went over to the
Republican Wigwam,
in Jersey City, where,
in the companyof a number of Methodist
and Congregational ministers, on the plat-

denominations, the: Congregationlists, Pres-

difference between

I violate

remains much as before, but has

forts to test to the utmost the power of the

dare

essential

painted and grained, and the whole thing

understood—and

confidence therefore in saying it—that Mr.
Colfax, who buried his wife some years ago,
is soon to be again married.
This time to

the grand object of all Christian effort.

-——Not EXACTLY 80. The Watchman and
Reflector, eommenting on a recent article
in the Congregationalist, entitled‘ Straws in
Regard
to Close Communion,” inquires,
‘Has it ever occurred toour Cornhill contemporary thatits ‘‘ communion”—we suppose it
refers to the sacrament of.the Lord's supper—rests, as to-those invited to- partake
of it, on precisely the same ground with
Baptists generally? we mean baptized persons.” If this inquiry means anything, we
suppose that it means to imply that all

and sent to more or less of our brethren,

\

-

he has overlooked. It says: “Our Presby- of the United States, Mr. Wade himself was L. B. Taskgr, and was said by all who - .
terian brethren, if they have a pastor over Mr: Colfax’s‘prominent competitor for the heard it, to have been well timed for the
one of their churches who seldom indulges nomination at Chicago. He now takes a occasion and one of his ablest discourses.
in any public utterance that does not prac- very good-natured view of the matter, and The dedicatory prayer was by Rev. &. Santically inure to the benefit of the enemies of concludes that as it is * all in the family,” born, and other exercises were by other
Evangelical religion, are very apt to take there is no occasion for any regrets. Per- brethren present. The church secured the
services of Bro. W. L. Noyes in April, and
a synodical rope and hang him quickly; sonally he and Mr. Colfax are upon th
atthe close of his school and preparatory
while Congregationalists are more inclined best terms.
a
.
to give him all the rope he wants, and let
The “doniestic life of public men is not studies he came to this place, where he is.
him hang himself.” It will be seen that always happy. But those who know Mr. doing a good work. The last session of
the result of both of these processes is ‘Colfax insist upon it that it will not be his the WheelockQ. M. has just® closed: here.
the same, and the sanre is true of nearly all fault if Miss NELLIE is not one of the hap- It was a good session to some. souls, especially those converted to God. The
the minor differences between Evangelical
piest women living.
Christians.If the offender is only hung, what
A few days will settle the question of the session was one of marked interest religpractial difference does it make whether pending election. The majority in this iously from the beginning. On Sunday P.
he hangs himself or is hung by somebody state was less than a thousand in the state M., Bro. N. was ordained, as follows: In-

Current Topics.

asking earnest and immediate attention to

KeyviLue, R. 1.

Congregational

Episcopal Church to punish him for violation of its canon laws. On a recent Sab-

the forest in May, or like snowflakes in the
terly, and asking whether it shall live or
i
+ high latitudes in December.
‘die,
has been received at this office. The
Their
written,
lly
areskillfu
tracts
These
ii style is popular, and yet not without cul- answers need to be returned, either in
the
They wear the gemblance of em- pledges .of active covperation, or in
tion,
if
inent fairness. Some of them abound in names of ‘bona fide subscribers, or both,
‘Whoever
fruly~Tive.
of surprised and injured innocence. théy ‘ave to help it
ope which denies what is said to would aid.in solving the problem should
wlignant protestant allegation ; there address, at once, Rev. W. H. Bowen, Or-

g to expound and define the

A

location favor the creation of churches.
Wee have one sister in the Valley at least,
who fills this missionary ideal. It would
be well if we had a dozen of them. We
could easily support them. The churches
will give money, if their teachers ‘go forth
weeping, bearing precious seed, and come
again with sheaves,”—souls brought to
Christ. There are thousands of dollars
ready to support such laborers. Let them
come-forward and ask to be seat and the
prediction will be verified.—G. H. B.

We there-

Baptist

Northern Vermont.

:

It is well

tells him that there is one difference which

Liberal
of the policy to which he gives in
The first Unitarian ¢hurch was establishadhesion. It is as follows:
"ed here abou fifty years ago, and the sge~
and
rise
Ho, Star of the East !—higher
ond only a few years later. Both churches
further shine, to east. and west and north have been ministered to by able, accomf whom
and south ; guiding'the wise and the simylished, eloquent clergymen, so
Bethlehem of salyation.. Ho, pore earned and won a national
reputation.
ple to the
heraldof Christian Freedom in the West ! Both of these churches are largely comyet farther westward and around proclaim posed of wealthy and cultivatec families,
‘and make known Him who makes free and have occupied a prominent position
who will, and makes them free indeed.
and exerted a large influence. The third
Ho, witness for the Cross and Crown of gocioty dates back about ten years, and is’
| Righteousness and Life !—take station in
known and talked about all over the counthe Babel of many peoples and tongues,
ry. Yet two of these churches are numerithe commercial metropolis, with its Zion's cally small, and the other, though its edifice |
Hill and Sodom Vale, and there, and abroad ‘is completely filled, is far from large.’ It
therefrom, far ag go its ships and cars of is doubtful whether organized Unitarianism
trade, give testimony of Him who is the is stronger here to-day than it was twenty
Trith, the Life andthe Way, by whom all
cars ago. The Universalists are scarcely
who with Him suffer with -Him shall also”
etter off, and have-lost rather than gained"
J
reign.
?
ground avithin fifteen years. :
ive,
suggest
little
These facts are nota
+THe QUARTERLY. A circular prepared
evangeli-

the interests of the I'reewill

DIFFERENCE.

——IrrerrRESSIBLE.
The younger Tyng
seems to be decidedly irrepressible in his ef-

frank

which

—THEe

plant churches, and as schools are the most
effectual méans to that end, they may well
be - established, ‘provided the teacher and

glows inhis hope over the prospectiveresults

sentiment,

from

with

the goal.

From these superior people

of churches. It is not our province te sustain mere secular schools for their own sake:
As a missionary society, our businessis to

fore respectfully ask to be excused from
standing underit. The closing paragraph
will suffice to show the enthusiasm with
which our good brother hails the Fa
that Las dawned upon him, and how

and sglect. , But the Paulist Fathers go fur-

by

this

spbstitute

load for us to accept and carry.

raphical sketches, to a circle; wide
perhaps
than the other, but still to one both narrow

to Fuser

we

Christ.

should be sent, and the

quotes from its editorial, render the first
quarter of the article rather too heavy a

through the medium of its stories and biog-

are handed

so

the Star, and the freedom

assumedy and it isa significant challenge
that is thus flung at our feet,
But the Catholic representatives alluded
to do not stop here. If they did, they would
be appealing only to a small number of our
people. The Catholic World addresses its
elaborate arguments simply to patient and
whom

and

by men, women, boys and girls as SPEAKER |

COLFAX, than as simple
SCHUYLER.” Lit- |
tle Boys who have many years to live yet
efore they willbe allowed
to vote for-

Te

week before last :

ers and places for schools should be controlled by their adaptation to the planting

statement of the writer's radical change of
base for the lengthy document which he
sends us. Besides, we may add that the
lavish way in which he piles personal compliment on to the rather feeble brain and
exceedingly modest heartof the editor of

It isa bold attitude that is thus

of

tions until a law recently passed by the facqlty is repealed. The taw .in.question is as
follows, and it was passed and promulgated

Valley. And we practically have no competitors that can hinder our progress, if we
really go on with energy. +~
4. Our schools have been essential to the
churches. But for them it would have been
difficult to gain free access to the people,
Where the teachers have aimed to plant
churches it has been done, and can be done
anywhere.
For this purpose
teachers

confession of being wiser to-day than yesterday may fittingly come out even from
beneath gray hairs; and he exalts_the policy which he previously deprecated in language that has certainly no lack of fervor.
We have no room for the full plea this

toward heaven, and that men cut themselves loose from it only to sink into terri-

his own district, oneis stick with
the per- that dwéli4n the mountdins are gathered
feel ‘togethet* against us."—o. B. gt 4 Tht
a
neighbors
old
his
which
sonal interest
a Te
7
in him and his fortunes.” He is less known
PAR

claxipg a suspension of their college rela-

5

to make missionariesthan aboundsin the

this miglity display of zeal ; the critical fachind their assertion, and no appeal that can ulty to which these appeals are made, will
reverse or nullify or override their ver- sift their pretensions and find their errors;
dict.
ahd the very common sense “which they are
_. The good following from this exaltation calling into exercise among their own
- of the people we trust really outweighs the priest-ridden people, will at length rise up
evil. Ifthe sense of power and the folly, in its wakened courage -and its proved
of pride are the earlier fruits that appear strength, and strike down -the enormous
among those who are lifted into the dignity lies and huge shams that have so long, in
of citizenship and the liberty of thought, the name of religion and. of Christ,” tyranthe later products are likely to be'seentina nized over the human soul. The papacy
sobered judgment, a strongér conscience will thus perish by the very weapons it has
and a truer fidelity.
dared to put into the hands of those who
It seems a little strange to find Roman- were once its minions, but who have at
ists zealously addressing the popular length insisted upon being men.
judgment and seeking to gain the masses
through rational conviction. But they are
A Record: Reviewed,
really attempting it. The Paulist Fathers,
ot
whose center of operations is New York,
In the Star of Sept. 28th, our esteemed
are making an appeal to the dialectical fac- correspondent, ‘‘Grey,” sent out an earnest
ulty of this inquisitive American people. protest against the threatened division of
They maintain a. monthly magazine that our work inthe department of periodical
"is managed
with’ eminent ability, and literature, and an equally earnest plea for
that, on its literary side, may safely chal- a general union in the maintenance of a
lenge comparison with the best of our pro- single, strong, vital paper, published at
ductions of similar rank. History,Romance,
some central point. He urged this in the
Biography, Criticism,—all these find able name of unity, fellowship, vigor, Christian
and attractive illustrations on the pages of economy, and prospective usefulness. ~We
the Catholic World. And yet it is publish- cheerfully inserted the article, though with
ed so thoroughly in the interest of Roman- the remark that, as the denomination
ism that, if this underlying motive and aim seemed to be entering upon a‘different line
-were to disappear, the work would at once
of policy, perhaps the question,—How to
sink into insignificance ‘or go without
make the best of things as actually existmourners fo its grave. Here the claims of
ing,—might suggesta still more practical
Catholicism are urged on scriptural and
sphere of inquiry.
j
philosophical grounds. The Romish Church
A communicationust received from the
is declared to be the only logical result of
same source takes back the protest, the
premises that most minds unite in admitargument. and the appeal, and argues
ting. There are attempts to show that reaand urges the plan of three separate papers
son demands it, that history sanctions it, as one to be approvéd on both principle
that all true progress is its fruit, that na- and policy. The writer thinks that the

thinkers,

-

army of teachers and preachers to carry the
banner of the cross all through the South,
We cannot ask for'better material of which

umph cannot be real nor their seeming
successes long-lived. Protestants will be

the. untaught,
irreverént and victorious
masses may think and act as though there
were no rocky tables of the law. lying be-

+ gritical

*

we can gather men who will missionate
with great success in other and darker por- ‘contemporary, commenting upon the recentK.
tions of the South. Ii we fill the Valley ly expressed views of Rev. Tho
Beecher
respecting
the
difference”
between
with churches,
we can fill" our Normal
School with pupils and speedily raise an the Presbyterians and Congregat®nalists,

light. For a “time they may,mislead by
means of sophisms,. gain sympathy through
- people thus dealt with as a grand jury ora. their outcry against
~misrepresentation,
supreme court, are-liable to become egotis- draw bytheir pledges of sympathy, and
tic and impatientof every outside dictum, impress by the halo which they throw over
even though the tone of the Highest is clear the Mother Church by means of high art
and distinet in the mandate. If the royal and imposing pantomime; but their tri:

. dunces are hissed into deserved

—

than ordinary intelligence aiid enterprises
ce from any recitation, whethThey are quite superior to those in East " Bach‘absen
body, are to be séen and heard in all the’ ‘to several items of interest pertaining to
er at the beginning of or during the term,
Va. or in Kentucky,or any part of the South whether excused or unexcused, will count towns of his district, swinging their hats our churches in Northern Vermont.
Gey
we have ever visited. Other persons who as zero in the record of standing. In cases, and shouting, Hurrah for Schuyler! They
© SUTTON,
y-to—the:
!
have traveled —extensively-—testif
da.
Fhave-so-tong heard-their-fathers-and-moth~|
ats
shown by the student to have been impossi- ers call him by this friendly and familiar
same fact.
:
:
:
-a
most
desirable
change
in-the
internal
ar2. Our missions there are takinga firmer ble, each officer shall have the option of name, ‘that they do not dream of disrespect
allowing the recitation to he made up at
rangement of its hous& of worship. The
hold upon the colored people, and are pros- such time as he shall appoint : and no niark - in doing the same thing.
:
first Frgewill Baptist meeting house in 8.
pering better than we supposed. The breth- shall be given to such recitation unless it
Here I sit in the midst of piles of news- was called the Colby = house; it whs dedi|
e
ren act as if they intend to live,and they un- shall amount to a substantial performanc
} papers, suggestiveof a metropolitan daily; cated by him in 1812, and stood north of
,
derstand the conditions of life. They have a of the work omitted.
for just now Mr. Colfax must give a passing-| the, village near the present cemetery. The
the
up
Should
stir
this
as
law
a
That
such
pioneer spirit, are ready to pay money for |
glance at a hundred newspapers a day that banner of the F. W. Baptist faith then unthe cause, and work to extend their bor- young blood of which college students are pour in upon him from eyery quarter.
Few
ders. Four meetingshouses are in process possessed, and lead to a revolt, is not at all public men in a similar position would find furled to the breeze does not seem likely tohave
be soon folded.
Tha
howevery
of erection, with good prospect of contple- surprising. ~ The Faculty,
in the daily and weekly press so many
wbrust
we
and
it,
for
passing
reasons
good
The
present
house
was
built largely
tion.
things complimentary, apd so few deroga- through the instrumentality of Rev. J.
a
suswill
be
eventually
authority
their
that
than
he The missions are more important
tory or critical.
Woodman, and dedicated by himin 1832.
we imagined.
These people are now poor; tained.” They state that their action in the
Of Mr. Colfax’s mental traits it is not The pulpit was in the east end, The pews
they
passthat
unanimous,
been
matter
has
but they are ‘workers, frugal and ambitious
needful’for'any man to write.
He is as faced toward
the east, and, both were »
to lay up for the future.” They will soon be edsthe law for the purpose’ of “abating the
well
known
as
Grant
himself.
His
mind sufficiently uncomfortable to demand a
independent. . Labor in such a garden as growing evil of frequent and protracted abis one of the clearest and readiest to be change.’ This, as above stated, has just
they occupy will inevitably bring wealth sence from college duties .and recitations, |
found among living men.
His resources been made.
pubthe
action-to
their
submit
that
they
and
The inside work kas been all
and influence. We can now plant churchare
always
at
command.
His
‘memory is taken out, a new pulpit has been put
issues
that
important
more
the
belief
lic
in
es ameng them easily. They welcome’ us
retentive ; his command of words absolute. at the othér end of the house, and the pews
as friends,and like oursentiments. The field in the government of the College thin
In speaking, he never. hésitates, and his | Iiave been turned round to correspond. The
wisand
maintenance
the
to
relating
those
invites ‘our reapers. If we enter and occusentences seem to vie with each other in house has been newly plastered and receivpy, we shall soon have wealth, intelligence dom of a single rule are involved in this
starting upon the course and in reaching ed a hard finish, the pews have been
and enterprise adequate to a great work matter.
-

by the sceptér and coronation robes, thus
--. goes down to his, own low level; but the

heaven.

4

many friends. In passing with Kim through "HELP US, Tor allt
TTthe kings™of tho Amarites -

bers of the €dllege have signed a paper de-

| made to lend to some -mischidPous error ___1,
The negroes in that field possess‘more

J, M, BREWSTER. +a% ". Junior Bator"

the Agent. w

18, 1868.

It appears that nearly all the mem-

novel.

real catholic doctrine. * Now we are treat- |
The Freedmen.
ed toa pithy an! pungeit discussion ; next’
appears the statement of what would be -a
Our recent trip to the Shenandoah Valley
wholesome and vital truth of experience; deeply impressed us with several interesting
a
iS
were it not for the indirect suggort it is facts :
:

Star.

-
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TG

held

a meeting and

of

Lyndon

unanimously

resolved to raise $20,000 out of the first
$25,000 to be raised to start the school.

with
This action inspires every man
new faith that the glad time is not far
off when the school building will be erected.

This action is especially cheering, because

of the proportioned amount, four-fifths are

assumed by this single town.

lock Q. M. met

onthe

this

spirit of

The Whee-

earnestness

by commendable

part of Lyndon

ahd prompt action,—voting to raise within
its own limits outside of that town $4000

of the remaining $5000 needed.

This sum

must be raised, according to a resolution

adopted by the Q. M., within four months.
Lyndon has appointed an efficient canvass-

ing agént to see-that her part of the monoy is raised, and the'@Q. M. did the samo.
thing. Botli™are to report progress from
time to time

to the executive committee.

The Q.M. agency will doubtless be con-

of the Cor-

tinued till the annual

meeting

and man the school.

May we not now hope

It is hoped that not only will
poration.
this first $25,000, be secured by that time,
but something must be, if possible, secured
on the second $25,000 required to equip
that the dawn of a brighter day has
appeared for north-eastern Vt. 4

Ld

really.

:

~
as

It gives us no little

g

is

’

“hall

:

the several churches at such time as they may
decide upon, and the following Jrethieh were
ranappoints
to attend them? D. C. Burr,J.
ville, Boothba ; J. McFadden, J. Granville, Barsland
. McFadden; L. Given, Edgecomb;
ter’s Island;

The large assembly was very cordially
welcomed by the able and excellent pastor
of the church, Rev. Dr. Balcom, and
the friends at Danville is“worthy of all com| most agreeably convened within the walls of

labors of Rev. J. E. Dame, of Farmington, | ona.ofthe Tost Spacious, DEAL, THyie:
._ N.H., and of the last class at New Hamp: ing church edifices in the ‘state, for some
ton, who will commence
his work soon.

God's blessing

sermons

and week day

tions” of

Christians

turned

their

still greater things than these ?

&

There

M., if

since

which

it appears to be deepening.

among us.

the Yearly Meeting.

in view of his

the

were

audience

was

and the

whole

were

good,

students

spirited in the effort to

pieces as a

satis-

win.

well

The

selected,

While the

Committee

reported unusual excellence on the part
all, it was not a little difficult to

select

best two from among so many wel

of

I am anxious to cor-

experimenting,

settlement, as pastor.

the

deserv-

ing the.rewards offered.

one

‘Free

mass

meeting

of the

Young

a prosperous church, and openings for
church extension in every direction ifi this
county.
D. BROWN.
Nov. 8.

church at F. Creek, is also educating an India boy, named for Cornelius Stowits, for-

Men's

“Christiap Association was held last Sabbath
P. M.,

Which

Nov. 8th,at

the

Cong. Church,

the several churches

merly one of its members. He is now connected with Hillsdale College, and is preparing for the Ministry.

in

of the city

joined.
. The Pres. of the Association, Mr. Douglass, reported a healthy state of things and
that the prospects were encouraging.
There was

harmony of feeling

Our churelf at Stockville, which had well
nigh lost its visibility, has been resuscitated
and several have been added to its membership by baptism, under the labors of Rev.

and effort,

Bro. Meeker, who has recently been ordain-

with an entire freedom from sectarianism.
Praying and working as the motto of

Association, under which

ed to the work of the gospel ministry.
=
W. H.W.

the

all could rally

without respect of persons or denomination.
:
+ Many more workers were greatly needed,
as appeared from the startling -fact that
only 20 per cent. of the populations of our
cities attend religious meetings on the

Quarterly
SPRINGFIELD

Meetings.

Q. M., se.

gion with the church in Lee.

geason,

One

now

church

Tih
It

-

its Oct. sesmem-

prayer meetings at all ; leaving 80 per cent

entirely outside of Sabbath

4

influences.

;

Prayers and remarks were

and
i

sanctuary

$

made by the

different clergymen and others of the city.
Christian work, Associated work, *‘Patient
continuance- in well doing,” were ably and

earnestly advocated by some of the speakers. Working with God, trusting inthe.
Holy Spirit and the aid of his presence and
power,

were eloquently enforced by others

.

:

;

fa-

Notices.

Pills.-To

NEW

COMPANY,
.
i

Dr.t

M. H. TARBOX,

FARMINGTON Q. M., Me.~Held its last session
with the Phillips church.
It was an interestin
and profitable meeting. Among other sources o
ihterest was the examination and ordination of

Bro. Hezekiah Atwood,of Rangely, which took
place on the afternoon of the second day of the

session,
The exercises were as follows:
Reading of the Scripltes and Introductory
Prayer by Rev. L. Hutchins; Sermon by Rev. F.
Reed;
Smstoruting Prayer by Rev. R. Ela;

Charge by Rev. O. Pitts; Hpnd of Fellowship by
Rev. H, P. Lamprey.
* . Prrrs, Olerk.

CO.,

NEW ENGLAND

IN

WINTER.
Pacific
far prothe cur-of the
of that

Tebbett’s

BETTS
6m12

and three thousand teams

line.

Three hundred

miles

are

of iron

engaged

have

on

built

which

Sold

:

¥. Poland's

Depot,

White

Boston,

Mass.

looking

hair

GOLD COIN, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX,
Lach Bond is for $1000 or £200 Sterling, and is con
vertible into stock at the option of the holder. The
coupons are
payable Feb. 1st and Aug, 1st, in New
York or London, at the option of the holder.
The Road runs from Rockford in Nopthern Illinois
to St. Louis, a distance including tracks to Coal
and

traverses the fin.

run, and

are a lien

of

A Subscription of $8,800,000, at par, to tife Capital
Stock of the Company, furnishes a age part of the
means required to construct and equip the road.

Nearly

half the entire length of the road is graded

‘and substantially

ready for the iron; the rails are now

No.

W Andrews—W T Ammerman—J J Allen—~W Abbott
B Allen—I) Boyd—dJButterworth=A JBuker—~MT Brewer
—R 8 Bridges—C BE Blake—N W Bixby—J Barnes—J Bennett—H Chamberlin—M Cole=W J Covil=R Comstock-—J
P Dixon—8 N Douglass—J H Darling—=M R_Danlels—E
Drew—~W I Dow—W K Dewey—C Dudley-—-W Ferry—A
Field—P Ford—J R Gllman—8 G Heath—W Harvey—~L

A

Hoyt—F W Lyford—C 0 Libby—O T Moulton—A K Moulton—I, Maxham—W Norton—J Newtpn—M Otis—J Owen
—8 J Purdy—A Parsons—G Plummer—C H Richardson—
W_ Taylor—D
8 8 Small=H 8 Sleeper—A
Sautel—W
Thompson—L A H Welch--C B Waller—B F Zell,

12

WALL

h|

H. H. BOODY,

fineral Bath at Home.—A few Baths pre.
pared with STRUMATIC SALTS will effectually cure
Rheumatism, Scrofula, Dyspepsia and Eruptions on
the Face, “Sold by Druggists generally,
. ecoply43

| B

Y

COMB

p,

Will color the Hair or Beard a permanent Black or
Brown.
It contains no poison,
There is no slop or
stain arising from its use.
If you buy one you will
forever discard all other hair<dyes or preparations.
One Comb will be‘forwarded to any person on re-

ceipt of $1.25.
on applicatioy

Price list furnished

to dealers only,
s

Adress W. PXTTON, Treasurer MAGIC Cos Co.,
4135
:
$50 to $200

Springfield, Mass.

:

WANTED.

resumes

its

tinguished author, and Agricultural Engineer of the
N.Y. Central Park, &e.
Nothing like it ever published; 150 engravings.
Sells atsight to farmers,
mechanics and workingmen of all classes.
Active
men and women can surely make the above amount.

Send for Cireulaxs.
Ba
“E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers,
654 Broadway, New York.

4135]

Per Year guaranteed, and steady employment.
JWe want a reliable agent in every

$100

the old, gray, discolored appearance of the hair will
be gone, giving place to lustrous, shining and beautitul locks.
:

“ One of the best Agricultural periodicals inthe country.)’— [Boston Journal.

a

BEFORE

YOU

KNOW

IT,

Imeow35

i

FHE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER
:

.

THE

NATIONALSUNDAY

i

SCHOOL TEACHER
UN SECTA-

;

Workers

of all classes,

With an Editorial Committee of prominent
men of all the leading denominations.
Some of the best papers ever
given to the
School public have appeared in its pages.

st., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn

IDX

clergy:

st., Chicago, Ill.

no

[1]

1869. -

[435

|

VOLUME

i

XXIV.

1869. .

ADVANCE TERMS
Weekly $2.50.
Monthly
Liberal
premiums
for new
subscribers.
stamp for circular and specimen.

R. P. EATON

ES

Having attained in three years a circulation TRULY
national, extending into every State and Perritory,
will hereafter be called
>
:

$1.50.
Send

& Co., Boston, Mass.,

THE CHURCH
UNION.
recently enlarged to

HIS paper has been

mam-

moth proportions.
IT IS IHE LARGEST RELIGIOUS PAPER IN THE WORLD.
Ifisthe leading organ”
of the Union Movement, and opposes ritudlism, close
communion, exclusiveness and church, caste.
It is
the only paper that publishes HENRY WARD BEECHERS’S Sermons, wliich it does every week, just as they
are .delivered,—~without qualification .or correction
by him.
It advocates universal suffrage; @ union of
Christians at the polls; and the rights of labor.
It

has the best Agricultural’ Department of any paper
in the world; publiches stories for the family, and
for the destruction of social evils.

agements

impersonal;

Its editorial man-

its writers and editors

are

from every bramch of the church, and from every
grade of society. . It has been aptly termed the freest
|
organ-of thought in the world.

Such

a paper,

offering

premiums

of Sewing

Ma-

chines, Dictionaries, Appleton’s Cyclopedia, Pianos,
Organs for Churches, etc., makes one-of the best

Sunday

papers for canvassers in the world.
Every Congregation may obtain a Cémmunion Ser-

It is used as a text book in almost every progressive
Sunday School in the Union,
THE
NATIONAL
SERIES
OF
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
LESSONS,

vice, an Organ, a Mclodeon, a Bible, or a Life Insurance Policy for its pastor, or almost any othér need-

This series is published in the successive numbers
of the NATIONAL
SUNDAY SCHOOL THACHER; and
has attained an extraordinary
circulation.
Its fea-

tures are : Notes, biographical,

pository, for

Teachers

tions as to method

and

geographical, and ex-

Bible

of teaching

Classes;

each

Sugges-

lesson;

lines for infant Class Teachers, Engraved

Outlines for Superintendents, The
COURSE FOR 1869

Out-

Blackboard.

in studying,

But the teacher is always

it to his

gifts

own

and

the

clags.
¢
Terms, Single Copies,
Single number,

peculiar

15 cents,»

-

PUBLISHERS,

No. 115 Randolph

year,

hire
in advance,

& LYON,

St., Chicago, Ill.

o

[6t30cow.

ACADEMY.

HE WINTER TERM of this Institution wll
commence Wednesday, Dec. 2, 1808, and con:
tinue twelve weeks,
*
A. M,, Principal.’
Mr. L. R. LEAVITT,
Miss MARY

ELLA

Rowe,

Preceptress.

¥or further information apply to the Principal, or
« HON, A, WHITTEMORE, .
to .
Sec'y of Trustees.
/
Nov, 9, 1868,
Pembroke,

LOOK, LOOK.

The magnitude
make

the

of our

business

/

[3t35

has enabled
us to

|,

»

~ INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS
OUR

ONE DOLLAR
SALE,
especially m the line of COTTON GOODS,

LARGER THAN. EVER!

PREMIUM
circulars, with NEW
for
Send
RATES, hefore gonding youn clubs elsewhere.
.
CO,
&
Address 8S. ¢. THOMPSON

136

4135]

LAPHAM

of his

+

ADAMS, BLACKMER

. ¥

left to adapt

wants*

“

$1.50 per

ful thing, by a club of subscribers. Send for a copy,
enclosing 10 cents, to
HENRY E, CHILD,
4135]
41 Park Row, New York.

FOR

will be STUDIES IN THE
EPISTLES, with the last
uarter on THE GOSPEL IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.
This is the fourth year.
With 1876 the series will
begin anew witha greatly improved course on THE
LIFE AXD WORDS OF JESUS,
This is not a question book system.
The fullest assistance is given to the teacher.
Lesson papers (circulation 150,000) are issued as guides to the scholar

PEMBROKE
Treasurer.
82tf

MAGIC

2

county to sell our Patent White Wire Clothes Lines,
(everlasting). Address WHITE WIRE Co., 75 William

STREET,

NEW YORK,

Agents for

coloring matter.
:
The first application will do good; you will see the
‘NATURAL COLOR returning every day, and

to Sunday School

will

.

THE

+. The thousands who have used it pronounce it
j
INDISPENSABLE
|

arriving upon the line, The first division giving an
outlet to the coal, will be in operation in 60 ays, and

Letters Rdcelved.

»

worst

sent to

trial, and given away to families who are needy and deserving. Address J.C. OTTIS & CO.,Box 397,Bosten, Mass.[35

It will contgin a great variety of
ARTICLES BY THE
BEST WRITERS, MAPS, CHARTS, and ENGRAVINGS,

track-laying will from this time be.prosecuted with
hold5. | the
utmost energy till the last rail isin position. The
its next session with the Chepachet church, Deo.
0 have the road In readiness for the
r.
|
Company
inten
6, commencing at 10 o'clock A. 3. Minister’s Confe
Autumn
business of 1869,
ence will be held on the 4th, commencing at 2 P. M.
The
Bonds
are
for
sale at 97) and acerued interest
G. E. HOPKINS, Clerk.
in currency, and may be obtained through bankers
and brokers throughout the country, or at the office
of the Company,
12 Wall Street, New York.
"
Post Office Addresses.
The Trustees for the Bondholders is the Uniom
Rev. O. Pitts, Wayne, Me,
Trust Company
of New York,
/
Pamphle,
giving full information sent on.appli“0, Butler, Biddeford, Me.
cation,
“8, W. Perkins, Sawyerville, P. Q.

w

BF-AGENTS WANTED.—Machines

dor mann. | AGENTS

RIAN, PROGRESSIVE, FRACTICAL,-

$21,000 per mile upon the Company’s railroad and franchives, its coal lands—of which it has 20,000 acres contang A HUNDRED MILLION TONS OF COAL—
its rolling stock, and property of every sort,

Clerk.

_Hutchinson—A

i

testify.

To sell a new book pertaining to Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts, by GEO. E. WARING, Esq., the dis-

In character it is thoroughly NATIONAL,

GOLL

«

Mines, &c:, of about 400 miles,
est districts of Illizois.
The Bonds have 50 years to

Harmony
O., Quarterly Meeting will hold
its next session wif the Kast Liberty church, Valley
Braneh, commencing Saturday, Dec. b at-10 o'clock A
v
MM, Opening sermon by Rev. J. L, Collier,

-»

and

to excel ALL. others, as thousands of patrons will

mn

Jona beauty
by its use. It does not dye the hair,
ut strikes at the root and fills it with new life and

The First Mortgage Seven per Cent, Sinking Fund

Lav renioe, N.Y. Quarterly Meetig will hold

B_Higgins—W

$20.00
sent at
Getters
at $2.50

No. 55 Fulten Street, N. Y.

The whitest

Bonds of the Rockford, Rock 'I8land and St. Louis
Railroad Company, pay both Principal and Interest in

. M.
its next session at Parishville,
Dec, 11-18,
A
assessment of 12 ote, per Tember ia payable AT

Hilton—J

A
HY will people pay $50 or $100 for a Sewing Machine,
when $25 will buy a better one for all PRACTICAL
purposes?
Notwithstanding reports to the contrary, the
subscribers-beg to inform their numerous friends that the
¢ FRANKLIN’? and ¢¢ DIAMOND?” Machines can be had
in any quantity.
This Machine is a double thread, complete with Table, constructed upon entirely new prineipleg,
and DOES NOT infringe upon any other in the world,
It
is emphatically the poor man’s Sewing Machine, and is war-

Rev. Edward Eggleston, Managing Editor,

will
Chenang
Union Quarterly
Meetin
hold its next. session with the Sherburne church,
commencing Dee, 11, at 6,r. 3, Opening sermon by 8.
8. Cady; subject, Family Worship, on Friday. even
ing at 7 o'clock.
S. Darr, Clerk.

Hobhs—G

..$3.00
.$

Proprictors,

{4835

“WW

MIRACULOUS.

and is a beautiful

Meeting

STO-

* Ibis 2 poviest and wonderful article. Cures baldness. “Makes hair grow. A better dressing than any
“oil” or ‘‘ pomatum.” Softens brash, dry and wir

that those who once

MEDICINE.—Dr.J.

VALUABLE

Preparedat the
New England Botanic
4m29

Notices aud Appointments

junrterly

& SMITH,

for furnishing

;

“Economy is Wealth,”--Franklin.

ITS EFFECT IS

Affections generally.—

dressing.— IV heeling Intelligencer.

MITH,

every part of any house.

RENEWER.

The White Pine Compound is now sold m every part
of the United States and British Provinces.

Petroleum V. Nasby terms ‘Barrett’s Vegetable
Hair Restorative”the’Fountin uv Youth,” and thisis |
not the only instance where it has “made the old man
It is warranted in every case to reyoung again,”

D.

from 25 cents to $3 per yard, suitable

HAIR

re mse wats vs hen s | SBVAN PER CENT. INTEREST IN

session,

.s

pendent.

Sicilian Hair Renewer is becom:

to its natural color,

pose to send,on the receipt of the
price,20 yards ovupwards of their beautiful Cottage Carpeting, at 50 cents
per yard, with samples of ten sorts, Yarying in
price

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

INTERTROPICAL fragrance rises in invisible clouds
the moment that a bottle of PuALoN’s “FLOR D

the*hair

ago, in their present location, in Halls over 71, 73, 75,

advertised in our columns, is a suc. |
Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair, ‘Renewer; no other
cessful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
article is at all like it in effect.
virtues of the White Pine Bark.
It has been thorSee that each boftle has our private Government
city and vicinity, and
by people€ in this
oughly. tested
8
)
Sign over the top of the bottle. #ilothers are imi| the proprietor has testimonials to its value from pertations.
i
:
sons well known to our citizens We recommend its
R. P. HALL & Co.,. Nashua, N. IL, Proprietors.
trial in all those cases of disease to which itis adaptFor sale by all druggists.
ed. It is for sale by all our druggists.—[N. ¥. Inde

ing a universal favorite for restoring gray hair to its
original color, and making hair grow oud thick. ¢

store

STREET

4w35

77, 79, 81, 83, 85 and 87 Hanover Street, have probably
furnished more houses with carpets than any other
house in the country. 1n order to afford those at a’
distance the advantages of their low prices, they pro-

SUBSCRIBERS:

.

nothing, restores

New England, oughtto be in

A

pres-

opened; one single drop scents a handkerchief.
by all Druggists.

the

EIGHTto TEN

TO

CO., Boston,Mass.

Oarpets---Don’t Pay the High Prices.

PAPER

Eight COPieB..sseasessratssanssasss
Those sending $20 for a club of eight, all
one time, will De-entitled to a copy FREE.
up of clubs can afterward add single copies
‘

vere tolds as is that of

Pine Compound

——————————

Hall's Vegetable

TERMS

12135]

willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal 10

All who send before Dec. 16th, 1868, will receive

KNITTING MACHINE

words

4

each.

obtain it an®Eive ita fair trial, will not thereafter be

will

the

p

promotive of sudden and se-

we are sure

[413

$1.00.

HE ‘NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., of Boston,
Mass., established nearly a quarter of a century

One Year—single copy...
«
¢«
Four copies ($

which, in a climate so
every family 3 and

-enable the line to be worked at all seasons, in
spite -of drifting snows. The business on the P acific end of the line is already greater than
ent facilities will accommodate,

[THE

Rugs, Mats,

the market

nic complaints generally.
In several cases we have
known it to give prompt relief when all other remedies which had been tried had failed. It isan article,

of

Warerooms,

Boston; 506 Broadway, N. Y.

vented. Will knit 20,000 stitches
per minute.
Liberal inducements to Agents,
Address AMERICAN

BosTON, Jan. 20, 1868.
POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having
hair into Beautiful Silken Tresses.
But, above all,
given it a thorough trial we can confidently recom:
great wonder ist
Fang with which it remend Poland’s White Pine Compound as a very valu- . the
stores
GRAY
HAIR
TO
ITS
ORIGINAL
COLOR.
able article for the cure of colds, coughs, and pulmo-

two and one half'miles per working day. From Salt
Lake to the Pacific Ocean the line rises once only (in
crossing the Serra Nevada Range), to the altitude of
Over this streteh- of about thirty
heavy ‘snows.
miles, snbstintial sheds have been.

Each issii® contains from

‘tes, Difficulty of Voiding
Urine, Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel and other Complaints.
.

laid

since the 20th of June last ; or at an ‘average rate

bat-

RIES and’
SKETCHES,
and HALF A DOZEN
POEMS, in. ADDITION
to the FOUR
SERIAL
STORIES and the VARIED DEPARTMENTS.

bi is a remarkable remedy for Kidney Complaints, Diabe-

the

been

Instructive
The

give in the fewest

Proprietors, Manchester, N, H.

Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary

WEEKLY.

UNRIVALED
LITERARY
=
1S THE

The Great New England Remedy.
DR.J, W.POLAND’S WHITE PINE COMPOUND
”
Cures Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diptheria, Fronchitis

summer will undoubted! y witness the binding of the
Atlantic and Pacific waters by a continuous line of
railroad 38,300 miles in length,
By the advertisément of the Financial Agents of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company in another
column,it appears that great success has attended
their negotiations of the First Mortgage Bonds, issued under the authority of Congress. The important aid granted by the nation, together with excellent credit, enables this Company to push en the
Fifteen thousand
work with undiminished vigor.
men

BROTHERS,

Prices.

THE NURSERY,

NEW YORK WEEKLY.

Physilogical Hair
It soils

ITEMS

white and gray hair perfectly, Jrevenis its falling
off, is a luxuriant dressing and
a toilet idol. Every
bottleis warranted. Sold everywhere. TEB-

Next

Links of the Road unite.

‘AN-

' Regenerator.
Is the wonder of the day!

INVENTIONS,

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR YOUNGEST READERS.
Twenty-five Charming Pictures in each Number.
£10 for 1869-who send ‘their money before
Idi
Nov. 10, 1868, will receive the Noy. and Dec. Nos. gra-

THE GOSSIP WITH
CORRESPONDENTS confains
answers to inquiries upom all imaginable subjects.

Tapestries, ThreeMedium and Low

THE

Styles

THE

|

for the

a high reputati

THE NEWS

special attention of dealers 1s invit-

below

‘New

:
:
s
FREE. Agents wanted.
Gro. E. CROWELL, Publisher, Bratdeboro, Ve

most notable doings all over the world.

been offéred in the market for years—for sale by the
New England Carpet Co:, 75 Hanover Street, Boston:

&c., at much

;
Vv.

Parlor. Only $1 per year. Nov. and Dec.
and the
Specimen copies
Nos. FKEE to new subscribers.

and at least

mation on all manner of subjects.

. CARPETS AT FIFTY CENTS PER YARD.—400 rolls
beautiful Cottage Carpets—the cheapest that have

also, Oil Cloths, Druggets,

CO.,

Especially devoted to the interests of the American
Containing practical hints and suggeshousewife.
tions for the Veranda, the Drawing Room, the DressLibrary, the Coning Room, the Dining Room, the
servatory, the Nursery, the Dispensary, the Kitchen

THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the
concentrated wit and humor of many minds. _
THE KNOWLEDGE BOX isiconfined to useful infor-

matching, from the New York trade sales, fron 62,to
75 cents per yard. New England €arpet Co.,75 Hanover Street, Boston.

Priced goods;

ORGAN

HouseuOL])

excellence, and correctness.

de

prices. New England Carpet Co., 75 Hanover Street,
Boston.
334

RAILROAD

have attained

CARPETS CHEAP.—200 pieces Ingrain, imperfe8t in

CARPETS.—The

HAMLIN

$1.00.

N.Y. Weekly Departments

CARPET Co.,75 Hano-

ed to our large stock of Brussels
plys, Superfines;: Extra. Fines,

ow

sent, postpaid, to every applicant;

154 Tremont St.,

STORIES

publishes a great quantity of really
ter in the most condensed form.

75. Hanover
.

ver Street, Boston.

Balsam

WANTED—AGENTS, —amE

FLOOR OIL CrLoTHS.—The entire product of a man, ufacturer will be retailed to our customers at whole-

sale prices.

a

the Dec. No. gratis. NOW is the time to subscribe. *
TERMS, $1.50 a year in advance. Liberal discount
2) .Each numberof the NEW YORK WEEKLY con“to
clubs. A sample No. for 10 cents. Address,
tains Several Beautiful Illustrations, Double the
JOHN L. SHOREY, 13 Washington St., ro
Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short Stories, Poems, etc., are by
the ablest writers of America and Europe. The
'
TO SELL THE
'
AMERICAN
NEW YORK WEEKLY
KNITTING MACHINE.
Price $25. The simplest, eheapest, and best Knitting Machine ever indoes not confine ifs usefulness to amusement but

75 Hanover

Stair Carpetings,

r

ho

CARPET

He

i

Other styles at Droportionate prices.

:

tis.

is called to our large stock of Three-ply and Tapestry
Brussels, comprising the very best makes and most
modern styles at prices much below their market
value.
NEW
ENGLAND
Street, Boston.

Stories

Wu

YORK

Lung

Reduced

New subscribers are thus sure ‘of having the commencément of a new continued story, no matter
they subscribe

during

FOUR OCTAVE ORGAN, SOLID WALNUT CASE, $50.00
F1vE OCTAVE DOUBLE REED ORGAN, FIVE
STors, SOLID WALNUT CASE, CARVED
/
JUAND PANBLEDy
ov
0
wi
0, 125.00

One Story is Begun Every Month.
when

[113

ORGANS,

WEEKLY.

GREAT

&

NEW

i

running through its columns;

r

MASON
a

4

"FOUR

(42

A NEW PRICE LIST
And will be

At present there are

.
CARPETS. —Kidderminsters of the best qualities and
styles. Several invoices at less than wholesale pricCARPET

YORK

y

Od

and it gives satisfaction.”

JOURNAL.

ie

Are always found in the

NEW

Street, Boston.

-es. NEW ENGLAND
Street, Boston.

FAVORITE

3

I}

Is issued this mdnth, Novem¥er, 1808, by the

THE

Most Interesting

:

%
r
74
CARPETINGS.—The largest and most varied stock
of Carpetings we have ever displayed has just been
laid in‘from the recent trade salés in New York.—
Many invoices at half their market value.
Our
customers will be supplied at corresponding low
prices. NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO. 75 Hanover

physicians have decided it better than

PACIFIC

PEOPLE'S

The

Mothers—Thous-

HA

brother, and

Rev.

THE

resi-

containing announcements of »

NEW YORK WEEKLY,

Treasurer.

.

AISENSEE

Allen’s

"Sold by all Druggists.

FOR

a

Is the remedy to eure all lung and throat difficulties.
1t should be thoroughly tested before using any other
Balsam. Sold by all druggists,
. [4t35

Pro-

83,58

any of the bronw oils. Sold by all the druggists. [425

Western R. 1.

bers, located in the town of Enfield wis received.
.Collection for Foreign Missions, $10.
Next session with the Enfield church, Jan. 2d.and 8d.

Sabbath, and only fifteen pér cent. attend

G. IL. BALL,

Sole

NOW IS THE TIME TO. SUBSCRIBE

ands of lovely females, in the Spring-time of womanhood,-have been reséued.from an untimely grave by
the agencyof these medicines. When the sprightliness of the romp is changed to apathy and internal
suffering, and the glow of health to the sallow hue of
cankering disease, it is a crisis which requires the maternal attention and solicitude, and for which the pills
will be found an efficient remedy. They are equally
efficacious in the” augggmu or turn of life—the most
critjcal period of woman
existence.
Sold by all
Druggists.
Vi
!
‘

B, F. ZeLvy, Clerk.

was a refreshing

of twenty-six

3

York,

11,00

10,00
N 10,00
,00
18,75
8,83

i

Coughs,

APERIENT =~

Streets, New

+ prietors.

25,00

Special

B. C. MACUMBER, Clerk.

‘Eastern and Western

Awarding prizes to-the best in declamation has already-been productive of wery Pe CENTRAL N.Y. It may be interesting~
satisfactory results. Too little attention to the numerous friends of the old church at
has been given in our Colleges and Semi- Ames to learn that she has been blessed
naries to public speaking. The pains-tak- with some prosperity during the past’ year.
ing in this branch of valuable education in Some have been added by baptism,and othBates College is most’ commendable, and ers, received by vote,are waiting to be bapshould be highly esteemed by the friends tized. The Sabbath School connected with
of efficient culture everywhere. We hope the church is,as it has been for the last two
to sec still more attention given to the sub- years, a working school. Among other
ject. Bates College is, we are hap- things more than $200 have been raised
py to find, rapidly rising in public estima- for benevolent purposes. This school*is
tion. Self-denying labor will have its re- educating a boy in India, named for Wm.
Alges, our efficient Superintendent.
ward.
The Sabbath school - connected with the
MASS MEETING OF THE Y. M. C. A,
A

We were

wich and 100 Warren

.

years

says: —‘I have no hesitancy in stating that it wds by
the nse of ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM t at I am now
i
nd enjoying health.”
;
EE
your Balsam in preference to any other nedicine for

.

SELTZER

cure of all’

in such cases, needs not be told to recommend it as a |
«
Fa
Ig
remedy.
TARRANT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,
278 Green:

- 16,00
brie
147.30

.

CON:

TARRANT’S

;

many

the war, from exposure contracted consumption.

Whoever has. experienced the
:

sotst

Holloway’s

Lo

distance a good part of the grading will be done,
The great question of fuel seems also to be satisfac.
torily settled. Rich beds of coal have been discovered on the head-waters of the Humboldt River, and.
on the slopes of the Wasatch Mountains where the

ago
there is

Baptist,”

(6,00

-

that

yeicians.

HARRIS, for

Dk. LioYp, of Obio, surgeon in the mmy

you will

torpid liver, is at the bottom of the mischief.’ * That's

what's the matter,”
effects of

6,00
10,30

10,00 EFFERVESOENT

’

Testimonials of ¥*
NATHANIEL

Tubes, and the Lungs.”

STIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a | F

Wo.

Brookfield

NATURE and the seasons seem to favor the
The working season has been so
Railroad.
longed that it is estimated that by thie end of
rent month there will not be over 800 miles
Through Line remaining incomplete ; and

section of country,and although the principles at first were unpopular, our influence
soon became manifest. Brockway church
in last year’s Register reported only a
membership of 18,—it should have read 30.
Our church register at present represents 50
members,and even that does not fairly represent the standing of the F. B. cause in this
place. The audiences at regular services
are large and intelligent. At Kenockee, a
not

=

QM

:

purest and sweetest Cod Liver Oil in the
is Hazard and Caswell’s manufactured by
upon the sea-shore from fresh and healthy
itis perfectly pure and sweet. Patients who
t
After years ot
have once taken it can take
no other,

only a few years since the F. W. Baptist
doctrines wete first” promulgated in this

we had

valid more closely, and you- will discover

per A Randlet,
M Atwood,

the

| complexion sallow, the cheeks flaccid, and the whole

+ *°

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

Buffalo, N.Y.

The
world,
them
livers;

committed and spoken. A few, however,
were a little too rapid and indistinct in" few miles from here, where two years

their enunciation.

Union

lp
+ > +m

but

ed meeting of about one, week's duration
with this church, resulting in the baptism of
twenty-one persons last Lord's day, eighteen of whom were heads of families. It is

of New

in Lansing.

.

Rev C Chaffee,
Rey 5 McKoun,
ca
Genesee QM
Freedom Q M

on the assumed authority-of the Scriptures; Rev.
R. 8. Stubbs,Secretary, read reports, and‘Rev. R.
M. Sargent spoke upon China. The meeting was
useful in bringing together Christians of different
denominations, but a severe storm prevented full
attendance,
The receipts for the year from donations and a large legacy have been $1332,23.

M. H. TArBOX.

England,—fourteen of whom ran the race
The

_!

dent of Middlebury, Vermont, recommends ALLENS
LUNG BALSAM as being
superior to all other reme- 8 mg
e says:~‘ I have no doubt .
dies for Bronchitis.
ral remedial agent
for
Hit will soon become—a
ela

generally find that the'eyes are dull and lusterless, thé

NewYork Home and Foreign Mission Society:

G. J. Abbot,of Gonic Village,gave a good address

Houlton, Nov. 6, 1868.

On the 6th inst, the Freshman Class

prizes.

EU

Concord, N. H.

Tobey presided and gave an interesting accoun
of the introduction of the Bible into Spain; Rev.

of the]

than a year,

the church

man or woman who makes this reply, and

36,00
1,50

reco; 2- | Bochester Q M,

As we

from Ps. 119,92 on love for the Bible.

needed

respond with some minister (who is willing
“to go up to Ripton,” loves to work hard
and be more useful than he has ever been,)

manfully contended in declamation for two
prizes, to be awarded by a Committee
chosen for the purpose to the two best - declaimers among the contestants.
The whole class numbers twenty young

for the

:

6.00

For Building Fund,

eo

|.

The Strafford Co. Bible Society,met at Rochester, Nov. 10. Rev. I.'D, ‘Stewart, of Dover,
preached an excellent and appropriate sermon,

must now leaye for other destitute places in

DECLAMATION.

the evening pleasant,

+

many casesthe answer is; ‘‘ I don’t know exactly, butl
don’t" feél well.”
Look at the countenance of the

:

CARPETS.—The special attention of olir customers

BROCKWAY, Mich.
Rev. E. J. Doyle, assisted by Rev. O. Killgore, held a protract-

parts

;

25,00

Ann Galloway, Lowville, N Y int

with the labors of Revs. 8S. H. Davis, of

bers of this Q. M.”

I have, with others, supplied this mission

Lewiston, Mw

men, hailing from different

A $1000 are

with preaching for more

prayers of God's children.
C. B. PECKHAM.

PRIZE

are

to Houlton, I

fy thie carpenters who hold the Bey
meeting house till they are paid.

six

spot

Returning

ing by sending me their mite to help

meeting house.

desolate

We

an entire Success, will enjoy a great bless-

signal manner, and we
long

of

promise them our prayers.
_ 8. Thathis faithfulness while among us is commendable, and ought to be copied by all the mem-

wish to\gid in making the Houlton mission

answered-some of our

this

yi

[What is the Matter with You?

a

Friends of Rev J Woodman, Sandwich, N H towards: 7+
oy
‘his pledge, per A Sargent, )
Bargent,
)
10,00
Col Sandwich Q M per

harmonious, the seasons” of wor-

bereaved widow and family of our

this month to pay the claims against the.
house before we can go into it: All who

months of effort in a missionary field where
very little has been regularly done before.
It indicates some determination to go on,
especially so when taken in connection with
the subscription for pastor's salary sufficient
to meet the demands of the Home Mission

for

Me.

to me for money.

organ costing $210, which was paid for on
its arrival and the Q. M. Home Mission collection of $55,00, besides subscription since

prayers in a most

large

find the carpenters completing their work
on the Houlton meeting house and looking

tioned the fact of the purchase of a church

God has

a

G. W. SISSON.

HourToN,

of sustaining the meeting here,may be men-

first

Spnday

ed the right hand of fellowship.

this community have gone on with the work

the

Last

praying for greater displays of God’s grace

* new-born souls to tell what God has done
for them, are amiong the Thin feng
As an indication of the spirit with which

All this has been done within

Rock,

we believe that this providence calls upon us, as
Christians, to renew our prayers that the Lord"
of the harvest would send forth more laborers
We also believe that God is
into his harvest.
calling upon #ll.the members of the Q. M. to renew their
exertions for the advancement of
Christg kingdom in the building up of churches
and the conversion of sinners.
2. That we sympathize most deeply with the

services a little companyof thirteen receiv-

Now and then

started for repairs on our

A friend, White

the entire’'Q. M. have suffered a heavy loss; and

:

ed to, and at the opening of the evening

The interest in religion in this community
is not so marked as We might desire, still

bespeak

:

concourse of people repairedgiethe river
where the ordinance of bap
was attend-

the

having a church organization ahd installation of pastor added to its ordinary work.

society.

to be baptized at other

SuerriELD, O.

n¥ost interesting sessions ever enjoyed,—it

“2

are more

We had a good day.

points in our mission.

ig

to

All seemed to feel that the spirit of

Christ was with us.

new

of

Hilisdale, Mich int.

Shiawassee Q. M., and*A. J. Davis, late of Me.
Next session with the 2d Oneida church.
The
resolutions were passed, and it was
followin,
requested that they be published in the Morning
Starand Christian Freeman :
Resolved, 4. That in the death of our dear
brother, Rev. E. Whitcomb, we feel that not onIy the four churches of which he was pastor, but

J. W. DUNJEE.

one

The business

o

sion with

and at night

the hand of fellowship was extended

I am told

called

the Stony Fork church.

in Bradford & Tioga Q. M.,

vored

place. In the forenoon four happy souls fol-

WEST DERBY,

was

Rev J Baldwin,

GRAND RIVER Q. M., Mich.—Held its last ses-

8, was a blessed day with our churth in this

them.

and

Clerks...

church.

Sunday, Nov.

was raised for that purpose.

met with us,

3

Infants,

Fr.

J J Wentworth, Lebanon, Me int.
Mrs AM
Hint.

Resolved, 2. That as good citizens and Chris-

been

HARPER'S FERRY, W. Va.

lowed their Lord in baptism,

* - the session of the Q. M.inh August,

their Q. M.

tians, we fecl ourselves hound to support the
Reptiblican “candidates, and may God speed the
right. J. INGERICK, Clerk.
P. 8. The name of Rev. J. Borden was left out
of the QM. report by mistake.
Ie is a minis| ter in good standing, and his name should have.

»

M. Home missionary within the bounds of
that Q. M., and quite an amount of funds

The interest here i#on the increase

and

w

Thos THes; Bangor, Me on note,

nize in the Republican party the foriner, and in
emocratic party the.latter, they
the so-called
striving to turn the wheel of progress back to
feudalism, serfdom and slavery, therefore

Revivals, &c.

A movement was started” to employ a Q.

-

dGIvER

in favor of enslaving the masses.

J.5.B. .

interest is waking up in

interests within the limits of the Q.

the

Church-

and oblige-us-to define our pesition anew to the
2
world,
All history, civil and sacred, goes to prove that
there have always been two parties,—one advocating free investigation, right and reform, #hé
other in direct opposition to these principles, and

largest

The young men of our country demolished the ‘‘Rebellion,” emancipated the
oppressed,
and saved the life - of our

the Sabbath school work, one half day being given to it at éach session of the Q.M,

they only had more men.

‘arrears 'are Foduested to send

meetings were

y

common foe.

last session,

that there are promising openings for

with

BrADFORD & T10GA Q. M:, Pa.—Held its ses- |. Sie

guns apon each other rather than upon the

and to counsel with them in behalf of the
Redeemer’s cause. Some of their churches,
which hate not been supplied with: preaching regularly of late, are soon to be sup- |

plied. ' A new

es in

|te-of-d-cts-per.

‘nation. And will not the young mien of
~ 1 had an opportunity to visit our friends our schools, churches and communities do
at their

dies

BY MAIL.

Whitney, Dickenson,N Y per
of much good, especially in ‘Awakening a | friends was very pleasant. Passed the following | vig Maria
Dover, N Hint.
Mrs M M Hutchins,
di
!
:
resolutions:
deeper interest in. the moral and religious
alictarios.
For B
i
Lesotved, 1. That we fully endorse the action |
boneaclares.
EOP,
5
»
|
our
retaining
in
welfare of our city. Such Christian gath- of our late General Conference
23
T
R
Bowes-Olneyviile,
WH
|
onsthe
that,
believing
name,
erings speak emphatically of times better denominational
‘FOR LIBRARY.
whole,it is as proper as any other, and thata
Chester 44 Roads, O
than the past; when different denomina- change would subject usto many inconveniencies § B Philbrick,
FETE
.
.

has crowned - his

Q. M:,

session

ship exceedingly precious, and the reunion
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fatal spot was the
Nad Rs

My Welcome

‘the rebel army at bay for several hours, till

the strong position on

——

secured

Whoywill greet me first in, Heaven,

When that blissful realm’I gain, —

army.

7. And the heart hath ceased from pain;
"When the last farewell is spoken,

. Severed the last tender Tig,
And I know how sweet, how

the

:

:

waters

d sofrow free ;

Who from out its golden portal
First will haste to welcome me ?
‘Who will greet
me first in glory ¥
Oft the earnest thought will rise,
Musing on the unknown wonders
Of that home beyond the skies.

Or an angel from the countless
- Myriads of that world of light ?

No—not these! for they have never
Gladdened heré my mortal view ;
the loved, the tried, the truc;

They who walked with me life’s pathway,
From my soul by death were riven,
They who loved me best in this world

Will be first to greet in heaven,

Aunt Rachel's Hynih.

uge, Divination, ‘ete. are little less

teous; and they deal with the most vital topics

than careful-

our

advancing

they closed up column
slowly, aiticipating

OO

Nobody knows de trouble I see,
= Nobody knows but Jesus;

Nobody knows de trouble I sec,
Sing glory hallelu’!
Somgtimes I’m up, sometimes I'm down,
Sometimes I’m lebel wid de groun,’
Sometimes de glory shines aroun’ 5

Sing glory hallelu’!

and advanced more
a

desperate

Just then music burst_through

defense.

one

and a little improvement every day will
enable you o reach excellence by- —

of the

in from the “rear. “They

that had been engaged, fell back to Ceme- | w ere marching to reinforce Birney.
| tery Hill with the loss

out of their ranks of

from

the

field

of conflict.

| chiefly at those localities where transpired
| the most eventful scenes of the -last two

| days’ conflict. The cemetery, which gives
name to the ridge? is but a short walk south
from the village.
This and a space to the
| east of it was “oceupied by the center of our
| army, while its left wing stretched three
| miles south to Little Round Top, and its
right wing a shorter disfance to the southeast.
Standing here; gazing on the point of
Ewell's attack on our center near the close
of the second day's struggle,’ we recalled

the scene thus graphically described by G.
A: Townsend.

*Ewell’s

right,

ians—all tigers in name and

Louisian-

nature—crept

War-|

sha took up her pen with

hight.

The

horses

could

not keep

ought to satisfy everybody.

how * meek and lowly

in

shrewd Yankee.

volcano,

palpitating,

smoking, - running

heart; how he

‘Hard to be Good.
.

—————

;

over with fire.
Great streams of blaze
Susie was a bright, active little girl, and
zigzagged down his cheeks.
His eyes made herself many friends by her chéérful,
were shot through with _ shells. Into the pleasant ways; but she had one very serioaken tangles of his hair men climbed like ous fault—she did not govern her temper.
battle panthers, and

mortally

shot in their

It is imperféct, like

By ANSE.

One morning

Susie

wakened

early, and

Fields. 1868,

Dickinson.

*

Bos

12mo. pp, 301.-

Se
is well and favorably known
Her strong grasp upon plain
her fervid heart, her fine wom-

anly tact in dealing with her audiences, her ef:

The prominence given to what+

ever. is specially Methodistic is easily discovered
even by those who have no real inclination to
look for weakness and faults. The special menfal and religious culture which distinguishes the

places

one hand, and the

g on the other, are
‘set side by side in sharp and striking contrast.

all human productions.
It Is not difficult to Wiusr ANSWER?
ton: Ticknor &
quarrel with-if;-and-to-fi
SeldAnd so itis with the dear childregg who verse criticism both in view of what itfon is forandads
of - Miss Dickinson
are trying to become like Jesus. God has what it is not. The ecclesiastical proclivities of
onthe platform.
given us a heavenly copy. He has given us the compilers could be easily ‘guessed by any moral principles,

‘“‘went..about . Joing good!” He is ¢ altowith the dead weight of 30 pounders be- gether” lovely,” and “full Of, grace and
low them. Pioneers with frenzied blows truth.”
And when you study ri character, “I | ¢
leveled the oak trees; they charged the
boulders and blew them to pieces; they can never, never reach that,” you say. “I
made a road as speedily as a housewife cah never be like Jesus.”
God does not expect you to become like
sweeps a stair, Then to every gun lines
of men: put their sinews and their shoulders; his dear Son in a minute, ora day, or a
lever and shovel cleared the path. * A flying year; but what pleases him is, that: you }
battery indeed, it went hawking into the should love him, and have a disposition to
| clouds, and when it screamed from its eyrie try. It is that temper which helps you to
the line of battle flags waved like the pin- grow day by day, little by little, into his
| iong of its young. Warren: was uway for likeness, whieh God desires to see. -L stile
|
reinforcements. Vincent shouted,. ‘Aim, Corporal,
men! We must hold here though we all {:
perish!” The strong mountain grew into a
their balancé up the aimost vertical

evangelical system on the

later phases offree «thin

a greater spirit of application than before.

ren galloped down,
‘I must have a brigade,” he said, ‘I take the responsibility.
of detaching yqu, Gen. Vincent. Out yon- his dear Son ‘‘for an example, that we
der we may be repulsed ; here we should he should follaw his steps.” He “did no sin,
destroyed.” ‘The brigade of Vincent faced neither was guile found in his. mouth."—
left and ran up the hillwith a will. Haz- How he loved people; “how he forgave his
litt’s battery would not budge on the rock- enemies; how kind and tender he. was;
strewn

such works as will enable the reader to find fuller and more detailed information on the various
subjects, should he desire it.
It is not at all likely that this Cyclopedia, will ¢or

fective use of touching incident and incisive epigram, her ability to stir passion with her biting

words of scorn, her power to kindle a ‘really noble enthusiasm when

she pictures the unselfish

editors crops out when there is no purpose to beand the heroic in life,~all these elements of
tray individuality or make an indirect plea for an
power are brought into free and effective play
accepted system.
But this does not prevent the |, . When she appears as a lecturer, and stands face

work from being eniinéntly able and valuable; to face with the sympathetic multitude which
nor rob it of real fairness. There is manifestly a her fame has drawn. Her reputation as a speaksteady aim to.do exact

justice to

every sect and:

er will create ‘a strong

subject that is dealt with, and the just grounds
of complaint

seem to

us

very

few.

and

general

demand for

her first venture in the career of authorship.—

“What Answer?’ will be read; and thé readers

They who

find fault because the work does not sufficiently ‘will own the power and genius of the writer,
emphasize the peculiarities of their own sect, It is abook that stirs'the blood even ina phlegare only showing

themselves

guilty of the same

sort of partisanship which they condemn in
editors.—The work is one of great and rare
tie, and svhoeVer-puts it into his library
makes: himself ‘master of its dontents will

matic nature, and

the
valand
find

smitten

with

paraly-

of African blood, it is skillful, noble, earnest,
pungent, and occasionally almost terrible.
It
has logic, pathos, fire, and, at times, something

fact that two volumes only take us over four let-

alphabet, hardly looks

out

sis. As a protest against the prejudice that still
‘basely and proudly discriminates against men
and womenfbecause they happen to have a taint

may be condensed within that number, but the

the

temporarily thaw

nerves are not hopelessly

himself truly enriched, and will thank us for any
word of ours that prompted him to ahake it his
own.—The original announcement promised us
the work complete in six volumes.
Possibly it

ters of

it will

the soul even of the iciest conservative who still
manages to keep a conscience, and whose ‘moral’

akin to fury.

like it.—

There is genius

of not a low sort

either; and

in the book, and
every page shows

that ah intense moral purpose lics behind the at-

Whether six or ten volumes are filled, we trust
that the plan adopted will be fully and fairly
worked out.
vm

tempt at artistic execution.

tt has genuine

On fts literary

merits and obvious

faults.

side

The

writer is often too intense, artificial, jerky, ex-

\

plosive, abrupt, and apparently impatient of the
labor that alone gives completeness.and finish.

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN -CIviL War.
By
John William Draper, M. D., LL.
D., author
of “A History of the Intellectual Development of Europe,” ete. In three volumes, Vol.

perches, leaped out with.a yell of rage. running to her mamma’s room, put up her
Steadily, deadly, murderously, the Texans, lips’ for : a kiss, and said :
| II. Containing the events from thé inaugura:
tion of President Lincoln to the Proclamation
column after column, wound (Hi ledges.
“Mamma, I'm going to be good all day
Emancipation of” the slaves.
New York:
Vincent's ammunition was// failing. His I'm not going to be naughty once, evenif |- of
Harper &
Bros. 1868. Octavo. pp. 614.
men robbed the cartridge
boxes of their brother Dick does tease me.”
~ Inthe first volume of this work Dr. Draper
slain comrades. They rolled the boulders| - At breakfast and prayer Susie behaved seems to have completed the task of stating his
down, and half way to thg base stabbed and quite welt. © Then, while her mother was peculiar theories of national life in general, and
parried with cold steel. SNe swords were busy, she amused little Eddie, picked up of our own national life in particular.’ These

She

runs, in a few

the forcibfé-feeble.
exceptional and

instances, near

the

verge of

She deals very largely in thé

high-wrought.

Her

colloquies

are sometimes too evidently manufactured to order; her ingidents occasionally come in where
they are only in response to much forcible dragging, and her characters,~in spite of her disclaimers atthe end;—are somewhat in danger of
being thought of as caricatures.—But we are

wider the houses and fences of Gettysburg
‘till they came to the rise of Cemetery Hill,
theories ire nearly.the same as those which have
= Nobody knows de workI does,
when with a bound they. cleared the grass- crossed. Heads opered to scabbard cats. his playthings, sang for him, and took such become so closely associated with the name of grateful for the book asitis. Itaims to doa
much needed work, and will aid in it. It deSing glory hallelu’!
»
The
satanic
things
that
were
done
half
way
swell, and 1aYd hands upon the hot cannon
aim to expound humax life,charserves to be read in all sections of the country,
good care of him that when her mother Mr. Buckle,and
Sometimes I scrub, sometimes I scour, 2
| that murdered them.
The mad grey de- to heaven on that scarred knoll will haunt looked in at the door, she said:
and it will be. It speaks to the heart of the
acter and history by reference to climatic condiSometimes I bakes de Injun flour,
/
. Line after line
{
mons
straddled
the
guns,
but they could it a thousand years.
tions and physiological laws. Inthe present vol- American people, and it will evoke a reply. . It
' Sometimes I squeeze de lemons :sour,
‘“ Susie is my little help to-day.”
assures us of yet better things than itself from
not tame their drivers. . A fight like a prize driven out, new columns of yelling savages
Sing glory hallelu’!
By and by Susie looked out of the win- ume he,devotes himself to the legitimate work of
fight, like a street fight, like a rough and “leaped forward. oA cry ran thrdugh the do® and saw Dick in the garden, chasing a the chronicler and the historian, and has given the young prophetess whose lips Freedom has
Nobody knows de griefs I has,
us an excellent, straightforward, vigorous, in- touched and whose pen Justice i$ guiding, and
tumble wrestle
between
lunatics, suc- Union line almost plaintive in‘its poverty, butterfly.
It looked so pleasant out in the structive and trustwonthy account of the opera- they will be likely.to hasten and not Waitt
Nobody knows but Jesus;
‘The
ammunjtion® is out!’
Then said sunshine that Susie
ceeded.
Arms were broken, hair plucked
te
Nobody knows de griefs I has,
!
began to wish that tions in the cabinet and the field during two
out by the roots, teeth drawn with boots young Chamberlain, of Maine, a boy-faced maima weuld come and take Eddie, but memorable years in our history. He writes out
Sing glory hallelu’!
THE ENTERTAINING STORY oF KING BRONDE;
Sometimes my soulis sunk in fears.
and fists. The guns stood up like saw- college Professor, ‘ Men! our only hope is | mamma was busy. Eddie grew fretful and of the most abundant and detailed information,
his Lily and his Rbsebud. B bana Me Dina.
With
Justrations b W.L.
Sometimes I weep de bitter tears,
The lum- Susie grew impatient, until at last she and in a style the eminent merits of which not
horses amidst sticks of sawn wood, and the in the steel; charge with me!’
Publishers, ete.
Xd Depa, PP-rT
And sadly wait de ling’ring years,
wood was the dead.
Then with'a huzza bermen and watermen of Maine whistled shook the little fellow ‘until he screamed even his severest critic will hardly venture to
A pleasant wilh of the fairy order, that is
Sing glory hallelu’!
dispute.
The
publishers
have
given
to
the
wark
Hancock's lad, Carroll, charged up.. The down the precipices, the rebel_lines were with fright. Her mother came, and finding the very
highest and most substantial mechani- sure to please the little people by its appeal to
Nobody knows de joys I has,
their active imaginations, and which will not
gray pugilists reeled ‘and ran. Shrapnel, swallowed, asif the ground had opened, her so angry, told her to goto her room cal excellences.
Nobody knows but Jesus
wholly fail to teach important lessons.
into the gorges behind the Devil's Den, and alone for a little while. Susie walked
spherical case, grape, ball, opened on them.
Nobody knows de joys I has,
Round
Top
was
saved
to
the
Union.”
DurThe
cemetery
seemed
to
have
vomited
its
away without speaking, her cheeks flushed A TREATISE ON PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE;
Sing glory hallelu’!
OUR LIFE IN CHINA.
By Helen 8. C. Nevius,
for Schools, Families and Colleges.
By J. C.
dead to the surface, but the dead were ing the terrific scene here described the and naughty thoughts in her heart.
For I've a Saviour in de skies,
New York: Robert Carter & Brothers.
1869.
Dalton, M..D., Professor of Physiolog in the
army
lost
many
noble
men,
among
whom
trgitors,~and into
the town the remnant
And when dis weary body dies,
.16mo. pp. 504. Sold by D. Lothrop and Co.
College of Physicians and Surgeons, wy
little girl was very unhappy, and after
My ransomed soul to Him will rise,
Gal) their yell a shriek of grief.” The were Vincent and Hazlitt. We climbed standing idly about for some time, she took | + With Illustrations. ‘Same Publishers. Yow, — MARGARET RUSSEL’S Scnoor. By the author
A2mo. pp. 399.
«
Sing glory hallelw’!
of “Squire Downing’s Heirs,” Same Publish“Junettes"—earthworks in the form of a down the rocky side of Round Top to the her doll from its erib, and going to a table,
Dr. Dalton has here shown that he has a corers. 1869. 16mo. pp. 859.
Devil's
Den
where
were
still
bleaching
\| crescent for the defense of our guns—still
a
———
began dressing it. When she grew tired of rect idea of what is wanted in a text-book, and Tue AGATE STORIES. By the author of the
some of the unburied bones of those Texan
has well supplied it. He has written in a pleasremain.
:
‘Basket of Flowers.
Six yolumes:
1. The
this, she turned over the leaves of some
* Boy Hermit.
2. Little Daniel. 8. Little 8hep=
z
We passed into the National Cemetery rebels.
picture-books.
She was still at the table ant, chiste and wholesomé style, without pedanherd.
4.
The
Bird’s
Nest.
5
The
Wolf-Slaylying adjacent to the citizens’ cemetery,
. ‘On returning to the village we passed a when the door opened softly and Dick glided try, prolixity, or a parade of scientific terms,
er. 6. Little Henry. Same Publishers. 18mo.
where now sleep thousands that on that second time over the terrible. scéne of the in, and coming up behind his sister, put a while giving all the main facts that are essential
Messrs. Carter
& Brothers seem never to be
“to an adequate comprehension of the. structure
[bloody field laid down their lives that the third and last day of the battle, which of piece of ice upon her bare neck. Susie of the human system and the conditions upon weary in well doing while busy with, their work
A Day'at Gettysburg.
of supplying the young with wholesome literanation might live. Their graves are ar- all © others was the most. ‘sanguinary. screamed,
and turned to her brother with which its vigor is dependent. ' Questions at the
BY MRS, M. M. HUTCHINS.
ture, This volume devoted to China, is written
end of each chapter adapt it to use in the schoolranged in concenfric semi-circles.
The Pen can never portray it. One hundred
angry eyes and Land raised to strike. As room, the illustrative cuts materially aid in com- by the wife of a missionary who labored. long
" On the afternoon of October 29 1 left soldiers of each state are buried by them- r and filty of the enemy’s guns, it is said, at she turned she upset a chair, and this over- prehending the text, and the letter-press is thor- and successfully in that country. It pictures the
selves with the name of the state inscribed once belched forth their thunders, and in
country, the people, and the éxperiences of those
Harrisburg, in company with Bro. Calder
turned the table on which lay her books oughly beautiful.
ona low granite post, while the name of an instant were responded to by as many
who go out to labor among them in the gospel,
and her beautiful doll. The doll, her last
and a young brother of Lis church, to visit
the soldier, with his company and regiment,
more from our side. The earth trembled birthday gift, was broken and ruined.— THEATRICAL MANAGFMENT IN THE WEST AND in a pleasant way, and answers many questions
the memorable battle-field of Gettysburg.
when it could be ascertained, was engraved
SOUTH FOR THIRTY - YEARS.
Interspersed which our newly awakened interest in these oriunder the tremendous concussion. The air When Dick saw the mischief he had caused,
We arrived at evening in the village, and
with Anecdotical Sketches; Autobiographical
ental peoples prompts us to ask,
¢
on the horizontal face of thecurb stone appeared literally filled with iron, and for he was very sorry, for he really loved his
ly given. By Sol. Smithi,retired actor. With fifstopping at Mr. George McClellan’s hotel,
Margaret Russel is the brave-hearted and toilstretching at the head of a line of graves. | a time it seemed impossible that either man sister. Susie was very angry, and said she
teen illustrations and a portrait of the por.
ing daughter of a clergyman, who leaves her for
Bro. Calder playfully introduced me to our
Same Publishers. 1868. Octayo. pp. 2
Where names and regiments could not be or beast could survive it. Says one, ¢15- would never love Dick any more.
: Since theatrical performances have A into his reward on high just as she is budding into
host as one who for thirty years did everyascertained, ‘‘ Unknown” was engraved. 000 death-careless men walked a mile over
When Eddie was asleep and Susie’s moth- notice in high literary journals, and the*‘ Black womanhood, to comfort her sorrowing mother
thing she could to bring on the battle whose
1 sought outthe New Hampshire section, their own graves to Hancoek’s ramparts, er came up to her ‘little daughter's room, Crook” and the ““ White Fawn” have not only and provide for the wants of the family, This
field she had now come to survey. The
last thing she does by plgnning, originating’ and
set theip battle flags upon his stone wall,
she found her sitting with the broken doll not been hissed from the stage but gazed on with
coincidence of his name with that of his and at most of the heads ofsthe graves,
lay down under them arid sobbed to death.” in her lap and the tears still falling from, tacit or open probaiine by multitudes whose maintaining a school which she instructs accordUnknown,
Unknown,”
met
my
eye.
In
distant relative, it is said, led some of our
ing toher own fresh and’ significant ideas,and
dy
dn and fled. The yjctory was
her eyes. When Susie saw her mother, she influence does so much to fashion public opinioh, works out results that exalt the teacher’s func:
traveling English cousins to write home the center of this semi-circle of graves is
it
ought
perhaps
to
surprise
nobody
that
such
a
‘ours
and
Freedom's.
This
is
said
to
have
tion, and rebuke those who measure their duties
sobbed out:
that « the ingratitude of the Republic forced the foundation for the Soldiers’ Monument
‘‘ retired actor” as Sol. Smith should: really sup—a part of. which is already on the spot— been the grandest and most terrific artillery
“Oh, mamma, I wanted to be good alt ‘pose that his career deserved a record and would by the programme of recitations and estimate
its chieftain to keep a village hotel on the
which when finished is to cost $35,000.
fight of the battle, and perhaps of the war. day, and everything has gone wrong!”
their success by their salariés.
be followed by his readers with enthusiasm. Pervery field of his fame.” (His political proThe Agate Stories are pleasant and good, put
Taking a carriage we rodeto Culp’s Hill, Our entire loss during the three days was
clivities, however, have been very different
Taking the little girl in ‘her arms, her haps#it may be; but we can hardly Ney ‘thinking ypin a'neat box and in uniform binding, and
20,000; that of the rebels at least 40,000.
that
most
sensible
people
who
run
through
these
a
part
of
the
ridge
southeast
of
the
center
mamma asked: * Did you remember to ask pages will
from those of his distinguished relative;
are likely to fulfill all the promises which their
think less of
The shades of evening coming upon us,
drama b first appearance may make.
.
God this morning to help you to be good ?” rather than more; that they thewillAmerican
for he has been an ardent Union man and of our army, which was occupied by a porask
themselves
we
alighted
at
the
hospitable
door
of
Prof.
staunch Republican.) Here we found ey- tion ‘of our right wing. This hill was
instinctively
what
the
common
performers
are,
|g
densely wooded and steep edged, and the Hay, whose cordial invitation to tea had
when
they see of what stuff the heroes of Pik FAMILY Dogror; or, Mrs. Barry and her
erything needed for the.outer man.
Bourbon. Boston: Henry Hoyt. 16mo, Ph.
earthworks
and stone heaps that our men been accepted. Thus passed this glorious
the stage arc made; and that they will have less
“The morning of October 30th dawned
Indian summer day—one of the most memthere
threw
up,
still
stand
on
their
zigveneration
for
the
most
of
what
is
behind
the
brightly, and we set off early on our tour of
oy Heyt brings out a marked volume this
scenes after the play is over, avhen they have got
Here Ewell, on the even-- orable and interesting of my life. God be
month. Itis a tale of the terrible mischiefs of
exploration, Walking out west of the vil- zagged banks.
the
glimpses
by
daylight
which this book affords. strong drink, even when prescribed by a learned
thanked.
CYCLOPAEDIA
OF
BIBLICAL,
THEOLOGICAL
lage, we came to Seminary Ridge,—so call- ing of the second day's battle, made a
AND
ECCLESIASTICAL
LITERATURE.
PreIt has a great deal of egotistic and feeble comHarrisburg, ¥or- 1868.
physician, and finding
its chief victim in a cultimost
desperate
effort
t6
break
our
lines,
pared
by
the
Rev.
John
M’Clintock,
D.D.,
and
ed from its being the site of a Lutheran Themonplace in its autobiographical portions; a vated and wealthy Christian woman. It is an ex+ James Strong, 8. T. D.
Vol. IL— C.D.
New
great
deal
of
weary
recital,
doubtful
taste
and
ological ‘Seminary, —where this sanguinary and at one point succeeded in occupying
York: Harper & Brothers.
1868, Royal Oetreme view of the subject undoubtedly, but not
tavo. pp. 933.
d poor art in its super-abundant story-telling;a more so than are the occasional facts, The story
conflict commenced at 9 o'clock, A. M., some of our rifle pits which he held till
A Little Girl and" her Copy.
July 1,°1863. Here Bro. Calder met an old morning. -But they climbed that ‘woody
Such a work as has been undertaken by the great deal of sensational flourish and low cariea- is written with eminent skill and power, and the
re
——
ture in its illustrations; and a great deal of ego- unknown author has obviously seen more or less
friend, Dr. Hay, one of the Theological hill to perish in swaths. Four times they
A little girl went to a writing school.— learned gentlemen whose names appear above, tistic audacity in the miserably
engraved por-{ of the mischievous results of using strong drink
would
only
mock
ambition
and
disappoint
all
charged,
but
were
flung
down
the
steeps,
Professors,
to whom he introduced me ak
When she saw her copy, with every line so
trait. The book was not written with a view of which are here so vividly set forth, Dr. Sharpe
high expectation, were it not for the fact that the
and
more
than
1,200
there
sleep
in
unnoore who for more than thirty years had been
perfect, “I can never, never write like results of all previous study and research have doing anybody good, and so that result is not to
has probably not many living prototypes; “and
an “awful abolitionist.” The good Dr. ticed and forgotten graves. We spent a that,” she said.
be expected; it was not really intended to do
been freely laid under contribution, and that the
Mrs. Barry is an exceptional case of the terrible
little
time
in
gathering
relics
from
this
part
She - looked steadfastly at its straight co-operation of many eminent living scholars has harm, and as it will probably be attractive only power of a perverted appetite; and Huldah’s
shook my hand warmly and welcomed me
to those who are already spoiled, its questionamarvelous physique and shrewdness, her savage
to the battlefield of Gettysburg.
He and of the battle-field, there being still many lines, which were so very straight, and the been secured in the preparation of many impor- ble
and mischievous work will be very limited.
fury and her keen moral sense, are eombined by
round lines so slim and - graceful. Then tant articles. We spoke of the general plan
his lady conducted us to the Seminary cu- bullets embedded in the ‘rees.
in a notice of the first volume of the It is rather a pity that so much very good paper, the aid of a free imagination; but the bookis
From Culp’s Hill we rodeto Little Round she took up her pen, and timidly put it on adopted,
pola. As we passed through the halls of
and excellent ink, and fair pasteboard, arid tole- full of startling and needed warnings, as well as
work, in terms of high commendation, and of the
this seat of learning and up its stairways, Top where lay the extreme left of our army. the paper. Her hand trembled ; she drew it successful working out of that plan in the first rable muslin, should have heen wasted ;~that is disfigured by some exaggeration. «
back ; she stopped, studied the copy and be- installment with which we had then been favor- Shou all.
we noticed that the floors and stairs, where Itis a rocky knoll, and, as it has been
RA
id
«they were not covered with carpets, were described, a wild and haunted spot, spiked gan again. “I can but try,” said the fittle ed. An inspettion of the second volume conTue CLERGYMAN’S VISITING List,
A ParoOF SuapLy
SMITH WITH
chial Directory. Boston: E. P, Dutton & Ce.
firms, in the main, the viggs then expressed,
It CORRESPONDENCE
almost covered with blood stains of the rebel with granite boulders, with a deep ravine girl; “I willdo as well as I can.”
.
ALBERT
BARNES.
1868.
New
York:
1868.
Am.
She wrote half a page. The letters were is a noble undertaking. The labor involved is
wounded, which many waters could not at its base called the ‘“Devil's Den.” In
The Publishers have here given.us a very conThe judgment apd skill and patient | News Co., &e. . Octago. pp. 182,
wash out. While ascending the last flight the beginning of the second day's fight it crooked. What more could we expect immense.
This volume is made up, first, of "a letter -ad- venient and admirable blank-book, so arranged
industry required are of the Highest order. ' A
of stairs leading to the cupola, we were re- wag occupied by only a group of signal men. from a first eftort ? The next scholar stretch- large and minute learning is indispensable to dressed by Gerrit Smith to Mr. Barnes, criticis- with index-pages and other features as to be
ing the theological system of the latter, and pro- really helpfiilto those pastors whose parishes
minded that we were literally treading in The Texan ‘line, flanking our left, burst ed across her desk, and said, ¢ What scrag- guard against inaccuracies, omissions
\redundanthe footsteps of Lee, for hore, contrary to across the ‘Devil's “Pen,” and looked up gy things you make !” . Tears filled the lit- cles and repetitions. Only a miiid that is at once posing what he terms the Religion of Nature or are large, and who would systematize and make
of Reason in its stead ; next, of Mr, Barnes’s rethe rules of honorable warfare, this chival- 4 amazed at Little Round Top. No troops tle girl's eyes. She dreaded to have the critical and comprehensive, analytical and syn- ply; then appears a rejoinder by Mr, Smith, and most effective their work of parochial visiting.
It will commend itself on the most cursory exthetical,
is
competent
to
plan
wisely
sich
a
work
rous’ rebel leader ‘stole the protection of ‘peered over to" oppose them. Says Town. teacher see her book. ‘He wMl
be angry
as this,—much less to direct in the detail¥ of'its this is followed by an appendix consisting of two amination, and use can Purdy fail to prove its
the yellow flag hoisted over the Semi- ‘send: ‘Lonely and frightened the little with-me, and scold,” she said to
elf.— execption. It is peculiar in its scope and aim, papers previously written by Mr. 8. on the Foul value,
A
kb
v
wor
. mary to designate its use solely as a hospi. bunch of signal men flung their ysssions But when the teacher came. and look 3 €1hmving its qwn sphere and limits, and yet énter- same general subject. The system of Mr. 8mith,
tal, and in the cupola; with his powerful messhges through the blue, air. smiled,
0
aor
ing, in the exercise of a unique ecclecticism, ~If that word is nét abused by employing it in
Pamphlets, Magazines, |$ Sa
—is very crude and illogical,~
glass, proceeded to inspect the position of gnarled mountain ofif<¥iPseshed to, ie oT
se ‘you are trying, my’ little gir, many departments of study and literature which “uch a connection,
THE CONGREGATIONAL
for Oct.
our army and to spy out its weakest points. idate the arrested Texans, as it arose piled he said, kigdly, “‘and thatis - enough for it can by no means ignore, but which it does not a strange mixture of rank unbelief and pleasant
Nobody knows de work I does,
Nobody knows but Jesus;
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As we gained the summit, a most magnificent

‘panorama met our eyes in every

exceeding in its

sweep and

direction,

beauty any

high with natural’ masonries; and on. its
granite ramparts oaks of a hundred

were waving darkly.

years

Alter a short pause,

landicape I ¢vex before saw, and commanding an extensive view of the battle. field.

with a yell they moved up among the boulders and quarries, threw their sharp-shoot-

Lee, indeed, had chosen a- most advantat for his reconnoisance.
went over the details of the bat-

ers into thé shelves of outcropping shale,
. . . and at the crest of Little Round Top,
their artillery, far

behind, hailed showers

alities nearestms in gucha lu- of shell and ball. It was a terrific instant,
With Round Top lost, the destruction of the

manner 4s at times made me

8 Haydn wile roy dead:
Alittle further to the north of this

me. »

She took courage.

Again

and again she

pretend to exhaust. Where the subject treated
is such as to require it, the very latest information that is available is wrought into the article

studied the beautiful copy. "She wanted to at the last moment before going to press, so that,
know how every line went, how every iot- though the materiul for nearly. the entire work is
ter was rounded and made.
Then she took already prepared, there is a large amount of laup her pen, and began again to write. She .bor to be still expended in the why of revision

wrote.

She wrote carefully, with the copy

always before her.
But oh,what slow work it was! Her letters
straddled here, they crowded there, and

and emendation before the successive volumes
take thelr final shape.
As an indication of the extent of the plan, and

of the effort made

to embody it as completely as

possible, we find that the present volume contains nearly 2,500 separate articles, and about 800
wood cuts for the better illustration of the text.
Of course most of the articles are comparatively
brief; but more or less of them ,—as for example,

whole army was positive.
Already the some of them looked ‘‘every which-way.”
signal flags were folded and the signal men | The little girl trembled at the step of the
retreating, ‘‘®tay!” cried Gen. Warren, teacher. ‘Iam afraid you will find fault
* yofi are the army now. Wave your flags with me,” she said; ‘‘my letters are not those found under such heads as Calvin, China,
as if you stoodin line of battle, and you ten fit to be on the same page withthe copy.”
Christ, Christology, Chronology, Church, Comwere ten thousand.”
They shook down
“I do not find fault with you,” said the mentary, Congregationalists, Daniel, David, Del-

trust, and is developed with
audacity and
reverence. The good heart of the great philanthropist is everywhere conspicuous, while the
confused brain of the untaught theologian is perpetually exhibited. Mr. Barnes, always candid,
calm, analytical; vigorous

and

is an excellent number, better than ¢ average.
It discusses subjects of practical interest, not
only to Congregationalists, but to all who would
be familiar with questions in ecclesiology. It is
“ably edited by a trio who could not be dull and
who will not be weak. Am. Cong. Association,
Boston,

exhaustive, tears

his opponent’s theories into shreds,and makes his
logical weakness appear really pitiable. But he

by no means silences his antagonist,

2

BLACKWOOIS Magazine keeps its high tors

Mr. Smith

arian

dices,
vigorously reasserts his settled and joyful belief. ry character, its Tory principles and p.
in what has been proved wholly without a logi- and 18, as ever; an admirable -and effective expocal basis, and ‘parades the fragments of his ex- nent of the power and pride and conservatism of
ploded theories as though he knew they were the English aristocracy,. Its issue for Oct. ts ful)
the glorious foundation stones on which was to of character. New York: L. Beott & Co.
—
be reared the church of the future. The hook is
AlMatag for
really interesting. The two men are eminent in L Tr NATIONAL —
rd, 1869. Compiled by J. N.

personal worth;

strong conviction

they write

to each

and mutual

other out of

ol ’} gurlsPork: :
tion
Society | Publ

respect; they use

'

r

National JasmperaIs
House, 16mo. pp. 72.

resting ly

==Ahounding ini

the plainest speech,though they are always cour-
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{On these ridges we passed several hours,

" But the ‘dear ones’gone before me,—

—

occupied

Hill was

All thr ouga the night sind the next forenoon
| our men kept pouring in till the * glorious
| army of the Potomac—=thatiarmy of bloody
| gishes—undiscouraged forever, that could
march or swim or fly”—=was massed on the
ridges south and southeast of Gettysburg.

“Will it be some seraph bright,

=

By:

he

18, 1868.

impotent telé- touchens ieoiive 1 do not look $o- much at

At last; overpowered by vastly su- | gorges, and the tread of men wearing blue | thus eng

| was still away

‘Who will be my heavenly mentor ¥

They,

and

Cemetery

10,000 men.
The fields were strewn with
the dying; and the wounded were left to the
mercies of the rebels. At supper ‘time Lee
rides into Gettysburg, —his line of battle
already formed through the village, and his
exultaht'soldiers eager for another onset;
but he decides to postpone: further action
till the: morning.
For some marvelous
reason hostilities were not renewed till the
| next afternoon. “For this Lee is c¢énsured.
| When the sun went down on the carnage of
| the preceding day, a large part of our army

solemn,

Of that cold and silent’ stream,
I shall see the domes of temples
In the distance brightly gleam,—
Temples of that
heauteous City
From all blight

definnces— that handful of

| perior numbers, the first and eleventh corps, | uniforms came

And how blest it is'to die ?
As my barque glides o’er the

rocky gor go. of an un-

NOVEMBER

| finished railway where many of our heroic ‘graphers—and 1:raised a cheer out of their what you do as at what you aim and have ly written and exhaustive treatises. References which belong to our life, and which have been
the revelation of God, Noth:
"| defenders were slaughtered. In these fields forlornness that was Tike :adying comedian’s the heart to do. “By sincerely trying; you are also made to the seurces whence -the-infor-{y
and to Jing really new is here brought forward; ‘but the
west
wost of the Seminary
Ridge our-men kept Haugh. Foramoment the Texans wavered; twill make a littleiimprovement every day; Tition-here: afforded has-been derived;

Beyond.

When the hands have ceased from toiling,
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Toatiive of Wao,

ampton, with whom I spenta very delight-

— by
and labored hatd forits interest until
r healthhe was com

i

age and

elled to in inlig of he
beli]
sense of his di-

Ww near his end by a
Vine security he would say, * Though I walk
‘with rainwater, and a willow tree, weigh- eral years he had tried whipping with his ‘through the valley of the shadow of death I will
fearnoevil, &c.” and with serenity of mind and
ing five pounds, was planted therein: DurThe day is not so near us whileit is pas- ing thespace of five years the earth was ‘boy, but found it ineffectual. ©n one occa- Apparent ease fell asleep in Jesus. He leaves . BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD
‘two
children, one a minister of the Jospeh and
sion
the
boy
was
caught
in
an’
oft-repeated
Summer Arrangement.
June 22, 1868.
:
sing &s when itis past. Itis after sundown, carefully watered with rain w.
hin to his room; | Other relatives to
re |
not without hope.
Trains Iéave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45, 81
when work slackens and- fatigue takes off water. The willow grew and flourished, fault. - His father took
Funeral services by the writer.
SE
and on Monday, Wedn
at 8.12,
upbraided
him
for
his
persistent
disobediOf New Englaiid.
the sharp edge of energy, that we look and, to prevent
=
«THOMAS WYATT, Jr.
For Great Fails; 10:10A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
the earth being mixed with
2
Fah
5
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 8.45 ©, 31,
back upon the day’s experience in perapec. fresh earth, or dirt being blown upon it by ence; reminded him (which was probably ,.| CLARA E., 3 daughte®
of J. M. and Mary H.
d Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45
P. M.
that he had several times
tive.
The departing light, the receding the winds it was covered with a metal plate unnecessary)
and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10,55’ A. M., 5.08
obliged,
in the way of parental duty, Plummer, dled in Portland, Me., Oct. 1, after a P. M., and onence
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understood and highly approved by all who kngw
of 61d age, aged 81 years, leaving nine children.
p
0
2nd deal with him,
His P.O. Address is Portsmouth,
Those who live contentedly in cities and Tree.
will) bring them close.with an opera-glass
WILLIE] I, infant son and only child of Iidtowns will not understand tne strong loeal
—a much better weapon than a gun.
1 ward T. and Rena Hodge, died in Edgecomb,Me.,
N. B. Any of the above premiums may be forward:

Farewell. "= + =

ful week, and who belongs to one of the
old Puritan families, told' me that for sev-

TAKE

NOTICE!

.

Sapouifier, or Concentrated Lye

MOREY & C0.,

“FURNAGES,

would, not if I could,convert them from their

Pictures?

cart those who fly across the~€ountry as |
mere rovers, every Summer,on some differThis is a question of more importance to
ent line, carrying city -laxuries and city
company with them, and using rural scenes you and yours than at first it may appear to
as a new frame in which to set old dissipa- be.
Within the memoryof many of us, with
tions, understand the calm, the sweetness,
the deep content of those who have a home Foifie rare éxceptions,no houses had pictures.
in the country, and go to it yearby year. In each town or village there might perhaps
grand seignior whose name was proEvery tree has a face of its own, every vine be one
and shrub, the very paths, the moss that nounced with respect by his neighbors as a
sucks moisture in damp places, the birds, man that had traveled, and had in the inwe

the

insects,

I leave

have

them

their familiar

sorrowfully.

influence.

Winds will

drive away my birds, Frosts will smite
my flowers.
The winds that all Summer
cushioned themselves upon
murmuring
leaves, will strike now upon bare branches ;
and, shrill sounding, hasten on! Farewell !
Fe
— Beecher.

32 Wile Hunt.
—

A line

of

boats,

ST

.

cresent-shaped in order

to inclose the “shoal, was now little more
than a - quarter of a mile distant from the

beach.

‘The bottle-nosedor cal-ing whales,

showing their snouts or dorsal fins at intervals, seemed to advance slowly, throwing
out skirmishers and cautiously feeling their
way.
As the beach was smooth and sand
with a gentle slope, the boatmen in pursuit
were endeavoring to drive the shoal into the
shallows, where

harpoons,

oars, hayforks,

and other weapons could be used with advantage against the floundering foe. The
excitergent of the spectators:
on land increased as the long line of the sea monsters,” steadily advancing, drew closer inshore. From the boats following close behind them came wafted over the water the
sound of beating pitchers and rattling row-

OW

£

most récesses of his house,

prcTURES.

and the entire shoal, seized

with a sudden

panic, wheeled simultaneously round’ with

a rapid rush, and dashed at headlond speed
intothe line of pursuing boats. A shout
arvse trom the shore as the momentary

flash of fin-tails, the heaving of the boats,

and the rapid strokes ‘of the boatmen showed
all too plainly the escape of the whales and
the successof the victorious charge. - Away
beyond the broken line of‘the fleet they
plungedin wild stampede. The boats pursued the shoal, ana succceded in enclosing
a portion of them in a béautiful and secluded bay, and by dint of shouting and other
noises they drove the whales into the shal

bd

lows where they lay, helpless,

floundering

victims. Fast and furious the boatmen
struck and stabbed to right and left, while
the people on the shore, forming
an auxiliary force dashed down to assist in the
‘massacre, wielding all sorts of weapons
from roasting spits to forks, The poar
wounded monsters lashed about with their
tails, imperiling life and limb andthe ruddy hue

of the

water along

the

stretch of

shore soon indicated the extent of the carnage.
The whales that had received their
death stroke ,emitted shrill cries, accompa-

nied with a strange snorting and humming

There are at Williams & Everett's, at Dole
& Henderson's, at Goupils & Sitzes’s, in

New York, and at dozens of other equally
flourishing stands of art, a most bewildering variety, at prices to suit every eustomer..
Itisnow simply from want of taste,
if one has no pictures, since they are fairly
in some form,-withinthe limits of the lam-

BEN

A

Scotchman,

returned

home

from

an

which

Where

has

not inaptly

Wood

A

-

Comes

been

ent:

‘Parents,

o

"

obey

your

things,” is the new

a

idea.

)

children

in all

It is not,after all,

80 Feat a stretch to anticipate,as somebody suggests, that we shall by-and by see
on the signboard of some Americay
store:

John Smith & Father.”

:

Let it not be supposed, however, the
American children are rude, or ill-behaved.
On the contrary, they struck me as more
polite, more considerate,
more orderly, as
‘a_general rule, than our own; but they
need to be dealt with in a different way.—
You must appeal to their reason and good
sense. If you appeal merely to your own
authority, you are apt to get a pert answer.

“Remember who you are talking to, sir!”

said an indignant parent to a fractious boy ;

“I am your father, sir,” “Well, who's to
blame for that?” said young impertinence ;
“taint me I"
'Oneflittle boy, te whom

referred,

was making

I have

already

himself very disa-

reeable on one occasion

when

his

mother

ad him with her on a visit to some friends.
She took him to the bed-room,and told

him

com-

C—O

Perhaps,

then,

it may

bo

said, the! young plant obtains its wood from

the earth in which it grows, The following
experiment will show whether this conjec-

a storm), and

that

he gnaws

off the small

end of pears to get atthe seeds. He steals
the corn from under the nose of my poultry.
But what

would you have?

He will come

down upon the limb of the tree I am lying
under tild-he is within a yard of me. He
and his mate will scurry up and down the
great black-walnut for diversion,chattering
like monkeys.
CanI sign his death-war-

but we trust their loss is his gain.

His

ries published in the Morning

been years of suffering, but he now rests.

obituary.

to

a

ty.

He wagaqw

behavipg

on his own

re-

and children, and great grand children.—
uneral services took place at his residence,
Nov.1.
dM,

J

WORMS

al

1570

dF

is used with the
gentlemen who

many of these, throwing aside

prejudices, have

their

profession,and

cheerfully given certificates testifying to its superior.
LA
tha

It is used

Nothing

extensively

for

the

simple

reason

has
yet been discovered which
e substituted in its place,

can

And it is given without apprehstision, because every one knows its perfect safety.
It has now been
before the public for over * FORTY YEARS,” and has

WHOLESALE

Levi MUDGETT, of
New Hampton, died Sept.
24, after an illness of about 18 months, aged 63
years. He bejonged to a family of 8 children,
among whom no death had occurred for over 60

highly respected
manly virtues.

by the Sommunity for his many
« SARGENT.

SARAH J. CATER died of typhoid fever, in Barrington, Sept. 24, aged 19 years. This young lady
enjoyed the. blessing of a strong constitution
and almost unremitting
health until her last
sickness, which was of short duration.
Sarah
ossessed many amiable qualities strongly attach
ng her to 4 large circle of acquaintances.
She
was a lover of music and a constant attendant of

the Sabbath

school.

Hér

affectionate, cheerful

manner made her the pet of the family, and secured for her the title of peacemaker:
Though
thus early and suddenly called away, she leaves
her numerous friends to hope that she has made
a happy SXchange,
SOPHIA, Wife of Benjamin Willey,of Barrington,
died of disease of the liver,Aug. 30;aged 59 years.
She was an affectionate wife and mother.
Had
been a constant reader of the Bible and thoughtful of her future welfare. As’desgh ‘approached,
she was able to meet the messenger with composure, and to express a readiness to depart.—
Her two sons had labored hard to provide a home
for their mother and had nearly completed their

object when she was called to her

home

abqve,

leaving them with their father to mourn her absence.
+
IL. M. BEDELL.

Dra. MIRZA SKINNER, of St. Albans, Vt., departed

months,

this

life,

Ie made

Oct.

29, aged

a profession

78

of

years and

religion

8

in

the yeir1826 and was baptized .by Rev, Samuel Hazelton and joined the Freewill Baptist
church, July 20, 1826, of which he was chosen
deacon the same day. He sustained this relation by a well ordered life and godly convérsation, until his departure.
Ie was always ready
for every good word and work, a great friend of
the slave and the benevolent Snterprise of the
day, freely
giving for their benefit. Ile has
left a wife and six children to mourn their loss

but not as those that have no hope,

iin bythe writer,
»
ha
EpwARD

Tv

residence of his%on-in<law in Holderness;

Sept.

13, aged 81 years,
Bro. Rodgers experienced religion and united with the first ¥'.
W, B: church
in I . when about 40 years of/age, and in 1849

united by letter with'thg third

street, Boston.

4w3l

Standish’s

I. W. B. church

in said town, and was a warthy member till
degth, He possessed an amiable disposition, gpd
was an affectionate husband
and father, a true

Patent

Pocket

In which is ‘combined a:knife,

pen,

gw22

.

Knife

pen-holder and

Binding, Gathering and

By their skill, uffiversally recognized, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of sewing
machines important modifications, which have plac
them in the front rank of manufacturers.
Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of
mechanism and facility of management, such are the
essential qualities united in the Wheeler & Wilson
machine, constituting a superiority
which the jury
has, with

unanimjty, recognized and

proclaimed.

To these gentlemen the gold medal was

manufacturers

of mackines ; to Mr, Ellas

lar medal was awarded as promoter,
made by the jury explains itself.—

awarded as

Howe a sim.

the work of many.

de ty

BOSTON.

noiseless, and easy to manage,

the merits’ of all
now

others,

Upholstery,

Mirrors
peries,

and

known

Dover, N. H., opposite

American

BATCHELOR’S

HAIR

also

and 178

£52]

COE

&

CO0.,

Publishers’

Agents,

Tribuge

Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phila.
dglptun, are authopized to contract for advertising of

payer,

‘

IN

Organs.

FOR

PRICE

}

METAL,

AND

JOB

TYPE,

. And lately for its unrivalled
FACES.

|

JOHN EK. ROGERS,
55

Water

Street,

Agent,

Boston.

aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,
tf8
.
THE SABBATH AT HOME
I® the only Illustrated Religious Magazine publish
ed in America, and is acknowledged by the Religious Press as filling a void long
felt in Christian
Literature. It has sketches in] jograghys History
Natural Science, aims

to disclose

’s hand in

History and in the Kingdom of Nature. Itemploys the
ablest pens and best artists in giving interest to the
study of the Bible. It is,in
a large measure a YoUNG
PEOPLE'S MAGAZINE,
and every month there are inter-esting Illustrated Bible Recreations for children and
older
Bible students. Price §2 a year, $20 worth of
books, or £10 in cash, for 20 subscribers.
Also seven
extra cash premiums, (the highest being $50,) for the

DYE.

largest clubs for 1869.

SMITH’S BIBLE DICTIONARY

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, e
stant:
; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedftes the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.,—

sent free for six new subscribers.
£%Send
ten cents
for a specimen
copy and circular containing full

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly

$1 8

applied

at Batchelor's Wig

street; New

York.

Factory,

No.

16 Bond

]

ESTABLISHED 1861.

"GREAT AMERICAN

COMPANY

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
PRICE

LIST

OF

TEAS.

OOLONG (Black), 0c, $0c, 800, best $1 per Ib.
MIXED, (Green and Black,) Toe, 80c, 90c, best
$1 per lb.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70¢, 800, 90c,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 800, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
best $1,25 per Ib,
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 700, 80c, 000, $1,00,
$1,10, best $1,26 per 1b,
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 006,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.
COFFEES

ROASTED

AND

GROUND

best 8be, per Ib,

DAILY,

4

i

We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac.

tion, If they aro not satisfactory, they can be returned, at
oar 4 ena, within thirty day, .and have the money re.
fur
N
‘
>
ap

*

Nos. 31 and 33 ‘Vese vy NP‘
Post Oflice Box 5643, New York City.

!

ecards with pens attached, will be forwarded on

receipt of 10 cents, The pens consist of four distinct
varieties adapted to every description of penmanship,
remarkable
for flexibility. durability, and anti-corroding
propertics, These pexs are neatly put up in a
styl peculigrly suited for both wholesale and retail
and

ample

will yield a handsome

‘profitto the seller,

satisfyction to purchasers,

Orders or in.

uiries will receive prompt attention, if addressed to
the subscriber, who. is General Agent for New Eng

and,

ELI

BARNETT, Westville, Conn,
“

articulars.
1blished

AGENTS

monthly

1y16

WANTED

EVERYWHERE,—

by the American

Address,

SABBATH

2t34

Tract Society

AT HOME.

Jé4 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON

NOTION

$1 8

Sewing & Embreoidering Machine.
AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH MALE AND FEMALE—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, Tuck, Quirt, CORD, BRAID, BIND and EmBROIDER in the most superior manner,
It makes the
“ELAS®IC LOCK STITCH ” that will not rip or break

if every third stitch is cut.
and

not

easy

It is durable, very simple

to get out of order.

We warrant, an

keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agents
wanted in every town and county. Address, with
stamp,
L. M. MASURY & CO.,
210 Washington Street, Boston.

P. 8.—All kinds of Machines
changed and repaired.

bought,

sold, ex4w34

CATALOGUES
FRE
!
M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO'S
Catalogue
AND

of

GUIDE

Seeds,

TO THE

FLOWER
J4ND
VEGETABLE
GARDEN
FOR
1869.
Published in January.)
Every lover of flowers
wishing

this new

work, free

of charge,

should ad-

dregs immediately M. OJKEEFE,SON & CO.,Ellwanger & Barry’s Block, Rochester, N. Y.
2634

BOOK AGENTS. cocne
wishing additional cmplryment,

Superintendents aud

Teachers of Sunday Schools, and others, male and fe
male, wanted to introduce our

of CRUDEN’S

fine

CONCORDANCE

FAMILY

SCRIPTURES.

Commissions

liberal,

EDITION

to THE

HOLY

and exclusive

territory given.
Scnd for circulars gad terms of
agency.
i
‘
Re ress 0. D. CASE & CO., Publishers, at Hart
ford, Ct., 116 Nassau 8t,, N. Y., Chicago, Ill, or Cincinnati, Ohio.
A

i

VALUABLE

8t34

GIFT.—80

pages,

DR, 8. 8

FITCH'S “ DOMESTIC FAMILY PHYSICIAN de-,
soribes all Diseases and their Remedies,
Sent by
rec.
mad}, Hoe

DR. 8. §.- FITCH

fires

.
AGENTS WANTED!
every town in NEW ENGLAND to sell ©. 8,
Gereen’s Golden Fens, conceded.by com:
ctent judges to be equal to the best gold pens in maret, and superior to any stecl pens ever manufactured,

business,and

714 Broadway, Now York,

MAINE STATE SEMINARY.
The Winter Term will commence

formatian, address
;
ARTHUR GIVEN,
Lewiston, Me., Oct. 23, 1808.

Nov, 12.
A. B.

For in-

Principal,

(oNSYRETION
CURABLE.—I have discov.
ered a positive cure for Consumption, and gen.”
eral remedy for all diseases of the lungs and

It completely’
ances.

ured

me and

hundreds

throat.

of acquaint.

Iwill give $1000 for a case it will notrolieve:

eed 80 great i8 my faith, 1 will send a_sample free
any fellow sufferer who will address, Yours faith

fully, JAMES WYATT, 8. E. Cor. Broadway
and Fulton

St, N. Y,

wey

hl

.
i

”
Wag 1,

:

LIST.

Address orders to

]

Sold

House,

DEALERS

American

NEWSPAPER

and

Ag't.

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H.,

Elm St. Manchester, N. H.

Sample

JOY,

:

annoyances of thread breaking, changin gol tensions,
noise and fatigue in operating, &c., which make up
some of the disagreeable features of other machines.
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and elicit the encomiums of all who admire real ingenuity, and even extort praise from jealous rivalry.
All who have tried them, have freely
given their
testimony, and unite in recommending them as the
Dest and most perfect machine now offered to the pubc.
Samples of work will be seat to all who may desire
to see them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

I

Persons in want of furniture will find it to their advantage to call and examine our stock before .purchasing elsewhere,
¢
12621

BOOK

that can make a per-

Drew,

RETAIL

And its large varieties of

combin-

GREAT AMERIUCAN TEA OOMPANY

DRAWING
ROOM,
PARLOR,
LIBRARY,
AND DINING FURNITURE.

CO,

letting the rent pay for them.
SEND

f

. €&eo. W.

AND

HARD AND TOUGH

able companion, being*divested of the perplenitics and

tf20

Dra-

&

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

Itis the only

give perfect satisfaction, ‘ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 860,
st 40c. per Ib. GREEN (Unroasted), 26c., 80c., 88c.

FURNITURE,

.

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

stitch,

together

Grounp Correx, 20c.,250., 80c., 85c., beet 40. per 1b.~
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the ow prise of
80¢, per pound, and warrantto

;

Druggists,

First Letter Foundry in New England.
CQMMENCED IN 1817.

The ease with which it is managed, recommends i
especially to all Families as a most
pleasant and agree-

The distinction

12 Cornhill § 25 Washington St.,

all

Unrivaled

-

Machines.

in

by

PHILLIPS

Sm22

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
many
varieties of work not done by other Sewing

Evening Mail,

G. W. WARE & CO.

Sale

WHOLESALE

the month,

Setoing on, Quilting, &¢., that is,

or can be done by any machine now in use.
It has norival In its celebrated over-seaming

MACHINE

rendering

Also, Superior Pianos, Melodeons ;and Publishers of SUNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC.
We will rent our Organs by

This machine is warranted to execute to the great:
est degree of perfection, all kinds and varieties of
Sewing, Hemming, Felling, Cording, Tucking. Braiding, |

TEA

THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
io Publication authorized by the Imperial Commis
sion.”

For

Smith’s

Button-Hole Making and Sewing Machine Oombined, that has made its
advent in this or any other
Country.

SEWING

and

87 UNION SQUARE, Broadway, N.Y,

¢ _THE FIRST AND ONLY

ing in one

Beautifying the Hair,
it dark and glossy.

No other compound
possesses the peculiar Droberties
which so exactly suit the various conditions of the human hair. It is the Best and Cheapest HAIR DRESSING
in the world.
¥

ink eraser. Neat, light, and durable. Agents and
Dealers supplied on liberal terms. A sample with
price list sent by mail post paid on receipt of 60
cents. Address
L. F. STANDISH, Patentee and Manuf’r,
| Receive their Teas by the Cagge= from the best
dwil
Springfield, Mass.
Tea districts of China and Japan, ard sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
gs
AT ©
GO
FPRIECES.
WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE.

J. COFFRIN,

RODGERS died of consumption at the

Liver Oil and Lime.

The great popularity of this safe and efficacious
preparation is alone attributable to its intrinsic
worth. Inthe cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Whooping-Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all
Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superigr, if equal,
Let no one neglect the early symptoms of disease
when an agent is thus at hand ‘which will alleviate all
Semplaints of the Chest, Lungs or Throat. Manufactured only by A, B,'WILBOR, Chemist, No. 166 Court

for he lived

ative to his hope. He remarked that it ‘was stead-

DRUGGISTS,
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

SOLE PROPRIETORS.

Wilbor’s Cod

For Preserving and

PHILIP

\
}

COCOAINE,

A PERFECT HAIR DRESSING,

Pe

It is simple,

This celebrated specific for worms
utmost freedom and confidence by

B. A. Fahnestock’s Son & Co.,

JOY

Oxe

the
ANTpfOre,
8, D. Bowwes, Prospect
Foi tne U. 8. Treasury, Secretary's
Plog send a supply of ANTIDOTE. . The one rea
fs done its work SURELY.
O. T. Enda

BURNETT’S

doing

attested its superiority
in thousands of cases,
MARK H. STEVANS,of New Durham, died Oct.
27, of malignant typhoid, aged 50 years, leaving" + $hroughout all parts of the world.
It
i8
the
imperative
duty
of
every Lore to watch
[a widow and four children to mourn their loss.—
the health of his child, and to provide himself with
He was aworlhy citizen, a pillar in society and
this potent specific.
.
a generous neig hor keeping a pilgrim’s home,—
Be careful
to observe the initials of the name, and
In early life he embraced
Christ, aud was bap- see that you get
.
tized ; -and though he wandered from God, yet
“B. A. FAHNESTOCK’S VERMIFUGE.”
just before his sickness he erected the family altar
—
A
and sought his God again.—‘‘Those that thou
gavest me I have kept,and none of them is lost.”

sponsibility,
.
Ale
This case suggests another which illus- patriot and his. heart was tull of good will to all
trates the same point, but has a. grotesque mankind, He was ever at his place in the church

-

FOR

have obtained eminence in the medical
Mr. ROBERT SPURLING died in Madbury, Oct.
30, aged88 years and 11 months.
He leaves to
mourn one brother, one sister, several children,

Box or ANTI
IT NEVER FALLS,
y's Station, Pa,
Hear And
StrENGTR GAatNep.—Ngained eleven
Ibs, of eth find am restored to sound
Aé

It also has no rival in its Button-Hole and Eyelet.
Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, which is
done with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
fabrics, not excepting Leather,
It is one machine

That has ever been Discovered.

Ngingte

“0; George,

I don't know what to do with

REMEDY

than a

Verses are inadmissible.

v

38

Machine.

by which edges of different fabrics are sewn
a8 by hand sewing.

THE SAFEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE

patronize it, must accompany them with
cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
single square can well be afforded

:

MN

4

BENJAMIN HUTCHINS, was found dead in his
fleldin Edgecomb, Me., whither,he went in order
to dig potatoes,
but was not permitted to do so,

do not

Not morg

CDCES, cic, SENT FREE,
AddredgDr. T. KR. Assorr, Jersey

Agents wanted.

City, N. J.

G7 years, and he has been a very smart business
man till within five or six years, which have

VERMIFUGE,

Star, who

Brevity is specially important.

Sewing

age was

-. Adbertisements.

fast in the Lord.
Ie then said he had selected a
text from which he wished his funeral ‘sermon
reached,
recorded
in 2d
Timothy, 4: 6-8.

take up a handful of soil “you!” ‘Don't you?” said he, looking up
under the microscope, te into her- face. ¢ No, indeed, I don’t."—
find it to contain a number « Then,” said he, ‘If that is so, I'll bewood, small broken pieces have ;"==which he accordingly did, marchor leaves, or’ other partssof ing into the other room with her, and conthe tree, If we could examine it chem- ducting himself for the rest of the evening
She’ had capituically, we should find yet more. strikingly like a little gentleman,
thatit was nearly the same as wood 1n its lated—given up the struggle for authori:

composition.

squirrel. © I think he ovlogizes. I know he
eats cherries’ (we. counted five of them at
one time in a single tree, the stones pattering down like the sparse hail that precludes

to see them all hopefully converted to the Chriss
tian religion.
About 48 hours before his departure the writer was conversing with him rel-

If we were to
and examine it
should probably
of fragments of
of the branches,
AAR

about is the red

His mother, fearful that he would do mis.
chief; either'to himself or the furniture, and

remembering that the house was not hers,
took him out and said, in great distress;

From.

doubts

American tour, gives some amusing illustrations he met which helped to explain years, He leaves a wife and nine children who
what a New England lady meant when she deeply mofirn the loss of a worthy and kind hussaid, “I am learning to be a docile par- band, a faithful and affectionate father. He was

that if he did not behave himself she would
upin the closet. “You can’t. There
pared to the distant sound of military drums, shuthim
a closet here,” saidthe child triumphantierced.bv the sharp pipin
of pipes. ain't
omo of the larger whales displayed “great ly. “Ilput you in that wardrobe, then.” ¢“No,
you won't.” “I will,” “You try it!” She took
tenacity of life, and survived repeated Him
instantly, put him4n, and turned the
strokes and stabs; butthe unequal conflict closed at last, and no fewer than a lock. Thereupon Young America began
hundred and seventy
carcasses - were to kick up a tremendous noise inside, batdragged up the heach,— Summers and Win- tering the doors of ‘the wardrobe as if he
would have knocked them off their hinges.
ters in the Orkneys.
:
:
noise,

savage

Obituaries.

shot

off from Shore “in a skiff, lowing right in
front of the advancing
line. The glitter
and splashof oars
alarmed the leaders,

times have

ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall pre.
Aug. 20, aged 5 weeks and 3 days.
Although
fer, and so save them, when possible, the expense of
£0 young when ealled away, little Willie had sePostage, &o. These offers hold good until
Dec. 81,
cured the affections of both parents and grandparents which were hard to be sundered.
|
| SAMUEL HOLBROOK, died in Edgecomb, Me.,
The American Button-Hole,
Sept. 2, after suffering some four or five years.—
His remains were carried to Boston, Mass., and
OVER-SEAMING
AND
deposited in Mount Hope Cemetery.
He leaves
a wife who is a grand-daughter of Rev. Benjamin
Randall, and four children, to mourn their loss,

These mysterious, inaccessible treasures
as his wife went for him about 11 o’cldck and
were looked
on as the solemn symbols of
found him lying under the edge of his cart. He
unknown wealth. There were the few who rant who has tolerated me about his had not taken his hoe from the cart. It appears
had seen them, and the many who had not. grounds so long? NotI. Let them steal, that he died soon after leaving the house, which
was about eight in the morning. His age was 61
They glimmered in the divine, sacred shad- and welcome.
I am sure I should, had I years and five months, ‘His wife and four chilows of that best parlor which was only had the same bringing up and the same dren feel sad, but have hopein his death.
open fo the elect on state and festival ocea- temptation. As for the birds, I.do ‘not beTHEDORE B., son of John and Laura A. Clifsions, and concerning their awful beauties lieve there is one of them but does more ford, died in E.,Oct.!11, aged 1 year and 24 days.
mysterious whispers eireulated among the ‘good than harg ; and for how niany feath- The funerals ofthe above were attended by the
JOSEPH GRANVILLE.
uninitiated. Besides these first-class mag- erless bipeds can this be said *—J. “R. Low- Writer.
nates, there were well-to-do citizens who by ell.
t
some accident had,hanging on their walls,
one or two engravings. A picture of Gen.
Washington and one or more of family portraits constituted thie ssthetic garniture of
well-to-do houses in those simple days.
But now thecaseis far otherwise. Nohouse
B. A. FAHNESTOCK’
is without its pictures any more than itscar- 3
pets and its rocking-chair. The print-shops
do a thriving and yearly increasing business.
Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obitua-

blest means.
The question whatto get, amid all the
crowd of Spplieaitte and possible choices, is
:
locks, and the hodrse chorus of shouting often a puzzling one.
A picture that is to look you in the face
voices that swelled into the prolonged—
“0Q—0—O0" familiar in popular sea-songs- at all hours of day or night is after all someItis takThis Babel of noises, which the water mel- what of anitem in ourexistence.
lowed into a wild war-chant, with cymbal ing to yourself a silent companion; and
there is no speech or language, and
accompaniment, was meant to scare the though
shoal and hasten the stranding of the its voice is not heard, yet its line goes out
whales. Sut an incident Scared Jat into your daily life, and its wordsto the
chan
:}
mising
aspect o
rs, end of your days.—Mrs. Stowe, in Atlantic
;
in
- tds of battle, and
gave new Almanac.
splendar and new animationto
the scene.
Eager to participate in the expected slaughter, two or three farm lads, whose moveDocile Parents.

ments had escaped notice, suddenly

pretty pagan ways. - The only one I some-

[JIOPUO AA

What

“UOTIUDAU]

attachment which may spring up to those
who learn to use the country aright.
Nor

p

dog

°

*

¥

NOVEMBER

THE MORNING
STAR
- Storing Potatoes for Winter: -

peared, when Rresident Wade and Speaker Colfax called to order atmoon. Prayer was offered

some sums by pursuing this course, the past sea-

vices to-night, sir.”

of Congress.

As

Republican, such an amendment could not fail of
being ratified.
It appears by an examination of the

law,

that

vacancy exists

which the President can fill.

a

The

law revived the grade of General conferred on
‘Washington, and the office is not limited to Gen.

‘Very true,” said Mr.

373 millions.
President

has. removed

Gen.

Reynolds

from the command of the military district of
Texas, and appointed Gen. Canby in his.place.

Returns to the Land Office state that during Oc:
tober nearly 35,000 acres of the public lands were
disposed of in Nebraska and Kansas, and that

.mdst of fhe land was transferred to actual settlers
under the homestead act.
Hon. James F."Wilson, lat¢ Representative to
Congress from Iowa, is said to be very likely:
succéed Mr. Grimes in the Senate. . Mr. Wilson
.has been four times elected to the House,
declined to stand for a fifth term this year.

but

A call has been issued for a Women’s Suffrage
Convention in Boston, to be held on the 18th and
19th insts,

It is signed by Rev. Drs.

many others.

SIR RODERICK

MURCHISON

has

picked up they are taken directly to the heaps,

his road home by way
he thinks it probable
traced the waters of
Albert Nyanza,
and

great geographical problem

=

-

The case of John H. Surratt was dismissed,
on a technical point, from the District of Columbia Supreme Court, on Friday.
This ends the
Surratt farce.
Prof. Goldwin Smith arrived at New York i n
the steamship Weser, from Southampton, on

each, as
A light

this

can

done where

the soil is perfectly drained.

is not thuch

difference in the labor

their potatoes

in the winter, build

:
to ship
vaults

In New Jersey and on Long Island it is quite

This crop

keeps best away from

which

above freezing.
secures

these

They seem vexed. at the aspect of

l

ty —

the

perfectly,

iy W—

If we inspire and expire forty hogsheads of
air a day, rob it of some pounds of oxygen, and
load it with other pounds of carbonic acid gas,
BEFORE VERY many days are over we %hall
we must'geed -a very large supply for our daily
know the result of the English elections.
The
use. The ventilation of buildings, public and
political future of Mr. Disraeli for years to come
Sunday morning of last week, and left Monday
private,
is accomplished
easily
and safely
evening for Ithaca to assume his duties in th e | will have been indicated, and we shall have seen
enough, if people will take the pains and spend
the work of the triumphgnt expectations of the
Cornell University.
Prof. Smith- suffered conthe money.
Yet it is sadly neglected by those
liberals. Every country in Europe is looking on,
siderably by the roughness of the voyage.
who
spare
no
trouble and expense for luxuries
, | —speculating as to how the new electors will use
A. correspondent of the Hartford, Ct. Conran
much less important.
I have been at elegant
.
|
their
privileges.
It
is
to
be
hoped
the
elections
says that Charles Francis Adams was so nervou
dinner-parties, where, what with the number of
will
be
peacefally
conducted,
and
that
the
beaten
about voting that he first dropped a receipted bill
guests crowded together in a small apartment,
into the ballot box, but returned later in the day party will philosophically acquiesce in defeat. the blaze of numerous lights, and the long sitThe danger is.in what are called the three corand corrected the mistake by voting the entire
ting, to say nothing of the variety of wines that
constituencies,—where
parliament
has
nered
Republican tickets
>
insisted on being tasted, the greatest care was no
sought to reduce the representation of a large
The New HampShire State Teacher's Associasecurity against such a headache the next mornborough or county to one vote, by enabling the
tion will be held at Nashua, commencing at two
ing as only a debauch ought to account for.—
minority, unless it is very small indeed, to return
o’clock, December 10th,and continuing two days.
There were a dozen courses for the palate, and
one of the three members,
The liberals hope by
Let no host
So far the official vote of Maine stands: Fo r careful organization to get all the seats even in only one for the breathing organs.
expect his guests to be anything but sleepy and
Grant’s maGrant, 67,182; for Seymour, 40,493,
If they fail the wine representathese cases.
jority, 26, 689. This is a gain of 8545 over the Restupid, if they are imprisoned in an atmosphere
tive islikely to have an unpleasant
time.
Engpublican majority in September.
Itis thought
which reduces them all to a state of semiasphyxlish mobs are not yet educated up to any other
that Grant’s. majority in the whole State will b e way of settling an election than by the plan of | 13:
It is our own fault, in most cases, if we do not
about 27,700.
:
seeing what the majority say; and®irmingham,

A

careful

and

liberal

estimate:

for

the few
counties still unheard from makes the Republican
majority in South Carolina 9900. The Democrats
_ have elected two out of the four Congressmen,
" one of whom, at least, is disqualified under the
14th amendment.
The second Congressional district of Illinois is
¢laimed as the “banner district” of the United
States, having given Gov. Farnsworth 14,418 majority.
Official returns from 57 counties in Illinois show an increase in the popular vote for
Congressmen at large for two years of 44,000.

these periodical inundations
South America,
discuss the origin of evil, or linger at a street
have been to the Alpine cantons of Switzerland. . corner to settle the authorship of Junius and
They are the one terror of the region, the more
Eikon Basilike, unless you are impregnable to
terrible indeed because they are the result of nat- the blast as an iron-clad to bullets.
ural forces quite beyond human control. The
There are some,no doubt, who can run half a
FOREIGN.
| cantons which have suffered most in this year’s
dozen times round the Common, and sit down
The new Parliament of Great Britain will as- floods are those of Tessin, Grisons, and St. Gall.
on Park Street Meeting-house steps and cool off,
semble on the 10th of December.
The St. Gothard and St. Bernardin
passes are
without being the worse for it. But sensible
persons are guided by their own experience.
It
An international military commission is in ses . | closed, Uri and Vallais have been swept by the
destroying waters, and Unterwalden has lost
is not their affair how much exposure other peosion at St. Petersburg.

The partyin Spain infavor of a republic is
. gaining ground.
a
The Provisional Government of Spain declares

its intention to hasten

the conclusion of a treaty

of peace with Chili and Peru.

A Washington ‘special says that the Spanish
Minister and Mr. Seward have had some consul*
tation on’ Cuban affairs. It is understood that
the Secretary gives assurances that our Government would continue to recognize the lawful authorities of the Island, as represented by the persons to whom the new . Government of Spaif en-

trusts power, and that no fillibustering expeditions will be allowed to: depart from our waters
with hostfle intent-toward the Island.
The

Spanish

authorities

in

Cuba

adnlit

that

The physical structure, of Switzerland,

ple can bear.

its complicated system of mountains and passes,
hills, valleys ‘and ravines, allows vast bodies of
heats of summer
dissolve their barriers, and
leave a way open for their desolating course.
Masses of water in the form of snow and ice also

hang suspended over the plains and valleys lying
beneath the Alpine ranges during the greater
These suffer no change except
part of each year.
those due to thé partial influences of summer,
and the fresh accumulations in winter.
But the
untimely rains sometimes descend like quick dissolvents upon the less elevated portions of the Alpine snow, washing down large masses, and adding fearfully to the power of the descending
waters.
:

fightingin the whole neighborhood.
Mexicans
are arriving in Havana with the supposed intention of aiding the revolutionists in their struggle

countrymen here desire to show by an expression of practical interest that the United States
stands ready to include the Alpine Republic in
the range of its widely-extending sympathies.

.

Tae WOMEN

Paragraphs.
ABOUT ONE of the

of Germany are

to hold

a Con-

vention for 'the purpose of discussing, not the

most ridiculous features of

question_of suffrage,

but

:

such

:

practical [topics

as these:

barrow, walking bareheaded through the streets
with an inseription on the back, standing on
one’s head, or balancing a pole on one’s nose, the

physical education of their children.
9. The establishment of small museums:to

generally

“grave and

reverend

ignoirs” who from Balaams become donkeys.

1. To find out the best ways and means to
teach young mothers how best to regulate the

literature, art and

industry ; places for meetings,

lectures and the like, in which. the education of
children and matters of domestic interest should

They should not, however, thus interfere in the be treated by’ competent women and men,
business of professional circus people.
‘| There should also be Sunday schools, for women

' Tie Frigsps residing in the South during the

&
j

war found that their peace principles brought
upon them persecution. Davis would not ex. empt thém from fighting, and they were often
subjected to peculiar trials in maintaining their
faith. One Friend who refused to fight was
forced to stand an hour and a half on a battle-figld
under fire. . He escaped unharmed,
but the
guard was shot. Another was compelled to
_ sthnd up with
a musket tied to his side, ii the
trenches of Petersburg, exposed to a terrible five, |

and he also escaped unhurt.

LYMOUTIT CHURCH is a sbrt,of national in-

_ stitution. Few stramgers
hout

a

p seat the’

iE

¥

Sabbath in

congregation are volun-

‘need the resolution and firmness of

» force keeping back a crowd at a military

“review. : Parties who rent seats in the church
are entitled to them if they are -in them ten min-

ittes before service commences, At an early hour
a throng of strangers crowd all the doors to be in

and girls of all classes, savings banks, supply associations, officers for those that want places,
&e.

h

of a reform in dress
3. The commencement
As a
directed against the vagaries of fashion.

Lasix for this reform
been accepted :

@

Cuwrrants.....

@

Gitomer
ea Nuts
, common..15
EM@.sseese.18
Lemons, #box 4 50
Oranges. ....00 00

the

Corn, ¥ 56
Yellow

A given weight of coal will throw out the
game amount of heat in burning, whether it be

in large or small pieces,

If of small size, a thin

layer over the grate will supply heat enough Tor
all usual temperature and for cooking, and will

as a’ dead mass

of large

lumps.

A layer of two or three inches of nut or

or eight

inches

pea coal will usually do better service than six
of stove

or

égg

size,

eithe# in

We also use the pea
or latter part of the day.
coal for starting the hot air furnace in the morning, with alittle during the day to’ fill in the

¢. That

are hurtful to health be put aways”
a large saving
whether
might not be effectedin things of dress, so that

the expenses might be

more

made

to the income.
~
£ The transformation of

appropriate

benevolent

female

instittitions ‘into « self-supporting ~ and earning
female institutions.”

:

:

when a strong fire is needed

during the

between the coal, which

middle

saves tlre use of

a deep bed of it when but a moderate heat is required. When a fire is needed over night in the”

furnace

of the dwelling, or in the greenhouse,

we bed with adayer of large coul, filk the inter
stices with pea coal and cover with ashes, or regulate by the draft door.
A small quantity will
thus remain ignited all’ night, when, if no small
coal were used, a foot in depth of large coal

he J

1 30
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choice reading, selected and original, from ) the pens
‘A PRESENT
TO EVERY CLERGYMAN.
of eminent authors, a complete Calendar, ote, ete,
We will give a copy of Smith’s Unabridged Bible
Elegant, attractive, and valyable.
legant, Retail price te
Dictionary (profusely illustrated) to every clergyman
.
va
0
who shglll send us
hree subscribers at the regular
on receipt
post
Sent,
& 00., Publishers.
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81,
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FARMERS,
FAMILIES, AND
OTHERS
CAN
purchase no Fpmedy ‘equal to Dr, Tobia®® Venetian
w
Solic,
croup,
chronic
rheun
stomffieh no sort or kind of larva, or spawn of
Liniment for dysente
worms—or insects,or strange, loathsome animalcule
atism, sore throats, 0 othae e, sea-sickness, cuts,
—or impure floating matter, that often lays the founburng, swelling, bruises, old gores, headache, mospains in limbs, chest, back, etc. 1f it does
dation of disease.
This
Improved
Water Filter
quito bites,
readily removes all this; also all gases, taste, ¢olor, not give voliot. the money will be refunded. All that
or smell from the water; consequently it must be is asked ig a trial, and use itaccording to the direc»
pure,.drinkable and healthy,
;
.
tions,
, The manufacturers—KEDZIE
& BUNNEL—8pare
Dr, Tonras—Dear Sir: I have used your Venetian
beand
years,
of
anumber
for
10 éxXpenee 3H proRTNE the fluest purified -Carbon;
family
my
in
Liniment
both Lone and
Wood, and Quartz Silex free from lieve it to be the best article for what it 48 recomLime or mineral, foy the packing.
So that the Kedmended that I have ever used. For sudden aftack
#ie Improved Water Filter may be the most perfect of croup tis invaluable. . I have no hesitation in recit for all the uses it profosses to cure. I
purifier of water in uge,
They haye heen put to the’ ;ommending
severest tests, and proved an entire success in every
have sold it for many years, and it gives: entire satCHAS, H, TRIMNER.
mstance.
isfaction,
Quakertown, N. J., May 8, 808,
MANUFACTURED
BY
Sold by the druggists, “Price BU cts, and $1. Depot,
[430
RKEDZIE
& BUNNIIL,
+10 Park Place.

(New York¥ 1b,.47 @ . 48
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and others, re-

use are assured of pure, healthy water at all times,
Also know to a certainty they are taking into the
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thelr full market rates, in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
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and will be brighter and fresher than ever.
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The Bonds
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Picklock.... 63 @ . 6
Choice XX....d
FineX.......lb
Medium......
. 02
Coarseicecsss 48

Common.....43 @
Pulled, extra...46 @
Superfine 4..43.@

Clapboards 55 00
do. Spruce 10 00
Shingles, pine .2 00

|Western.. ......82 @ . 8
:
(0) NIONS.
|White........7 00 @ 8 50

i

. 13

vesunssBN Bee 9

{Imperial .....
|Hyson..........!

Clear Pine.. 28 00 @80 00 |
Coarse do...22 00 @23 00

{ersirarisrnnien::10 @.0 18

BEANS .

8

these considerations

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD
BONDS,

EX. 8iz@Sceeess. Bereoes 5
TEAS.
Eng. com...90 00 @ 95 00 | Gunpowder,
Do. refined100 00 @105 00
Per
hH....1

PRICES.

MAPLE

BA RLEY.
Y.

great,
From

.

14 | Refined
Crushed...
18% @ 14%
Powdered..1d’; @ id's
Coffee crush. 135,@ 145%

50 |
35 |

Com.ass’d150 00 €155 00 | Rough.

Nov, 11, 1868.

i

@ 14%
@.. 15

Salt....18'; @.. 16 | Cuba Muscovado. @ 11¥
; dry..s30 @.. 32 | Porto Rico..
. 8
Grande..

with

largest settlement and nearest markets, lie along this
and the future developportion'of the Pacific Railroad,
ment of business thereon will be proportionally

| Nos.8to12...11 @ 12}
Nos.13t017..12%
Nos.18to 20.14}

.

together

through connection were not made,
The best lands, the richest mines,

Havana.

~~ AMERICAN
YORK

p.. 13

Potato "Rai
SUGAR.

Swedish—

Markets.

For the week ending,

@ 21%

earl, ¥ Bia
ere
Pearl,

20 @ 1 25

do: wet.......12 8..
Goat Skins,
Madras....&.45 @..
Patnas..... . 25 @..

»

The

. 28

28.8

Western, dry...22 @.. 24 | Portland..

The postage is payable at the office of délivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicit[4

earnings averagt
MORE THAN A QUARTER
OF A MILLION IN GOLD PER MONTH,
of which 35 per cent, only is required for.operating
expenses,
x
:
The net profit upon the Company’s business on the
completed portion, is about double the amount of
annual interest liabilities to be assumed thereupon,
and will yield a surplus of mearly a million in
gold after expenses and interest are paid—even if the

@ 12%
@. 97%
TE . >

Lenin,

eee 28 8... HU

Green
BA

or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.

ed.

the gross
tion, is so heaty, and so advantageous, that

@ 700

SPICES.

HIDES AND SKINS.

:

75 @ 5 00

spaces

150

25.@

y
1bsc.16 00 @24 0

TerMSs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

MArToOW.,....4

ate, and becoming.
b. That nothing new be
adopted unless it
has proved itself to be both to the purpose and
anssvering the demands of good taste.

all garments and objects of toilet that

Redlup:

por.

_ The local business alone, upon the completed

|HerdsGrass..3 00 @ 38 50

VOOL.
B. Ayres..... 27 @.. 29 {Ohio & Pennsylvania - «

ver, N. H,

a year;

Overland travel will be

Westand South. @.. 00

©

Straw,1001bs..1

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent te L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

35 @ 2 40

keep the fire burning at all,

5

19
28
00
00

bs

.c.....1

_

many months, when the Road is completed and the
Loin closed, the Bonds willbe eagerly sought

50 @ 6 00

ePPeT
+ cvevess

—

& Can..2

minous coal, which will.burn in the single piece,
may well be of large size. With large pieces,
one must have a considerable number of them to

.-. 837

@45 00 | Pimento.......21

The Myrtle.

State

speak

«evs.

sesenne

cents

43

bush.
. .. 8 4 00

Blue Pod...3 50 @ 3.75
Cranberries,
bu3 @ 4 00

@a215
@.. 52
as po

To allow the clothing to dry upon you, unless
by kéeping up vigorous exercise until theroughly dried, is suicidal.

opinion we

We

11X

@ .
@ .
@ 5
§00

@..

rate only.
iw
2
This issue of Bonds constitutes one of the LARGEST
of the counLOANS
AND MOST POPULAR CORPORATE
try, and therefore will be constantly dealt in,
The greater portion of the Loan {s now in the hands
of sfeady investors; and it is probable that before

Southernyel.1 25 @ 1 30
y
.275 628
Western mx’d1 22 @ 1 25 | Canary.......6 00 @ 6 50

tend to it immediately, as it is much easier to
cure at once than when of long standing.—(/erinantown Telegraph.

650 @ 5 75 |

believe tobe erroneous.

5

GRAIN.

When a cow gets this disease, it is bést to at-

under

the date of the last paid Coupon, at the Currency

for at the highest rates.
They are issued only as the work progresses, and
to the same extent only as the U. 8. Subsidy Bonds
;
granted by the government to the” Pacific Railroad
e212
pounsda.....
:
otatoes,
un
Companies.
| Jacksons...l 00 §.1 05
Nearly ive hundred miles of the road are now
| DEW ¥H....0
00 8,2 2
built and the grading is well advanced on two hun.
| Onions.#bbl. 7 00 @ 7 50
| Poultry........ 16 2 3 .| dred and fifty miles additional.
The THROUGH LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT will
SEED.
be completed by thie middle of next year, when the
| Clover,Northern,148.. 16
very large,

Layer ......0 00 @3 83i|

Some cows will
avound the leg above the knee.
let their legs be handled like a horse; but I have
one cow this strapping will not quiet.
T take a
strong rope and tie her foot forward, raising it
about a foot from the ground.

of the Myrtle,

@18 00

a 17%
8 16%
8. 14

Blue¥ cask . .. 8 .
Bunch,
¥ box.. @ . ..

a strap tight

foot Itie

Green Winterd

cooking or’warming a room.
the following pohits hase
After examining the subject experimentally.
:
‘ come th ude mainly
:
and theoretically, wé have

nothing be declared “ old-fashioned”

11

Re.

places, and not let them wade through the’mud;
put quick lime frequently where they will be
obliged te step in it often, as each side of the
bars, or stable door.
When I have a case of this I put the cow in the

There is a very common opinion that large coal
burns longer, and is therefore the cheaper, This

pea and nut coal for the cooking range and small
stoves, ‘with a modeérate quantity of stove size

That

MaXTOW

and wet places, and neglected stables. ~The best
preventive I know is to keep the cattle i cleat’

;

which has once found itself” useful and appropri-

a.

choice Balt.12 00 @13 50 |

Almonds—
Soft Shell.....25
Shelled. ......48

the disease is much the same as thrush in a
horse’s foot, and is caused by, standing in mud

-NEW

Coal.

——

be quite as effectual

Vermont......40

4

C0

s

pass the

mptto hear its pastor,

effect a

always

not

choice do...10 50 @l1 00 |

VALUABLE

of the hard or anthracite coal; the soft or bitu-

the Presidential election is the peculiar Rind of
bets made by some crazy politicians, Here are
some of them:
Carrying a negress in a wheel-

operators being

and put salt in,

known as ground itch;

stable; if it is the hind

smoked..16

TIT i #
Pg
ogs, dressedll’s @.. 12

13

Brandywinel0 50 @11 4
Flour...:0 00 @ 0

farther up, and in my opinion a cow thus cured
is much more likely to get lame again when vit5
:
riol is not used.

in Atlantic Almande.

= Small and Large

best.28
00 @29 00

Corn Meal..... ++ @ 575 | Cape.......4

this is, it eats the flesh and causes the crack to go |

there always be a woman on the seat before him.
He will die a natural death before long—perfectly natural, under the circumstances.”— Holmes,

Subscriptions for the relief of the victims have
been organized in Paris and London;and their

Mess,

Southern,sup . .. @.. .. | Beans,
¥
ieense.800 @1000 [Smallandex.

following, which is more certain:
_ Take blue vitriol, pound fine, mix with water
or lard, and after cleansing the part well put
some of the mixture in." The objection I have to

Hoof-ail was formerly

extending easterly from the navigable waters of the
Pacific Coast to the lines now rapidly building from
2
ST
the Eastern States,
They bear Six per cent. interest per annum, in gold,
AND BOTH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST ARE EXPRESS.
LY MADE ‘ payable in United States Gold
sre
Colin,”
The semi-annual Coupons arc payable, July 1st and
:
City.
January 1st, in New York
. The purchaser is charged the accrued interest from

...18 00 @20 00

Pork,
Clear......34 00 835 00

choice do...10 50 gl1 00 | Hams

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
:
: Sample copies will be sent free on appliyour victim starts for Washington, let cation

When

several towns in Puerto Principe are in the hands
of the revolutionists, and that there is much

for independence.

Least of all must the delicate male

sex be guided by the conduct of their rugged and
insensible female fellow-creatures.
Either God
tempers the wind to the bare shoulders as to the
shorn lamb, or these dear sisters of ours are the
“toughest of organized creatures.
The railroad car.is the Pe where your dan
ger is greatest, A delicate little woman, sitting
on the seat before you, will throw a window
wide open, and let the winter wind in upon you
in a steady current for hours, without the least
idea that she is committing homicide.
¢ There
is no need of assassination,” says the late Prof.
Harris, “to temper the asperities of politics.—

water to accumulate till their own force or the

Eastern

13 00 @1500'| do.otherbr.. .. @.. ..

the salt there till it dis-

will

latter

National Pacific Railroad Line,

Beef—Mess,
:
Western. ..18 0C @20 00

os Ges ss

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
Manchester-and the city ' of London will be furi- get ventilation enough at home, without any i
énlarged and much improved about the
ous if for the first time for many long years they “dangerous exposure to draughts. But once cross
It is printed on paper of a
see a tory representing them,—one who has your own threshold and go abroad, you are no first of April.
longer safe. A friend grapples you, warm with
crept in through this novel method of defeating
very superior quality, and its mechanical
exercise, and keeps you talking, with the wind
the will of the majority.
excellenceis equal to that of any other pablowing through you, charged with
eatarrhs,
per of its class.
All communications inAN YecousT of the disastrous floods in
rheumatisms, lung-fevers, and other complaints,
Switzerland has already been given. What the
tended for publication should be addressed
any of which your particular constitution may
earthquakes have been to the Pacific coast of happen to fancy.
Never stop on a doorstep to to REv. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Saco, Me.

heavily.

chises, railroad equipment, business, etc., of the BEST
PORTION of the GREAT
1

00 @1000 |

tried many

cure; if it does, however, itis better than

"Ventilation and Drafts.
<

loss by

the -hoofs
ing it backward and forward between
solves; but fthe

an absolute first lien upon the valuable grants, fran.

Gl

FISH.

inquired for a

Ihave

—have washed out the part well

with the least labor and with the least expense.

Spain rising to or struggling for freedom, and no
doubt the position of the Frenchman who finds
himself with less liberty than is enjoyed by not
only the Belgian, the Swiss, the Italian, and the
Austrian, but “even by the Spaniard, must be
galling.

These Bonds are the duly authorized
and aécredited
“obligations of one of the most responsible Corporations of the American Continent, and are secured’ by

uperfing «sees

remedies, such as getting a tarred rope and pull-

and tied a bag in to hold

PACIFICR.R.CO.

,
es Fad. . 08 . 12
aT 00 811.50
611.30 |Appl
Canada,superd 00 @ 6 00 | ® sliced. .»..00 @.. 0
com.
..600
@ 700
donew¥bbl200
@ 4 00
medium do. 7 50 @ 8 50 | Butter, ¥ Bb.
v
“

a correspondent

curé for hoof-ail in cattle.

That method is best

conditions most

J bup.5-ply 8 180

EXira Supat.ser s 1 =

Hoof-ail.

Some time ago

CENTRAL

Odesenss

SpanBrownAn.1%S:
enRed¥cwt.3 50 @
Ticking .ovev00.20 @ + 25
Cottonades.....21 @ . 45 Vermillion ..... 286
Doaillie reer)
& . » Whi
inghams..ieee
.
a
Mous.de Laines20 @ . 21

enoice

air, in darkness, and at a low temperature, a few

degrees

Jeans...

ensue.

barrels, but sometimesin bulk. In cellar storage
straw should be thrown over them to keep out

the light.

n

?

+
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Coummieie
§ 3 | “Ro Sond Sa 1
Prints... 11 s 18 Paris Whites..3 008. 3%

and Di
i
choice extra,11’

ad.

GOLD BONDS

Am
purd0 00§.: 12
‘Groun ‘pure ..138.. 14
NO:
lecsesssesans@ss

Print Cloths.....9 @..7X

Security. Hy

° THE FIRST MORTAGE,

_ Thirty-Year, Six Per Cent.

Hel

10. When evaporation goes on faster than the
capacity of.the roots to supply it, death must

the prices suit. Immense quantities are stored
by dealers in the city of New York, mostly in

who live near him consider themselves so much
the poorer as he is successful. One would think
from the coniments of some of the French gov-

IMysesnses

Ordinary.....28 @ 283 | Lard, Wes:

be no vitality without a waste of
-

@.s oo

though the roots be encased in frost.

common to store potatoes in the house or barn
cellar, to be ready for market at any time when

THE Chinese are said to entertain the idea that
one‘man’s happiness reduces the sum of the happiness of ‘his neighbors,
Ifa person be unusually prosperous, as a farmer, merchant,
&c., those

«+

West'rn sup..5 00 @ 6 00 | Prime-.....23 00 25 00
keg,B....... @.. ..
‘com.extras..6 00 @ 7 00 | Lard
medium do..7 50 @ 8 50 | Lard, b l. B....17 @.. 18

involved, or

arranged for tipping in a cartload at a time, and
a door is upon the south end for taking the potatoes out.
5

true water--

obile

0.

good mid6 @.. 27 | Extra......1 40 @ 150
Mid.to
2 @ 1385
No. p FRAO
a8 [] 23)2
oi
OrdiBaLy
Smet
MESTICS,
= Neatsfoot¥
10618.
60
an
N
44...15 © 16% Lead,Red Am.. 11 @., 12
: ee

9, To supply this waste, moisture must. be
drawn into the plants all through winter, even

There

cheap

DT i

* '8.'There can be no waste of heat in living
things without a waste of moisture.

or cellars in hill sides, that will hold from 500 to
1500 bushels. The vault has a window and shoot

of Zanzibar, and
that Dr. LivingLake Tanganyika
thus settled the

«

only be

in the security of the crop against frost.
Farmers living near ports, who wish

shed of South Africa.

of countries.

heat.

the spring market, this is a good method.
Another way is to store the potatoes in pits,

written a let-

of the

7. There can

and keep out the frost.—

surface, but

one the greater is the

160 @ 2 00

Whale..1 20 @.1 26

Do.

Ri0-e sive ssanesld @.. 22

plants.—

1

Linseed—.

St. Domingo....19 @.: 21 [Crude 8

the latter,

When the farmer wishes to keep his potatoes for

ter to the Lendon Times. in which he reiterates
his confidence in the truth of the report that Dr.
Livingstone, the eminent African explorer, was
safely on
also says
stone has
into the

pass over a moist

covering of straw is thrown over the heap and
the earth is put upon the straw, making a roof

below the

iand png
nature of

to the habits

Excellent

«.

New Orleans...v««@..

TAVE sss encssell @.. 83

ure from the plant in winter as well as in summer, in proportion to its dryness.
5. The-dryness-of the atmosphere is usually in
proportion to the lowness of the temperature.
6. The more rapidly a dry surface is made to

and so near together that when the potatoes are

partly

$

only do so through the medium of moisture.
4. That the dryer element invariably abstracts
from the moisture. The atmosphere steals moist-

has its advantages, however, in saving carting
and once handling.
The heaps or pits are usually made upon the field where the potatoes grow,

shed water

—

its vitality through winter.
3. That to circulate heat through its. system in
winter to prevent its parts from freezing it can

not uncommon - for the earth to’ freeze two feet

that will

Or

They are So plain, and, we truly believe, incontrovertible, that we are not willing our readers:
should not have the benefit of them:
i
1. That plants do not lie dormant or hiberna
in the winter,
.
‘"2, That'a plant must maintain heat to retain

deep, and the raising of a mound with walls of
that thickness over. potatoes is a great labor. It

ernment organs upon the Spanish revolution
Clarke an d | that this. was the imperial theory of the relation

Manning, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Mrs. L. Maria
Child, Col. Higginson, Judge Henry Chapin, an d

>

sold

as turnips, but this requires much care in covering the pits on account of the extreme weather
that prevails in the best potato districts. Itis’

which contain from 80 to 100 bushels
suits the convenience of the farmer.

+

_these ten_ articles of faith

in regard

so generally, the- man who cultivates the new
seedlings
and. stores ‘them until spring, will be

ON
THE question of how much may be saved
‘from a small salary, a lady says: “My income is
#8 per week, which I spend in the following
manner: Board and washing, $4.35; church centributions, 25 cents; car fare and books,50 cents;

.405 millions; expenditures, 877 millions, The
estimate s"which the Secretary made in his last
annual report were—receipts, 417 millions, exThe

order were

sly

the

very generally in the spring for two dollars. As
long as the custom of early marketing prevails

Grant, as supposed by many.
clothes, $1.50; total, $6.60. Balance, $1.50, I deNew York city is improving, as will be seen by
posit in the bank.”
A young man’s experience :
its last four years’ record,on the right side, as fol- “My expenses for board and room, $7.60; clethlows: 1856,vote for Fremont, 17,771; 1860, vote fo r | ing, $6; billiards, $4.50; rinks, $1.20; horse
Lineoln, 85,290; 1864, vote for Lincoln, 36,681 3 | hire, $3; True Flag and Police Gazette, 10 cents;
1868, vote for Grant, 47,778.
washing, 25 cents; contributions, 5 tents; total,
$23. For the balance I draw on the old man.
The Committee of the League to investigate
the naturalization fraud in New York city, is My ‘washing bill last year was $48; but as my
composed of 7 gentlemen, as follows: —W. E. necessary expenses were so high, I was able to
pay only $13 of it, which gives the average of 25
Dodge, Horace Greeley, Moses H, Grinnell, Isaac
cents a week. I would like very much to marry,
Sherman, Isaac. H. Bailey, Marshall
O. Rob. | butT do not at presentsee how I can. The ladies
erts and John H. White.
Secretary McCulloch is preparing his annual as a general thing, are So excessively extravaReport, and will give the receipts and expend ie gant and have so many expensive habits that I.
don’t think I could support a wife.”
tures for the last fiscal year as follows: receipts,

penses,

in good

-

'Cienfu

Maks

. OIL.
Pictou..seeea.8
50 @ 9 00
..2 40@
2 50
Anthragite,..11
00 @12 00 Olive, ¥

In the last issue
of ‘the Gardeners’ Monthly

his

od

Cannel**+++*,1800 G2000

Points about Plants.

Some

Palmer. “I have seated persons in this house for likely to pursue a safe course.
Prices are genertwelve years.
Ihave seen all sorts of people. I| ally enough higher to pay for the extra handling,
am very certain if I should see an hngel I should
and leave a margin for profit.
:
know him.
You must bide your time and take ~ They can be stored upon the surface “of the
your chance, sir.”
ground in any dry , position in the same manner

the Legislatures of two-thirds of the States are

if Gen. Grant resigns as General of the army,

to keep

son. Potatoes were bought last fall for fifty cents

¢“Be not forgetful to enter-

tertain angels unawares.”

able

/ .....
COAL.

of: very great pecuniary

for a farmer ‘to be

per bushel, and those

tain strangers,” said the minister, ‘you may en-

The plan of solving the suffrage problem by a
~ Constitutional Amendment
will probably find

lively heat—American Agriculturist.

potato crop until spring. ‘Many made very hand-

the house: “You can’t go in, there,” said, Mr.
Palmer, the veteran usher. “But I am a clergyman.” * We have no particular heed of your ser-

in both branche¥, and the journals read, when,
no'quoram
being present, the presiding officers
a
Re
adjourned both branches to Monday, Dee, Tth.

large favor at the next session

It is often a matter
importance

ARberfigements,

of ity in ‘order to secure a quick, constant and

Ziw

Tuesday of last week was thé day assigned trance, but orders them to stand back, out of the
for the adjourned session of Congress. As, how- way, and wait their turn like common people.
Representative The other .Sunday night there was an unusual
and
‘ever,
Senator Morgan
Schenck, the committee appointed for the pur- crowd around the doors. .A tall lean, sharp vispose, recommended that the seesion be not held ' | aged gentleman; with'a- huge white cravat on,

find
it economical
to-use more small coal andless

«828

=

wove aans orn,

- For the week ending, Nov. 11, 1868.

We are convinced that most families would
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_ BoSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

‘wouldbe required to keep the fire from going | -

*

|
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are very conse-

J

MISCELLANEOUS.

©

Some of them

E8282

News Summary.

a

season for a seat.

quential men ‘at home, and imagine that they
‘can walk right in and help themselves. They’|*
are wonderfully astonished, not
to say indignant, |
when the decided usher not only forbids their en-

Ee

8.
18, 186
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